He is spoken of by the officer.- of
the institution as being u most quiet and
orderly prisoner, giving the officers no
trouble, nor had they the slightest suspicion that lie contemplated escape.
term.
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Sugar-Making. No. 1.

NATHANIEL JONES

properly managed, sugar-making

\\ in

is

\,
pleasant ami profitable business.
,. in-sat a season ol the year when help
\

1;

am! other tarm operations canprofitably be carried on. Although the
t of making sugar from our common
ek maple originated, according to the

pk-iity.

i

A"

:

i\e

*
yclopedia. in 17dg, it seems to
be.-,on'- one nl the lost art *,—at least
■*
properly b ‘called one of the tine
judging from the sample we often

think that the following, or its!
has been before published in
e at
nr -toreWhile, here and there
the Journal. Wc wish some one would
j
-kill
and
taste in properson- displayed
of the process.
ducing ;. superior article of sugar before J explain the philosophy
c
t'
introduction ol pans, it did not extend
[For tin* Journal.]
t
tic masses, and to-day the average
To Make Butter by Burying Itduty of the maple sugar made in Vcr’d -h a s u want of care and skill in its
i
I read not long since in an old English
manuiacture perfectlv inexcusable.
* fit
lather- were poor am! in a new magazine a novel way to make butter.
try, with many wavs for money and Perhaps the idea may be new to some of
chance- to get it. and vet they did your readers, who, doubtless, have not
better,
nsidering their eireum- forgotten the odious churning day. Let
,m

:*. thc;r .-ap troughs and
lac. the average sugar-maker
i]..; again, while consumers

en

it..: i

w

mi iv

the'i

than their alloted

all

and

farmers
try this before they grow grey headed.
Take a clean pudding cloth and put it
into a basin, pour the cream into it, and

enterprising

intelligent

quite willing to
tie at- sugar
They regarded
tie it up just like a pudding.
Then dig a
sugar a- being adulterated,
i.-r "dark’colored, real maple hole perhaps two feet
tie
a second
deep,
kid a •tang' to it''
Hut eivilcloth over the first containing the cream,

rt.

*i ere

died
g.: that
n ii :- adianccd.

beoom—people
di -ermiiiiating about their food. to keep out tin* dirt and bury it. for an
nn :
l.ave learned that maple sugar hour or more.
Then take it out. pour it
j
md clean, of a mild, pleas- into a
earthen ware bowl and stir it
large
*!
I u.e in eoiurast with the old
briskly round with a rolling-pin for live
ag and at ai t v taste.
or ten minutes, the butter and buttermilk
I
A No 1 sugar does not
imply
w
a
i.i the demand.
Kach y ear will separate from each other and nothing
pa
w ider
margin in prices between remains but to squeeze them apart, put
.-tad p c. -i. I’nil.alilv there is no
tin* butter under the pump on a paste or
ci product or manufacture eonneetw ;:
farming le— likely to be alleeted bread board, and beat it well and salt it
"it.geney iii the money market than in the usual manner and then make it into
.1 maple sugar.
It contributes alike to balls.
Fourteen pounds or more have
txuries of tile rich, and the necessities
been often thus made by this process.
: the p
ia
It adds very materially to the
'.In.-ti\e industry ot the State, and may
Feeding a Cow.
e
mad
i-1• 11111 \
increasing source of
Mr. Todd -aid before the American Farmih
van
1<i a lull mulerslanuing "t
ers'(.'Ini'- I have a thousand dollar cow
ii is xv ell te learn the opinions which 1 feed and milk with my own hands
]■ Mi-ti. r-ot persons who an best ne- every day. She is a cross between the
i sail ti ll with ! l,et us suppose a number short-horn and the Durham. About seven
logetli r tor social inter- o'clock in the morning she is led with as
:i i iiuiti.il
impr' eluent ()ne el much cut hay and cut corn stalks, in equal
..iibei ulu> believes iii book jarming parts, as can be pressed into a basket that
will hold one and one-fourths bushels. This
not a practical sugar maker, int
the best staiularil work on the feed is moistened by pouring over it one
Alter some hesitation one of the gallon of water, boiling hot. Three quarts
tuber, not wishing to appear ignorant, of wheat middlings are then mingled with
te» the New American
Cy clopedia. lie the mass, and when it is given to the cow
it is all fragrant and smoking.
She likes
i_r : it and reads as follows: "At the propi- 'ii.
usually in February and March, such warm feed. She is supplied daily
when the days begin to grow warm and three .times as regularly as time is measuri i
night' an frosty the sugar makers ro- ed by the clock, with a basket of such cutrt t • the woods, taking with them the
feed and meal. At noon, also, she gets a
t.-A uteii'ils they reiptire. such as large
peek ot turnips. Between meals she has
kettles, three fourths inch augers, access to about a pound or two ot hay. As
casks, hi. kets and axes.
They construct soon as the cut-feed is eaten, she gets two
sheds over tile boiling places, and il water pails of the usual size full of tepid
s'
other.', f. if their own aeeommoda- water, into which about a quart of meal is
Mnail open troughs, hollowed out of stirred,
She swallows two pailfulls of
tie' pi ie. have been already prepared and warm drink morning, noon, and evening
h r1 iiited near the tree- With the augers as
quickly as one will drink a cup of superb
they bore txvo holes in each tree, a few eotl'ce. Her calf is now four weeks old,
:i• b■
apart, about two loot above the and the milk of two teats is all it can force
r
id. taking care to penetrate not more down. The other two 1 milk, and such
than half an inch into the white wood. In- rich milk and yellow cream and
gilt-edge
to t!
In Ie' they introduce split pieces of butter is not often seen.
di
from which tiic pith is removed, to
a
How to Cook a Turnip.
11,■ ikeliannel for the sap to tlovv.
rh. ugIt this it gradually drips and collects
1 will ask the reader to cook two turtie trough plar-ed below to receive it.
in two different ways.
The first is to
file tj itghs, astliev lill, are taken to camp nips
1
he peeled and sliced and left to soak in
and tie- juice 1' poured into casks to be
cold water for an hour or more. The
tta isterred to the kettles.
The boiling is
slices arc to be boiled until
tender,
:u ‘. v eil
kept up and tin- scum which rises and then are to be drainedquite
and nicely
is removed.
More sap is added a> the
mashed with butter. This is the most
liipiid evaporates, till a considerable por- common
way of cooking, and it has the
ti■ •:i i' converted into syrttp. when it is
demerit of washing out the gum and sucooled and filtered through woolen (doth.
and the other tine constituents of the
It is then boiled again in a smaller kettle, gar.
and consequently the flavor is much
and wiieii it has attained the proper con- root,
reduced. The other root is to be washed
si si -He y f..r
it
is
turned
into
granulating,
clean ; but it is not to be peeled, or
the mould.-, which are cnmmonlv made of quite
cut or soaked.
Boil it whole in its "jackbirch bark. 1 he niola
s soon drains a wav
et"
It will take twice as lung to cook as
and leave' the sugar perfectly dry and
the one that was out. When, by trying it
hard, ot a dark brown color, and of a
with a fork, you lind it quite tender, take
taste.”
pleasant
it up, pe l it, prow it
moderately and
Let us not forget that this is in the last
mash it with butter.
Von will be surprishall l the 1 i'th cent ury ; that sugar-making
ed at the difference. Instead ot being, as
I- something in which we are all interestwill expect, “strong,” "bited. and yet, although we are almost liter- perhaps you
ter,” or "rank,” it will be deliciously full
buried
ill
books
ally
treating upon every
and will contain all the nourishother subjoct. the above is the sum total flavored,
ment that was in it before il was cooked.
of book knowledge, outside of the news[(lardeners’ Magazine.
papers. upon sugar-malting.
1 am a; a loss to account for this lack of
Graham Bread.
Is it of such a peculiar
book knowledge
Make a sponge by boiling four goodnature that il cannot be communicated in
this manner V < >r i> it not needed ? < >r. sized potatoes; when soft, mash line;
what is mure probable, have practical then stir in a cup of flour; pour on the
ugar-makei's had other and more congen- v ater in which the potatoes were boiled
In observing the ! scalding hot, and if not sufficient to make
ial duties to perform?
practice- "f tin best sugar-makers, we three pints of the mixture, add cold waii 'Iiee that
they agree in many things, ter. When the milk is warm, put in a
vv idle iii others
teacup ot suit yeast, and set in a moderthey dill'er widely
The fact, that they all make good sugar, ately warm place to rise. After it bep: ,\ e- that a good share of their modes of comes light, put in a teacup of good
manufacture are correct, and not that brown sugar (white is not good), and stir
some
favorite hubby, peculiar to them- in Graham flour until thick enough to
selves. is the only right plan. Their success drop heavily into the greased baking
may be due not to this hobby, but in spite pans. Set to rise again, and bake in a
of it.
moderately hot oven forty minutes. This
fhe best soil for a sugar orchard is a dry quantity will make two large loaves, and
when taken from the oven should be al"lie. somewhat elevated, with a southern
or ea~tern
exposure. I should prefer slate lowed to stand live minutes before removand lime stone land to granite.
The sap al irom the pans. Sheet iron bread pans
will be sweeter and the sugar winter than are much to be preferred to tin for any
from a low. svvaley situation.
bread, but especially for Graham, baking
The sugar house need not be expensive. more slowly, but much more evenly. If
It should lie large enough to accommodate the sponge seems at all sour, add a little
the arches for boiling and sugaring off. soda.
with a room by itself lor syrup and sugar.
What Oar Farm Stock Eat.
1 here should also lie a
good chamber for
A correspondent of the Farmers’ Union
'biting buckets. The storage tubs should
e
under caver, just outside the sugar writes: It is calculated from an old table
house, away from the steam and lieat. The of close experiments that the quantity of
wood had better be in an open shed, con- feed to keep stock in good condition in
the winter is three pounds of good timovenient to the arches.
The location of a sugar house is impor- thy hay each day for every 100 pounds of
animal". This is thirty pounds of hay for
tant. If a spring of water and an elevation
a cow or horse
f ten or litteen feet can be found near the
weighing 1,000 pounds.
lower side of the sugar lot, it will leave 100 lbs. of hay is equal to 45 lbs. wheal,
too
lbs.
of
is
54 lbs. barley.
nothing to be desired by way of location. 100 lbs. of hay is equal to
flay equal to 50 lbs. oats.
Where no elevation is near to drive upon
100 lbs. of hay is equal to 54 lbs. rye.
1" unload, one may be made very
cheaply 100 lbs. of hay is equal to 57lbs. corn.
"fold log- covered with dirt.
100 lbs. of hay is equal to GO lbs. linseed cake.
100 lbs. of hay is equal to 574 lbs. wheat straw,
a unfits.
loo lbs. of hay is equal to 185 lbs. oat straw.
Roiling aivliri should he good depth, Kill lbs. of hay is equal to ‘J70 lbs. carrots.
not tilled up at hack end; with Hue the
100 llis. of hay is equal to 11110 lbs. beets.
while width, good si/.ed chimney, with loo lbs. of hay is equal lo 504 lbs. cow turnips.
100 lbs. of hay is equal to 550 lbs. Sweed
tour inches between back end of pan and
Corn fodder cut and secured before
chimney, and eight inches in front of pan, frosted is desirable for
any kind of stock,
with east iron front.
and one acre will give as much substance
A separate arch for sugaring oil should
■

■

■

••

■

■

■

are

My Only

We

equivalent,

Lovo.

My only love is always near.
In country or in town:
I see her twinkling feet, L hear
The

whisper of

her gown.

She foots it ever fair and young.
Her locks are tied in haste.
And one is o’er her shoulder Hung.
And hangs below her waist.
She ran before me in the meads,
And down this world-worn track
She leads me on, but while she leads
She never gazes back.
And yet her voice is
To witch me more
That wooing voice.
Less near me then

in my dreams.
and more;
Ah! me. it seems
of yore.

Lightly 1 sped when hope was high.
And youth beguiled the chase ;
I follow, follow still; but 1
Shall never sec her lace!

Taking it for Granted.
With marks of a rough, stormy life all
him, a man of about lift}' years, gray
and sunburnt, sat in my office. 1 found
him there when 1 went in one morning not

over

long ago.

•‘Here is somebody waiting
Elwell, said Mr. Bigelow.

for you.

1 looked around, and the man rose and
held out his hand.
“Averill—my name is Averill," said he,
of
shrewd gray eyes. “I am an old friend ot
your mother; but 1 have not met her for
So I
a matter of live-and-twenty years.
thought I'd call and ask after her and her

looking sharply

at

me

out of a

pair

family.”

••1 am glad to see you,” said 1. “Are
you a relative of mv mother?’’
“No,” replied Mr. Averill. “We were
ot the same name, but not connected—unless it may be very distantly. I used to
know her and her folks, though, as well
as I did my own sister, and better, too.
Let’s see—where is your Aunt Augusta
now ?”
“She is living with her children in Portland,” said 1.
“l’retty well, is she, do you know?”
asked Mr. Averill.
“Very well when we heard last. Aunt
Augusta has good children and a pleasant
home, and seems quite happy.”
“Um-m-m-m! That is nice,” said Mr.
Averill, fumbling at a rough nugget id'
gold that hung as a ehym from his watchchain.
1 hadn't much to do that day, so 1 talked
oil' and on with my visitor till it was time
to go home, and then took him along with
1 left him in the sitting-room and
me.
went to find mother. She was mixing
biscuits for supper, looking through her
glasses, and singing a snatch of some old.
half-forgotten love ditty of her youth.
“Mother,” said 1, breaking in upon her
song. “Come in the other room: an old
friend of yours wants to see you.”
Mother looked up over her glasses.
•And old friend? ’Tisn’t any of the
■Maine folks, is it,.-" she asked.
Because, if it. was so much as a dog that
had trotted across a corner of the State of
Maine, on his four legs, mother would
have run, with her arms out and a smile
of welcome,without stopping to even wash
the dough off her hands. As it was, with
only an indefinite thought of seeing “an
old friend,” she went, with a dust of Hour
on her nose, and without her company
cap.
As soon as she had stepped inside the
sitting-room door, she stood and looked at
her guest and lie stood and looked at her.
••It is Sam, as true as you are born !”
she said at last
Then they both laughed, and then they
both wiped their eyes, though they didn't
seem like that sort of people, especially
Mr. Averill.
I never knew

m*

housekeeping before,

iber ?*-■ f.. i-LT-t tier
lint this time she let

the bis nit burn till they were as black as
my shoe; and when she mixed some more
she put in sugar instead of salt, and left
But her
out the saleratus altogether.
cheeks grew pink, and her cap strings
ilew, and she nor her guest seemed to
know the difference.
••( >h, honey!” cried my mother,
hopping
up from the tea-table as soon as she was
You haven't lost your sweet
seated.
tooth, have you Sam?”
“How do you remember!' returned
Sam, admiringly
“1 should think 1 ought to,” answered
my mother, with a girlish way. “The way
you used to pick up walnuts to carry to the
cross-roads store and trade lor molasses to
make candy of! Speaking of the crossroad store, 1 wonder if you know our old
storekeeper’s daughter, she that was Sarah
Curly, has lost her husband ?”
“Xo, has she? Strange i never heard
of it,” replied Mr. Averill, appearing as
astonished as though he had been hearing
from his old neighbors every week.
“Yes,” said my mother. “She married
one of old St. Seaver’s boys, the oldest
one. Jonathan, and he died sudden,—all
at once; well, it must be something like
half-a-dozen years ago,—and left Ins wile
and so many children—live children or
else six, 1 don’t know which.”
“You don’t say !” ejaculated Mr. Averill,
passing his honey plate for the third time.
Xo, evidently he had not lost his sweet
tooth.
Alter supper, mother washed up the
dishes and talked, and Mr. Averill smoked
his pipe and listened. It was the first time
I ever allowed anybody to smoke in my
house, but I had nothing to say now. 1
even tilled his pipe and lighted it for him.
And then he told the story of his life,
which had been full of strange and interesting adventures. lie was evidently a
man who did not read much and who
could not have written well, but he could
talk : not always grammatically, perhaps,
but always with force and fascination.
It seemed that years and years ago, his
lather and my mother’s rather lived in a
town in the valley of the Ivennobeo. My
mother’s father was a large farmer ana
Mr. Averill’s father was a very small farmer with a very large family. So his youngas a ton of hay.
not be dispensed with One secret ill makest son, Sam, came to work for my granding good sugar, is to apple the heat at the
father. My mother and my aunt Augusta
( Alim o' Lam its.
arc the only farm
Sheep
bottom of the pan only.
stock that have retained or advanced their were young girls—they were twins, and 1
APl'.vltATl s.
actual value in the market during the past suppose by the way they look now that
lieing aware that tills is the rock upon year. It is, therefore, for the farmer’s in- they must have been pretty then. My
which sugar-makers split, I wish it under- terest that he carefully watch his ewes and mother was early engaged and married to
stood that 1 am simply giving my prefer- lambs at this season. Ewes need better my father; but there was Augusta, and
there was Sam, and where one was you
ence, which is for cedar tubs with a
groove care titan wethers, and should he removed
in fine stave for convenience in
might usually find the other near at hand.
hanging to to pens where they can lie looked after Sam
never said anything, he was not of a
the tree. For storage, the same timber, daily. As they near the hour of lambing,
iron bound. Sap and storage tubs should they should again be removed to a warm, demonstrative kind, but he knew how he
be painted inside and out.
1 use a round dry pen, and watched closely. If the lamb felt, and ho supposed Augusta knew too.
So the years budded and blossomed and
tin spoilt, it drives just outside the hole. A comes weakly, it should have a mouthful
one-half inch bit is large enough; seven- or two of warm milk until it is active brought forth fruit until at last Sam went
If it should become down to Connecticut to take charge of a
-ixteenths is just as good. I bore from enough to suck.
one to two inches, according to the si/.e of
chilled, let it be removed at once, and fed saw-mill for an uncle of his. lie wrote to
the tree. Ail axe should never be used to until restored. But there will be few weak Aunt Augusta anil Aunt Augusta wrote to
oss the bark as it causes it to cheek and lambs if the ewes arc ted previously with
him; and now and then he came to Maine
injure the tree.
good clover hay, a few roots and a handful on business, always going to my grandRussia iron is the best material for home- of oats daily. No hog should be permitted father’s before he went home, and carrymade sap pans, as the nitre can be removed near a pen ot lambs; and the tamer and ing himself .toward Augusta like an acb oiu it more
lover.
easily. The last year 1 used more gentle the sheep have been made, cepted
i\ Kii sia
After a few years he found himself pospans and one evaporator. The lhe less danger there will be of the ewe
evaporator saved fuel and made a shade resenting any interference, either with sessed of twelve thousand dollars, and imwhiter
sugar. I would recommend it in herself or the lamb, and disowning it in mediately went to work to spend it. He
went abroad, to England and Rome and
preteronce to the common pan.
consequence.
1 here are several kinds of
Egypt and Paris and Germany and Swedsap heaters.
I he \\ aketiehl
Sheep relish oat straw, it bright and en and Russia and everywhere. When lie
patent, a grate and heater
clean. The leaves of corn fodder are also came home at last it was with only fifty
combined, i' made of
gas pipe. 1 think it
is objectionable. The Thomas
eagerly sought after by them. All these dollars in his pocket. So next he went
is
patent
should bo supplied, il possible, lor sheep out among the copper mines of Lake
also made ot gas pipe, is put under the
pan
just back of the wood, and, when perfectly like a change in their food anil seem to Superior, and in time was again possessed
relish it more strongly than any other farm of twelve thousand dollars.
put in, works finely.
The lin heaters are highly recommended stock. Care should be taken in feeding
“Now 1 will come homo and marry Au•sap feeders are very convenient. The kind grain not to feed too strongly at first, and gusta, and settle down,” said he to himfurnished by the Evaporator Co., are the having commenced, not to intermit the self. But he didn’t say it to anybody else.
best 1 have seen. The same company also feed. Better begin low and increase the It never occurred to him that it was necesfurnish a Saceharometer and test cups, feed of grain as the winter progresses.
sary.
Meantime my Aunt Augusta hud not
which show the thickness of syrup or
like a rose in a pot, waiting for the
Eostkk.
stood
W.
I
A.
f you don’t see what
maple honey.
you want, ask for
it,” is posted up in a conspicuous place in gardener to come anil pick it. She cast
All through Aroostook county, a light a Logansport grocery. A native stepped out her roots and threw up her branches
crop of hay may bo expected next summer, into the establishment, last week. He saw and bloomed as though it was enough to
the card and remarked: “I want a ten fulfill the laws of being and beauty for
on account of the
scarcity of snow, during
the past few weeks. The oldest inhabitant dollar bill, and 1 don’t see it.” “Neither their own sakes.
never before
In that simple neighborhood work was
experienced an Aroostook do I,” was the laconic reply. The native
winter like it. Fields bare the middle of “looked further,” but as he left he advised supposed to be the chief end of everybody.
So Aunt Augusta learned vest-making, and
January are seldom seen in that latitude. the grocer to “take down that sign.”
■

then she went to Coos, where her brother
Nathan lived, and set up l'or herself.
Coos was a little crumb of a town in
those days; but it held up its head and
had its stores and its mills, and its shops,
and its great white
meeting-house on a
hill, with galleries on three sides and
square pews and a high box pulpit.
The first Sunday after Aunt Augusta
went there, she climbed the hill, of course,
and went in the front pew with Uncle
Nathan and his wife. She was fashionably dressed in a black crape gown, a
scarlet shawl and a white silk bonnet with
pink roses inside. Her cheeks were as
pink as her roses, and her eves were as
black as her gown.
There was no need that Mr. Keeler
should point her out to the young men,
but lie took pains to do it, Mr. Keeler,
the minister, was a little lank man, as
plain and gray as a door-bug, and so alraid
of the pomps and vanities that lie wouldn't
wear buttons on His coat.
No sooner had
his eyes fallen on Aunt Augusta, settling
hcrselt in the front pew like a variegated
tulip, then lie dropped the subject lie had
started upon for his sermon, and began to
preach against conformity to the world.
He was a sincere and earnest man, and he
preached with all his might, emphasizing
and illustrating his words by pointing witli
his blunt

pink

linger

roses.

at

llie scarlet shawl and

So if ainbodv had

neglected

look at thum before, they looked tnen.
Among those who were obedient to the
ministerial forefinger was Aimer Stanton,
the village blacksmith.
Abner Stanton s heart is a good deal like
lbs iron—not easily melted- but when
once it had been hammered into shape,
to

there it was fixed, and steadfast. And that
day Aunt Augusta's eyes went through it
like red hot arrows as he peered around at

her from behind

one

of the

pillars

in the

gallery.

The next day he came to get a vest
made. The day after he came to bring
the buttons for if; and the day alter that
lie
thought as he was going by, he would
rail and see if she had everything she
needed, and how soon the vest would be
done. It was not two days more before
he was there again to bring a letter.
‘•I happened to see it at the post-oHiee
when 1 went after my paper, and so I
brought it along. I could as well as not,”
said he.
The letter was front Sam Averill, telling
about what luck lie had had in mining, the
weather, and the fact that he was well.
Nothing more; nothing about the home
he was building in his fancy, and the
figure that was always central in his

thoughts.

“I hope,” said my uncle Nathan, “you
not foolish enough to set. your mind on
such a rolling-stone as Sam Averill.
lie
has no continuity to him.'’
"If we are going to hunt for a man that
has no faults in this world, we'll have a
long road of it,” returned Aunt Augusta,
bearing down the heavy pressing-iron upare

on

her

scam

as

though she were trying
something.

to

crush the life out of

In less than a week Abner Stanton called
again. He thought perhaps Miss Augusta
didn’t know the swamp-pinks were out.
and so he brought her a handful, that he
got on the way ova r from Cowesetl.
Aunt Augusta had a weakness for llowers
—she and my mother are alike about that
—and slu* put a cluster ot blossoms in her
hair at once, and another at her throat,
w hile Abner Stanton
looked at her w ith
admiration in every hair of his head.
It you were a sister of mine, ton
should always -.it, in a rocking chair and
wear swamp-pinks I" --aid he.
“Abner Stanton is a most excellent
man,” quoth Uncle Nathan, when lie had
gone his way, “an esquire and a head man
in town,
lie's all wheat and no ehatV
lie'll make a first-rate of a husband, and
the girl who gets him will get a prize.”
Aunt Augusta made some fierce clippings with her great tailor's shears, but
she said nothing, and presently went up
stairs to answer Sam Aver ill's letter.
The next day Abner Stanton called to
see Uncle Njithan on business, and she
sent her letter to the olliee by him.
So
the months drifted along one after another
like pictures in a magic lantern. Abner
Stanton came often on one excuse or anHe brought llowers
other, or on none
and berries strung on grass, and sweet
llag-root and bird’s eggs, lie was never
intrusive with his love, but he made Aunt
Augusta conscious of it every step she
walked and every breath she breathed. It
was below her, above her, and all around
her.
lie often brought her letters from
Sam, and carried hers for him to the office.
“All tilings arc fair in love,” said he to
himself. So now and then he forgot to
mail, or to deliver one, dropping it in the
lire, instead. At last, as his love grew
hotter and more impatient, he kept them
altogether, and still never allowed Aunt
Augusta to lose sight or thought of himself
Thus the time passed, until Sam Averill
having made and lost and made again his
twelve thousand dollars among the copper
mines, came home to “marry Augusta and
settle down."
Suddenly one day he appeared before
my uncle Nathan, travel-worn and brown
and shaggy. My uncle received him with

great

cordiality.’

said he.
“Sam, I’m glad to see you
“How have you fared all this greal, long
while ?”

heard of

again until to-day by Aunt Augus- arrangements, only I told him I must have
a talk with you first and get your advice.”
family.
He went to California, throwing his
Get my advice! Dear little mother ! I
whole life into work; his work prospered, was not idiotic enough to offer it if J had
ta’s

and
and
He
and
her.

lie had come back now with houses
lands and gold mines—a rich man.
had come back to find Aunt
Augusta,
learn how the world had fared with
For in all these years of buying and
selling and getting gain, he had kept the
empty room in his heart that had once
been tilled by his love.
Aunt Augusta’s married life had not
been happy. It is very dangerous for a
man to take in a mean habit temporarily,
tor it will stick to him. and Abner Stanton's character never recovered from the
twist those intercepted letters gave it. 1
don't know what, blit something was
always going wrong between them. For
their children proved barriers instead of
bonds
As lie grew older his natural
economy and thrift became stronger and
stronger, until, as my mother said, "lie
got so close he could sit, and seven more
like him, on a tlirec-cent piece."
Finally,
one day, under some provocation, lie told
Aunt Augusta about the lost letters.
‘•You
oughtn't to have told me that,
Abner." said she. “Von ought not to have
told me
I can never forget you."
She never did.
Always after, there
seemed to l*e something separating them,
void and hard and transparent as ice, until
at last they agreed to live apart.
And so
they did until the death of Mr. Stanton.
Mow Aunt Augusta was living surrounded
by her children and grand-children, happy and comfortable.
Mother brough* down thus the story of
Aunt Augusta's life, while Mr. Averilf listened, eager and excite I. When she had
finished he knocked tie ashes from his
pipe, and starting up. oegan to walk the
floor,
••1 will start for 1\ rlland to-morrow
morning and see what Augusta will have
to say to me.
I am of the same mind 1
always was. I’ve never hankered for a
moment after any other woman, and 1 am
as ready
to many her to-day as ever 1
was.”
So the next

day 1 -aw him on the Fortland train, gray with years, but youthful
with expectation.
This time he did not waste his opportunity by waiting to make himself line,
but with the grime and dust of travel vet
upon him, he went directly to the house
of Aunt Augusta's daughter, with whom
she is lix ing.
•‘Where is Mrs. Stanton? 1 want to see
her right away.'’ said lie. as soon as the
door was opened.
You will find her here : walk in, if von
please." replied the housemaid, throwing
open tie' door of the sitting-room.
Mr. Aveiill stopped ipiickly forward.
\ c-:. there she sat, stitclung away as betor.- on some kind of primrose-colored
>tutl with her eyes as black and bright, as
ever.
Hut the primroses were faded in
her cheeks and she wore a cap on her
head.
•■I li:i\
come lor you again. Augusta.
Am 1 loo late this lime '.'' cried the impatient lover.
I’lie roses came hack to Aunt
■

cheeks, and the red li

Augusta’s

d arrows shot out ot
her eyes once more.
"Bless us! if it i-n't Sam Averill, nose
and all! she said, holding up her hands.
l'rom twenty to titty is hut as a watch
in the night, then the years are
past ; and
it is only when an old lady nods triumphantly at von from the looking-glass,
saying, Here I am. m\ dear;” or when
children Hint you have nursed in your
arms come around with the
rights and
duties of full-grown men and women, that
you remember one i- no longer voting at
titty But the sight of Sam AveriH's gray
wrinkle-; was as good as a look!*“"
ing-glass to remind Aunt Augusta.
"Sit down, Sam," said site, "and let me
look at you. It seems like the real old
time.-, to see you once more
You look
wumlerlul natural, hut dear me. how von
have changed ! Y'oti’i e grown old as well
as

myself."

But Mr. Averill was not to lie diverted
by atys side issues.
"Augusta, said he, earnestly, "1 made
a serious mistake once.
It was not a mistake about m; owjt mind, however; that
remains the same as it always was. livery
Woman I've ever seen seemed like a tallow
candle beside the sun when I think of you.
I have made my fortune, and all 1 want
now is you to eome and share it with me.
It is you. or nobody, just as it always
was."

Maybe Aunt Augusta's heart throbbed a
little with the old yearning toward the
love of her youth, hut she shook her head
with unhesitating decision, as site put out
Iter hand to stir ihe cradle where her
youngest grand-child lay asleep.
"It can never he, Sam," said she.
d
won't deny that it was all a mistake, my
marrying Stanton. He didn’t turn ottL to
he the man I took him for. He proved
contrary and ornery, and besides he wrote

letters in disguise. But that is all over
and past, and can't he undone. And now
1 am in the midst of my children with my
grand-children growing- up about me, anil
1 am in my right place. I shouldn't he
contented to Leave every thing and go oil'
to a new country to begin the world over
again, as it were. I am too old an oak to
Ire

transplanted.

Well, after that Mr. Averill might have
talked till lie was at the age of Mathii.se“l-air to middling.
\\ here's Augusta
Aunt Augusta had "made up her
lah.
returned Sam.
mind, and an earthquake couldn't shake it.
“Oil, Augusta! She is all right. You
So Mr. Averill again went away alone.
-Well Amelia, Augusta wouldn’t have
go to the tavern and lix up, and I'll lind
Augusta. I will lie around in an. hour or a word to say to me," said he, walking in
so and call for you.
Augusta will be upon mother and me as we sat at supper
proper glad to see you, and so'll Ibe rest a few evenings a:'ter, “not a word."
of the folks. I don’t know when there's
"1 want to know if that is so
cried
been such a surprise in Coos before.”
mother. Muttering up after another piate
So Sam went off with his honest heart and knife.
“Bay your overcoat right otl'
to find a razor and a wash bowl, and my and sit by and have a
cup of tea with us.
uncle Nathan did a very mean thing, lie Augusta always was decided, and
you
went straight to Abner Stanton. “Abner,” couldn’t turn her after she
got her mind
said he, going into the smithy out of lixed.
She wouldn’t keep you waiting
breath, “Sam Averill has come, and you long for your answer, cither. Well, it. is
must go right up and get Augusta to name
likely it is for the best; we will hope so,"
the day, or you will lose her. I'll keep pursued mother,
reaching over to put ail
him out of the way as long as I can.”
extra lump of sugar in Mr. Averill’s cup,
Abner dropped his hammer, without as though to sweeten life if possible for
saying a word, and went up the street, him.
rolling down his shirt sleeves as he went.
“It serves me right in taking it for
An hour after L'ncle Nathan came home
granted that Augusta understood my inwith Sam Averill.
tentions. 1 must have been a self-conceit“Here is an old friend you will be glad ed. inconsiderate fool. But it seems hard
to see, Augusta,” said he, opening the that a body can't work his
way out of a
door of aunt’s work-room, where she sat blunder in a whole lifetime.”
Mother looked full of sympathy, and
stitching the pocket of a primrose-colored
vest, and looking fresh as a hundred prim- dropped another lump of sugar in Air.
roses herself.
Averill's cup. To my astonishment he
“It is Sam.!'’ said she faintly, starting seemed to relish it the belter, as if life
were
to her feet and dropping her work.
growing sweeter and sweeter.
It was Sam! Sam come at last, with
Mother and Air. Averill sat up late that
his long smouldering love and tardy night; so late that as I liad had a hard
day,
I went oil' to bed and left them
speaking.
talking
“You are too late! An hour too late,” over old times and purring like a couple
said my aunt Augusta, when he had told nt cats by the kitchen lire.
his errand East.
“1 have just engaged
After breakfast the next morning, mother followed me into the hall when [
myself to another man.”
“You haven’t done right, Augusta,” said started for tile office.
“1 want to speak with
Sam. “You belong to me; you have.alyou, Elwcll, just
ways belonged to me, and you ought to a minute,” said she, stroking my coathave waited till 1 came.”
sleeve, tremulously. “What should you
“You didn’t say anything,” returned my say to my going back to California along
with
aunt with a little pride.
Mr. Averill?”
“IIow was I to
know what you meant? You never spoke
“You, mother!” 1 cried, feeling as tho’
the world had tumbled oil' its axis.
a word.”
“Why,
“I took if you knew my mind,” return- it is Aunt Augusta lie wants.
Tt is Aued Sam.
“1 never thought of anybody gusta, or nobody !’
else, and it. didn’t occur to me that you
“Yes, so it was,” returned mother,
would. You must marry this person now humbly, “but Sam says 1 seem more like
you have promised him, of course. Hut Augusta, as she used to be, than she does
t isn't right and it never will be right.”
herself To tell the truth, Elwcll.” con“Air. Stanton is a worthy man ; just as tinued mother, humbler still, “I
suppose
good as gold, clear through to the core. 1 it wouldn’t have taken much to turn me
have always liked him, and you never said toward Sam in ray young days; I always
anything,” repeated my poor aunt Augus- thought the world and all of him ; but lie
“I will be your friend, though, just seemed to take rather more to
ta.
Augusta.
She was always nineteen to the dozen,
the same.”
They said no more; there was nothing and I never could hold my own against
more to be said, and in a month Aunt her. And then
your father, he came along,
Augusta and Abner Stanton were married. and I never was sorry it happened as it
Sam Averill stayed till after the wedding, did. But now you don’t need me, and
and then he went oft' and had never been Sam and I have about concluded to make

any advice to give. So she and Mr. Avel'ill went on and “made arrangements."
Which arrangements were that that day
two weeks, after a quiet wedding at the
minister’s, they started off for California
together, to begin life anew on each other's
account, as blithe and joyous as two birds
on the
wing. [From the Aldine for Fehruaiy.
The

Fighting

Temernire.

in 1839 our great Knglish painter Turner, who passionately loved the sea, exhibited at the Royal Academy bis line picture of “The Fighting Tomeraire”
being
towed to lief last moorings. The subject
was
to
the
Stanfield.
suggested
painter by
In 183S 'Turner was with Stanfield and a
of
brother
artists
on one of those
party
holiday excursions in which lie so delighted, probably to end \\ ith whitebait and
champagne at Greenwich it was at those
times Turner talked and joked lushest,
snatching now and then a moment to print
on his quick brain some tone of
sky, some
gleam ot water, some sparkling light of
oar, some glowing sunshine cross-barring
a sail.
Suddenly there moved down upon
flip nrf
boat the grand old vos.-ud that
bail been taken prisioner at the Nile, and
that led the van at Trafalgar; she loomed
pale and ghostly, and was being towed to
her last moorings at Depford bv a little
fiery steam-tug. “There’s a line’subject,
l urnor,’ said Stanfield. So Turner went
home and painted it, and it proved one of
his most poetical pictures. It is said that
when Turner was obliged to give the correct name ot the ship to the engraver, he
almost sited tears at having to change the
name of his picture to “The Old Temernire.” Mr. Ruskin considers this picture as
the last of Turner’s executed with the
painter’s entire and perfect power. When
the old Tomeraire left Plymouth for her
last cruise, the officers and men in the
dock-van I gave her 11 tree cheers at ] jailing
—cheers of gratitude and regret. At Dejfford she was to cease to be a ship, ami to
become a hospital hulk for the sailors of
the nations. “Turner looke lat her,' savs
the author of his life, “not as his old f iend
going to the grave, but as an old warrior
going to his rest. To celebrate its grand
apotheosis, lie transformed tiie skv and
earth into a gory battle-field, and in gorgeous crimson sunset she moves in pomp
In Turner's eves she was
to her burial
then no longer the pale ghost of her former
self, but a war-ship moving through the
sulphurous llamo at Trafalgar, with the
blood oozing through her planks as the
wine pours from the n ine-press at vintage
time. He knew, when he painted this pict lire, that he should touch the heart of
Fugland, because his own heart heat faster as
he painted.
[All the Year Round.

How

Tho Prisoners Escaped.

[ From the Itostoa 1'ost, Feb. el.]
Though the utmost caro and vigilance
lbr the safety of the convicts at the Massachusetts State Prison is exercised by the
Warden and his officers, yet those officials
are sometimes outwitted by the convicts
who long for freedom. Last evening one
of the most adroit and successful escapes
from imprisonment ever made took place
at that institution, and under circumstances
which clearly show that the prisoners had
for several months been engaged in planning and executing the ways and means
for securing their liberty. The particulars
in the case, as learned from the Deputy
Warden, arc as follows: About half-past
•) o’clock last
evening, the time when the
prisoners were locked up for the night, an
officer hurried to the Warden and informed
him that Knsign Worthen and Nathaniel
.Jones were not in their cells as thev should
ha\e been.
THE SF.AItl ll,

Upon receiving this information search
the prison yard was made for the
convicts, but they could not be
found. All the departments of the prison,
including the foundry and machine shop,
were thoroughly examined, hut no
-hie

through
missing

could be obtained to tin ir whereabouts,
and tile manner and mode o! their sudden
departure was tor ov< r two hours a mvstery to all most interested. An examination of the outside of he walls was then
made, and here, on the southeast side and
fronting on Austin street, was found a trail
which led to tlic ingenious plan which the

had
led them

men

so

adroitly

once

more

arrnd out, and which
to freedom.

about 35 years of age, and is also
spoken ot as being a most exemplary convict. lie is a blacksmith by trade,"and is
said to be a most skillul workman, and
has invented and perfected various machines during his incarceration in prison.
He was first received into the prison on
conviction of burglary in February, 18th;,
on a term of three years. After about one
year in the prison lie effected his escape,
and on the 29th of October, 18t>9. was
returned on a three years’ sentence for
burglary in Concord, and in addition to
this received another year for escaping
He was arrested in Lowell oil the Concord
burglary, and was there identified by a
Charlestown police officer as being an
escaped convict. Jones has committed
several daring burglaries in this State and
the city of New York, and when arrested
a full and
complete set of burglarious implements were found in his possession
When identified by tiie Charlestown otli
cer, he became quite violent, and threat
ened to shoot the first man who attempted
to take him from Lowell, but lie was soon
made to feel how impotent were his words
and was subsequently returned to tic
prison, where he remained until last even
a man

ing.
IN ( ONCLl'StON.

Whether or not the escaped convictwere aided in their efforts to escape In
any of their fellow-prisoners or outside
accomplices, is also at present a mystery
to the prison officials, but it hardly seempossible that the men could accomplish -o
much work without receiving assistance
from -ome person.
The work of excavat
ing under the floor of the engine-room
undoubtedly was

planned

and

begun

1

■

x

W orthen. and perhaps the entire job m
tunnelling i- his labor, yet some one mu-t
have sawed and fitted the board- lbr the
sides and root, and this work could ici
ha\ e been accomplished by him, i- ncith."
the tools nor materials lbr doing > a
at his command.
Again, tint, wa r.
quire.l in making two suit-of clothe- o
of their blankets and other articles of be
clothing: and it also seems impossib!
that they could have found time tor sud
■

...

1

n xxi.i.i.i.Nt; i m>i:u t in: \\ w t.s.

between the south wing of the prison,
and separating it from the yard which
leads to the street and wharf, i- a stockade
fence, strongly built and about t went v feet
high. On examining this tenet', and close
to the gate which leads to the yard, the
officers found a hole in lac ground, and
between two of the posts which form the
stockade. The aperture Mas so smal. that
it at first seemed incredible that such large
and hcavilv built men a- the escaped convicts arc could have made their exit, by
crawling through it but such was the
The nearest
ease, as will be shortly scon.
of tin1 workshops to the stockade is the
foundry and machine shop building, u here
Worthen and Julies ware employed, and
anothei examination of these departments
was begun alter making the shove discovery. In the south corner of the tout!dry is located the engine, of which
Worthen had tin entire charge, and adjoining the engine-room is the blark'iuitii's
shop, where Jones workeil. After closch
scrutinizing both departments without an\
satisfactory results, the Warden directed
one of the officers to take a look behind
the engine,
lie did so. finding one of the
iloor hoards loose lilted it up, and to his
great astonishment discos ered that a tunnel lead been excavated to a depth of two
feet and about, lift ecu inches wide Further
investigation by the officer revealed that
the tunnel extended about lour feet, and
then turned at a right angle and continued
to a distance of twenty-one feet, terminating at tin* stockade, as before mentioned,
and clearly demonstrating that the convict
who had so -kilfully engineered his sub

employment, assuredly

not

during

then

hours of labor in the shops, nor when
locked up in their cells at night, as it ithe duty of an officer to inspect each cel!
every few minute.- during the tint.- allotted
the men for sleep
Yet in spite of all the
vigilance excrri-cd ur er the prisoner tu
of the most daring and desperaLe burglar
ever received into the Massachusetts State
l’rison have either by themselves or a-si-t
cd by others, accomplished a most darin
and adroit method of escape, and are now
at largo, and pos-ibly will resume then
old eaiver in criminal work.
1

A

Lucky

Mistake.

Alining tlic steerage passenger- "le
drifted over I" New York from Havre
little while ago, was a young French girl
named Louise Dumont
Her destination
was Newark. Delaware, where she had
distant female relative living, in indigent
circumstances, ami. as she believed, the
only surviving kin she had in the world
I5y some mistake, owing to her inabiliji
to understand the English language, she
took a train on the Delaware, I.aekawuns
and Western Railroad, and got otf at New
A Singular Case.
ark. N. .1, When she was informed of hei
error, she bought a ticket to return again
A singular case has
recently occurred in
to New York on the next train, but on ai
California. A man in San ltornardino
count of a very remarkable ceeiirrence she
enmity, is legally living with two wives.
was induced to change her mind.
Alter a marriage of ten months, wife numAs the girl sat in the depot, downcast m
ber one arrived with three children, exspirits, alone in a strange land and alnm-t
planations being satisfactory, the two
penniless, visions of her home in “l.v
wives lived harmoniously together, each
Relic France' crossed her mind
She
a
half
interest
in
the husclaiming only
of her mother who had recently
band. The scandal led to a prosecution, ; tcnancau passage was thoroughly ae- thought
ot her only brother who fell w ith Li
"the relationship ot number one not beimp ipiainted u ith tl e topography of the prison died,
father a- they fought side by side at the
known. He proved that she was his law- surroundings.
terrible battle of Saarbruek, and a- -he
IM OV
I III. IVIMIk WAS \i
.All'll- |||. |,
ful wife, and the suit was abandoned.
A
liiused upon her past joys and present
suit was then brought against him, Ihr unI lie roof and sides ot die tiuniel were
loneliness, she unconsciously toyed w ith a
lawfully living with wife number t w.i lie protected by light bii.ird.s, titled up in a large
gold locket that was suspended by a
was acquitted under the law, which, deworkmanlike
manner,
that
•honing
very
strong silver chain from her neck, while
clares that "the
of
a
havthe
not
tlie
work
of
was
ora
marriage
person
job
day
tears trickled down her cheeks
ing a husband or wife living, is void, unless Week, but ill all probability vvs- in proShe was a brunette of the loveliest type
such former husband or wife livum w;i>
lion the men and her
gress tor several months
jet black, wavy hair w as arranged
absent and not known to such persons to bo managed lo make the excavation without Willi
sueli cxuuisile taste that it made tb
living tor live years immediately preceding being discovered is a mvsierv wlileh at
broad, high forehead, expressive brown
such subsequent marriage—in'which ease
present the Warden nor Ins as-istants can eyes, and graceful, full throat appear i
the subsequent marriage is void only from solve. In the
engine shop as wi il as the the best advantage.
tlic time its nullity is
adjudged by a prop- other departments are stationed oflicers
While I.otiise was abstractedly plating
er tribunal.'"
He was then prosecuted lor who
occupy such positions ‘u the rooms as with her locket, there came into the depot
but
the
law
bigamy,
provides that "no per- to tie aide to overtook the entire shop and a tall and handsome gentleman, about
son shall be held
guilty of bigamy whose note Vein movement of the prisoners; sixty years of
age. He had something .0
husband or wife lias been absent for live
yet day after day Worthen. and perhaps a military bearing, and his countenance
successive years without
being known to done-, were Imsih engaged in perfecting indicated
intelligence and refinement. The
such persons as
being living.” So lie imam their moans of eseape. Another puzzle
appearance attracted his attention,
escaped A tourth suit was finally brought to the prison ottieial. is when and how tlie girl's
and as he. too, was
for a train, lie
to dissolve the second
marriage. That fail- men procured the tools to work u 1th, and occupied the time in waiting
watching her. Ashe
ed because not brought
one
of
the
inthe
boards
to
tlie
side.and
roof
by
prop up
walked leisurely to and fro in the ladies
terested parties. They were appealed to, of their tunnel
rim tools they certainly
he came near to where the girl tv abut refused to take action. So there the must have had, and the boards are. or room,
just as she opened the locket and
sitting
matter stands, and everybody is in a state were last
evening, in just the same posi- revealed a well-known face, that was tlm
ot bewilderment, while the man and his tion as tlie men
placed them. The oHiccr exact counterpart of a picture that he had
two wives continue dwelling
together in in charge of the above-mentioned depart- at home in his library. It represented the
and
peace
ments states that shortly before the hour
happiness.
Empress Josephine, the deceased wife t
for eea-ing work for the day he noticed
Napoleon lionaparte. The gentleman im
Tlie Last of tiro Lowry Gang,
both men. and at that time they were
mediately asked the girl, in good l-'reneh.
about
their
usual
work.
Worthen
was
New \oi:k, I-'eb. 91.
I he shooting o[
where she obtained the picture, 'die replied
Steve I."wry, the notorious outlaw, took cleaning Ids engine and done.- wn attend- with much
simplicity :
to
some
of
the
in
the room
machinery
place ill Seutlletowil Region, Xorth Caro- ing
■■My mother gave it to me.
where
he
was
lina, on the plantation of John MeXair.
employed.
Requesting the favor of examining dm
wild has frequently .suffered from the depot isiDi: mi: w ai.i.s.
locket, he took it in his hand, and w ith the
redations of his gang.
astonishment, read the f illowit.;'
It
that the men, who must have greatest
l-owry and others were carousing in a had aappears
inscription:
thorough understanding regarding
whisky coop, where they were joined !>v
•‘Josephine, to Ilorteiise De Miratcl.
three tanners, who, alter some conversa- tlie time and mode of so summarilv leav- 1S1-J.”
(
Warden hamberluin's
mantion with the outlaw,
during which he ing to secrete themselves premises,
“My mother wa- a Miratcl," said I •
somewhere in
aged
bragged of his deeds and prowess, left the
scanning the beautiful French girl's feu
engine-room a few minutes before tines
and returned to obtain a favorable
closely, “and." he added, a- a light
opporand when the other prisoners
seemed to Hash in upon hi- confused ideas,
tunity to shoot him, which soon after oc- hell-time,
tiled
out began to carry out their plans for
curred. They took his body to Lumber“she was a sister to Ilorteiise De .Miratcl,
On the outside of the stockade
town and gave it in charge of the sheritf. eseape.
who, for some act "f faithfulness to the
was
found a vest manufactured from a
Immediately there was a commotion in
unhappy Josephine, received tlii- locket
the town, and the streets were soon tilled prison blanket, and also both Urn prison- and portrait as .1 reward
My good girl,
uniforms.
As
ers'
their
blankets
are
miswith an excited crowd, all rejoicing that
who are you, anyhow V"
il seems that they had no idea o!
the last of the outlaws was killed.
The sing,
how
The child then related her story
a
vv
garb in public which might lead her father and brother had been killed i
body was perfectly riddled with bullets toearing
their
detection, and had theretore imand buckshots. The head was perforated
battle, and that her mother had recently
in several places, am! there wore three provised complete suits from their blank- died: that she had committed her to the
ets and the other articles of their bed
care of the only relative that she believed
large wounds in the heart, any of which
clothing'.
would have proved fatal.
to be living, at Newark, Delaware
i:\sniN \voi:tiii:n.
The outlaw was armed to the teeth,
The gentleman then being satislied that
there being found on his person when i- one ol the mod
ami shilt'ul the girl was his own niece, disclosed liiingenious
killed a heavy rifle, three pistols, and a machanie- that has ever lieeit received own name, Victor IV vo-t. lie had cknife with a blade about twelve inches in within tin;
prison walls. Hi; is about 4,7 eaped from prison when a young man, hat
length. lie was l’S or k'9 years ol age. years old, live feet ten inches high and in"' been incarcerated by the liourbons
He is said to have been the most cowardweighs ITo pound-. lie was horn in this about tin' time of the -ojoiirn of l.onis
ly and at the same time the most treach- city, when, alter receiving a grammar- Napoleon in America.
erous and vindictive of them all.
lie tied to this country and settled at
school education, lie was apprenticed to a
I pon com- Wilkesbarrc, Fa., where he now lives in
safe-manulaeturing
company.
An Old-Fash*oned Mother.
pleting his apprenticeship he was so skil- affluence, being interested in large eoai
It is hardSome time ago a .Mrs. Buekleby. who ful and accomplished a workman that his and iron tracts in that locality.
lives over in Berrien county, Mich, direct- employers promoted him to the olliee of ly necessary to state that the niece needed
A few but little persuasion to accompany her
ed her son Samuel, a lad of fourteen years, foreman ol the establishment.
The romance of her -tory is
to take n turn at the churn.
Now, as years afterward the linn had occasion to uncle home
Samuel had set his hearten going a fishing send Worthen to Augusta. Maine, lor the increased by the fact that Mr. Frnvost has
at the very time, “he got his hack up," purpose of tilting a set. of keys to a hank a son, who is a very promising young man.
and tlatly refused to agitate the cream. vault. He performed Ids work in a highly and that he immediately became fascinated
The curvature was promptly taken out ot satisfactory manner to all parties con- with his newly-found cousin.
The old gentleman is in ecstuey at the
his spine by a slipper, and, with “tears in cerned, but at the same time made a
his eyes,” he went on duty with the dasher. duplicate set ol keys to the vault, and the turn things have taken, and has resolved
In about half an hour, and during the brief result w as that a few weeks subsequent that his son shall marry the girl. < >f course
absence of his mother, his eyes fell upon the bank was robbed of about .S'Ju.Uiio. young Provost has accepted this proposition
a plate of fly poison, and a
bright, smart Wortheii, alter securing the money, feared, with much joy, and orders loramagnitieeut
tilled by
thought struck him. Just before Mrs. li. as it was supposed, detection, and set him- bridal trousseau are now being
self to work to make a set of keys which various parties in New York, for the fortucame in, Samuel lifted the fatal
to
platter
his face, as she entered he put the poison opened the doors to the State House in nate girl who, hut a little more than a
from his lips with the dramatic exclama- Maine, and hid the stolen money under week ago, was a pennile— -teerage pastion :
“There mother, I guess you won't the Speaker's desk, where it was found. senger in ,111 emigrant ship
lick me anymore!” Now what did this IIis accomplice in the rubbery was (ieorge
Spartan dame do ? Did she shriek for a Wingate, w ho, with Worthen, was arrested
“Scandal,” remarks Col. John W. Fordoctor, and tall into hysterics !J Not much. for the bank robbery. The former-named ney, “never helps, hut invariably hurts
Tor
it
She simply took Samuel by the nape ot the man was convicted of the crime and
!i. 18:18, when David 11. l’orter was Demoneck, lifted him deftly into the pantry, served a term of three y ears in the State cratic candidate for Governor of IVnns\ 1
beat the whites of six eggs together, and Prison at Augusta. At the expiration ot vania, his opponents circulated a story of
told him to engulf the same instantly; he his term of imprisonment Worthen re- his eonneetion with a celebrated woman,
refusing, she called the hired girl, and in turned to Massachusetts, and after a few and front that hour his success « is asa twinkling Sam found himself outside the
months here committed a burglary in sured. It was a close tight until that ciralbumen. Then Mrs. B. began preparing Dedham, for w hich he w as sentenced to cumstance was introduced into the scene
a mustard emetic.
Seeing this, Sam’s serve a term of seven years and six months It fired Porter’s friends with indignation,
pluck dissolved, and he commenced beg- in the Charlestown Prison. He was re- and disgusted all his honorable enemies,
ging, crying, “1 was only trying to skeer ceived there on the 9th of duly 18o7, un- and his'’election was his full vindication.
ye.” But the stern mother was not to be der the name of William Clark. He con- So, too, when .Mrs Katon’s name was
softened, and Samuel had to swallow the ducted himself in such meritorious man- associated with that of General Jackson.
mustard, lie was then forced to take a ner that alter serving about one-half of Nobody thinks now of Hamilton’s affair
dose of pain-killer, and had his back his term he was pardoned. He then pro- with Mrs. Reynolds. Iiuchannan did not
rubbed with “Vigor of Life,” and his cured employment at the Tucker Manti- escape in 18.j(i, but il stands to the credit
stomach with the “Oil ot Gladness.” Then lacturing Works, where alter a few months of the Republican leaders that they refused
lie vomited up everything but his boots he obtained a large amount of goods by- to pay any attention to attacks on his priand socks. This being over he took seven means of false pretences, for which lie vate character.
pills, two spoonfuls of castor oil, a tea- was again arrested and convicted, and
A Nebraska journal invitingly says:
spoonful of salts and a blue pill. And now, was sentenced to a short term in his old
if you want to behold the maddest boy in quarters at Charlestown. I'pon complet- “Who says farmers cannot get rich in this
Michigan, just say “tty poison” to Sam ing his term of imprisonment, W orthen State? Fifteen years ago a young man
obtained some work in this city, but could came to the State without a dollar in the
Buekleby.
Last week he went out of the
not content himself with honest employ- world.
“Came to his death while being hit with ment, and soon after broke into a house in State, carrying with him the sum of one
a long handled stewpan in the hands of his Concord, for which he w as once more ardollar and thirty-eight cents, the savings
wife,” was the verdict in a recent ease in rested, tried and convicted, and in 1804, of fifteen years of frugal life. Come west,
Illinois.
received into the prison on a three years’ young men, come west!"

Maine Legislature.

Butler's

lu tlif Senate, Tuesday, Teb. 21, engrossed in concurrence, an act to amend
section 49 of chapter 80, revised statutes,
relating to sheriffs officers and constables:
act to amend section 7>4, chapter 49, revi-ed statues, relating to returns of lbrcign insurance companies; act to amend
section

o.i.

chapter

49.

relating

to

TUI USDAY. MAKCH .3, 1874.
I'HORSOAY MORNING

l'llSI.l.silKD EVERY

indefinitely postponed.

The

.Senate

measure

ol'length

in-

of milk was

its

passage

to

llie

Hoi sr.

read and assigned
flic resolve appropriating $ 11iil.ln.lO for a new Insane
Hospital was taken lrom the table. The
amendment reducing the amount to s-j7,ouo was rejected and the resolve tabled.
1‘assed to be enacted, bill to extend the
time ot location of the Bangor and Calais
'-bore Lint Railroad; bill continuing the
pension act; bill making the .‘tilth of ,\iav
a a-

a

legal holiday.

la the Senate Friday, l-’eb. J 7. ought
not to pass was reported on the bill 'for
formation of railroad corporations
The
r.-solve appropriating Si'o.HiKi for the
.Maine (leneral Hospital passed to be engrossed. The resolve to provide additional accommodations for the insane was
iaken up, amended so a- to appropriate
$7,000 for tin* lilting up ol the new chape]
lor the use of patients, and passed to lie
engrossed. Bill relating to protection of
sheep husbandry: bill relating to illegal
ti lung : bill relating to close time on trout,
-almon and togue, were indefinitely postponed. Bills making the doth of May a
legal holiday and continuing the pension
law were passed to be engrossed.
in the House, the committee of conference on bill to abolish the death
penalty
reported the committee c-otild not agree
and that the House adhere.
An adverse
report was made on petitions for change
.f tan- relating io oavlugc h-mli
Toe
game law was passed to he engrossed
Flic bills for protection of manufacturers
I -liiall beer and in
regard to ways across
railroads were passed to be enacted.
In the Sen ate Saturday, bill relating to
proceedings in capital eases was indefinitely postponed. The resolve appropriating St?0,<i0O for (lie reform school was
amended, making $0000 of (it conditional
that the title of the land and
buildings to
the State be without cost to the State, and
passed to be engrossed.
in the Hot sr.. engrossed to concurrence,
■

act

Agents
ad\

ertisements.

indefinitely postpon-

llic report id tin coinnotti'i, referring to the next Legislator*
on! to extend a railroad from West Watervilli- to Augusta, came from the Senate,
" a- amended
by receiving the bill which
in

M. IV.TKXuiu. & Co., 6 Mate SI., Boston,
til)
and 3" Park liow New York, are our authorized
for procuring subscriptions and forwarding

be enacted.

The bill
to abolish the death penalty was retused a
passage by nays 7:1, yeas 77. Resolve in
favor of the State
College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts was
passed to be engrossed, yeas 94, nays :18.
In the Sf.natk Wednesday,
legislation
inexpedient was reported on order relating to making railroad companies liable
lor the loss of file ol
employes the same
as
passengers; on order relating to adoption of children
On the bill to abolish
the death penalty, passed to be engrossed
by the Senate, and in the House refused a
passage, the Senate voted to insist and
appoint conferees. The majority reports
ot tHe committee, unfavorable to annexing a part of Cape Elizabeth to Portland,
was adopted
by a \ote ot 22 to 7. Engrossed in concurrence, bill in relation to
the protection ot bottle
used In maim
faoturers of mineral water. Are.; bill relating to free high seh 'ols, bill relating
to land ceded to the United States: hill
relating to ways across railroad-.; bill
amendatory of chapter 7,9 revised statutes,
concerning railroads resolve relating to
the United States arsenal at Augusta.
In the IIot'SE, the resolve appropriating 820,000 to support the reform school
pa cd t" be engrossed, i he report of the
ommittee on Insane Hospital pres.-iuiug
a : esolvt
appropriating $100,000 for a new
Hospital building, was called up and
mended In appropriating 8 '’<.ooo for
urage- in place of the above.
in the senate Thursday, Feb. so, tin
f-elve appropriating S'.ki.OOO for the
Maine Cencral Hospital wn recalled from
i,
House and tabled. The committee of
inference on Maine Industrial School for
ill- resolve and bill,
reported that the
i.ll ought to pass, inn that the resolve in
new draft
ought not t.. pass, the amount.
1
a t.> be applied as an endowment
fund when a like um .shall have been
I lie bill relating to connecting
paid in
jaiir.iuil-:. refused a passage in the House,
came t" the Senate.
Therules were sn a
pended and Tuesday next as.-igned for
consideration. Passed to be enacted, an
act t
incorporate the town ot Isle an
Haute.
on

relating

to discharge ot mortgages,
resolve in favor of Maine (leneral Hospital
act relating to taxes.
Act increasing the
sdary of Attorney (leneral, and act relating to support of debtor in jail, were in-

definitely postponed.
in the Senate. Monday, the bill to change
tiie location of the Somerset and Kennebec
Railroad was tabled The bill concerning
capital case- was refused a passage in
concurrence.
The resolve to abolish the
olliee of land agent was tabled
The reolve providing for the -ale ot Mate lands
and timber was tabled.
In the Hotse, that body receded and
concurred in indefinitely postponing the
bill authorizing the (loveinor and Omncil
to take
testimony in certain eases. A
committee ot conference was appointed
on
bill respecting liabilities o! railroads
for
paupers. The vote by which the relive
providing for additional accommodat a ns for the insane
passed to be engrossed,
was re-considered,
'idle bills in favor ot"
tin- Bangor and Bath asylums and the
agc ultural
college finally passed. The bill
to
capital offences was refused a
relating
fhe House refused to concur
passage,
a ith tin
Senate in increasing the salary
ot the Attorney (ieneral.
The S mate
amendments in the bill relating 1o intoxiat ion were concurred in

In advance, $2.00 a year;
tin* expiration of the year,

For one square, (one i*ch
column,) 5*1.25 for three weeks, and 25
cents tor each subsequent insertion.
A fraction of a
square charged as a full one.

-ted upon its vote establishing an industrial school for girls and proposed a
•
unmittce of conference.
In the Ibu sE, tlic bill to establish the
ed

SIMPSON.
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foreign

M HscuirTiox Terms.
insurance companies. The bill relating within
the year, $2.50; at
to
paupers, changing the time of gaining $3.00.
»v ertising Terms.
A1
a
residence from live years to two. \\ as
in

and
the
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Triumph.

We

The result of the contest over the Boston
Collectorship is likely to have far-reaching

the

that most tender point, their self-esteem.
It is the triumphant self-assertion of the

An.MiNisrr:ators, Executors and <«i ardians
desiring their advertisements published in the Journal will please .» state to’tfte Court.
=

SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
the paper ha-' been sent as well as the one to which
it i = to go.

-fcapP.Atis & l.ui iir, 24 Park Row, New York,
authorized agent- for procuring advertisements

are

foi the Journal.

Subscriber- are requested to take notice of the
date on the colored slips attached to tlie paper. It
i- the onl. form of receipt now used. For instance,
!■"> May .1. mean- that the subscription is paid to that
duto. When a new payment is made, the date will
be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
REQUESTED i«» SEE THATTHEIR DATES ARE
Subscriber- in arrears are requested to
COKKli |
forward the =11111: due

1

o

Tha

Grangers.

order of

associated farmer:, I'.-eently held a national conflic address of the
vention at St.l.ouR
Grand .Master give- some insight into the
wonderful growth of the association. The
I'll.-

new

are com

future ot

growth

or

number 12,000,
What the
this association of wonderful

subordinate lodges
and

Grangers,

non

tantly increasing.

mav

lie it is

impossible to predict;

but that it can, it it chooses, overt great
political inlluenee. must bo admitted. But

one

Bryant,

Times, charged

temperance lecturer,

flic

who

said—

wound open.

Iu regard to tile statement of Gov. Diugley
that there is not an open rum shop in Lewiston,
this is true, hut there is one of those [abomination.', the c ity Agency, and the sales‘at this
often reach as high as $100 a day, and all this
for sickness! What a showing of tile sanitary
condition of Lewiston! (Laughter.) lie said
lie did not see but that a man would abuse liis
family just as much on agency rum as upon
thatjprocural from the dramshops. (Applause.)
He went on in the same strain for considerable

organization. And not the
least ominous feature is the threatening
manner in which Butler
enjoys his triumph
and avows his determination to keep the
Richeliu's grand maxim of

statesmanship,

was.
a
First, all means to conciliate,
Failing in that, all means to crush,”

Of this. Butler remembers only the latter
If we consider this appointment with
reference to its effect upon the public service, it will be difficult to say where it will
be seriously affected thereby. The Custom

Houses, not only of Boston, but of all the
principal ports, have been made party instrumentalities for the control ot elections,
and for the robbery of importers through
the Sanborns and

scarcely

that he would in all probability continue
By them he has been given a prom-

to be.

place in the polities of the state, and
repeated elections to the national councils
Cunning, bold, aggressive and unscrupulous, he made himself useful at times to
his employers, who were vastly amused at
the disgust which his practices caused
among their political opponents.
They
seemed

lainy they

George Shepard Page. President of the
New Jersey State Temperance Alliance

Jaynes. They can be
also told some wholesome truth to
manipulations of
of mutual admirationists.
The
protege.
republican sembly

to

were

remember that the vil-

amused at

might one day

be executed on themselves.

The tactics

that he

puts in operation are tin1 same that
he formerly practiced, lie was Ben. Butler
then- he is Ben. Butler now. He has only
done what such men must of necessity be

continually doing -making foes of former
friends. The trouble with the highly respectable radical politicians of Massachu-

out their purposes, the

their labors.
Mr. William Saunders

original granger

Washington, who told many interesting
bearing on the inception and develop-

at

fact-

of the

ment

order.

Mr. Saunders is

a

Scotchman, typical in appearance and
character. lie came to this country in
1S47.
The order of the l'atrons ot Husbandry was tirst thought of by him seven
y
ago. His object was the general improvement of husbandry, the promotion
of the vvellaro amUiappiness of those who
ears

engaged

in it. and the consequent increase

ot the wealth

and property of the whole
saw that the appliances in

country, lb
use fm this object

faulty and insufli-

were

danger

is that he

them for his purposes,
■•lie needs a
lang spoon that sups with the Devil."
At the best the dose is a bitter one. No
wonder there is writhing and nausea. But

correspondent recently interviewed may presently

A

the

use

As the Scotch maxim runs,

if the medicine shall be sal lit a rv, it will
not have been without its uses.

cheerfully

stand

at

one*

side

We shall
and see it,

work.
It is '•aid the Maine State Prison investigation
insisted on by the Democrats, will cost $10,000.
It has simply resulted, as was predicted, in
show ills that the management of the in.-tituticni
is above reproach.
[Lewiston Journal.

The .Journal is a little too last in the
above paragraph. This investigation, we
think we arc justified in saving, originated

in a quarrel among the state prison officials over their salaries. Prison Inspecclasses
and
of
til
it*
producing
ellieieney*
tor Wilson said in his testimony before the
labor two tilings were essential—instruccommittee—
tion in ilie 1 nest methods of production and
The salary of tin- warden in tst!5 wu- S'l.sflO;
unity ot action—-those two essentials he could not swear that it was so lived by the Inor that >'1 ,Nin was the sum paid to hikept and still keep- steadily in view. Set- spector.-,
recollection. Kvery time the salary was intled .in tic so two points lie spent two years creased from year to year, it was
approved by
m correspondence with the leading agri- the governor and council. The Inspectors lived
the salary in Jan. or Feb. 1ST2. at $4.one. Preculturists of great Britain to get them in- vious to that date cannot fix the date w lien it
increased from year to year. The salary of
terested, but with little success, and final- was
llr. Chase, when lie was physician, was Slob
ly. in bsf.7, he organized a grange at up to April 1st, IS72; then it‘was increased to
Dr. Chase wanted $000. The salary of
Washington composed of members from $250;
tin- salesman was fixed by the warden, and apall parts of the I’niou. Soon after, one ot proved by the Inspector-.
l)r. Chase, seeing that the salary of the
the members on a visit to Minnesota organized a grangi there. Then followed a Warden had been advanced from $lsno to
slow up-hill discouraging work for four $4000 per year, naturally ielt dissatisfied
lb* saw that for the welfare of the

eienf.

until I>7.', since when the astonishing increase of the order is a matter of
daily wonder Mr. Saunders emphatically
corrected the notion that llie patrons of
liushniulrv wa* ail order to light monopovear

with his meagre pay of $2.10 ; and dissatisfaction became indignation when lie found
that the inequality was to be continued.
The result was that a series of articles attacking tlie prison management, were pub-

He has
no tight to make with the railroads nor the
olelv to do with the
middlemen, but ha

lished in the Rockland Free Press, a republican paper; and these were copied by the
democratic papers. These articles arc un-

farmers.

derstood to have been written or inspired
by l)r. Chase. Out of those articles and

lies and control

In

political

to the cei.reey of the organiMr. Saunders declared that there

regard

zation

really

were no

-cerot

in*

bu.sine.-

linn.

or

mind their
lie

ly

an

nii

i

more

must do it discreet-

affair

own

const a nt I v

member-.

than in tann-

who, undertaking to

lor tin* iletter

if.,

of

action.

work

at

ordering

One

is

an

the direct and positive chargesot mismanagement made in them, grew the investigation and the $10,000 expense. Democrats may have “insisted on” the investi-

devising gation.

and welfare

improved

the

as-

fol-

as

lows—

Tie said to hi-, surprise and deep disappointment. he found on his way from the raihvav
station to the Hotel in tins eitv. thirty drunken
men.
He spoke with bitter scorn of the btin
dram shop- of Portland. This city has more
drain shops to its population than New York,
ami as many as the most drunken city in
Europe, the eitv of Cork, one shop to every
husband inhabitant. He thanked God that the
rest of the State was not as Portland.
In the
county, the jail lias had no occupant for the
The
of
four
other
counties
are
years.
Jails
empty. He quoted letters from ex-Oov. I’erham and Hon. W. P. Frye to the etfect that the
prohibitory law was not a failure. A- Portland
is the typical temperance city, she is quoted all
over the world.
If site fails, the cause of temperance fails, and site is responsible. The local
prohibition law was defeateil in Great Britain
by Samuel Plimsol, who rose in his seat in Parliament and testified that lie found no difficulty
in getting tils glass of brandy at tile principal
hotel in Portland, Hint lie saw drunkenness on
every sid. in your -tr.a ts; that vour law wa a
failure.
our neighbor the .hiurnal i hypercritical. It
devote- neat ly half a eohnmi lit it- nttciupt to
-how that we were nuutically inaccurate in
.■ailing a -ail a sheet. But how i- thi- for
accuracy wltieli we take from it- la-t week's
issue:

And when an oltieial of the

publicly declares that

Probably tliei'e are a dam many other
things of which our neighbor never heard.
But

as

matter of fact our

a

seems

is

we saw when too late to
The difference in the eases

inaccurate,

as

il

correct

expression

to be th: t

by carelessness

we

wrote

error—while the Age
blunder of ignorance, and still
sticks to it.
We are willing to concede
the authority of the Age in any kind of a
dam, Irom the ice-lacking paper mill dam
to the worthlessness of the tinker's dam. !
it lias had in all \ arieties a rich and varied

acknowledged

an

made

a

experience that promises
the limits of this brief
gone over the dam.
I'lie editor of the

reach beyond
life, after il lias
to

Capital

has

been look-

ot

sion in the account,

that tin

as

neglects

it

Commissioner,

w

to

show

hose business is

in )iis office and not out of it. ha- spent
over siOoo of this sum himself in travel-

The

further expresses the
opinion that il is '‘common .stealing and
infamous” that Dr Hood, the medical

ing.

r.,

(■

Capital
it.,

i*. .,-ivju

family physician

w no

is

Secretary Delano ami

from

Washington

t"

Ohio

and .Minnesota to attend the wife of
and the

on

the

Baker, should have been

Commissioner

telegraphed

of

out.,

one

of the other, w ith fees, mile-

age and other expenses
contingent fund.
From the facts

paid

out of the

placed before

tin• tax-

then is reason
of the State i

South C.uolina,
to fear that the condition
even wor-e than lias been

suppo ed

said that while the taxable

payers'

Convention

It i

property lias lallen

of

irom

$5oO,(W).ooi>

to

$175,Ood,Otto taxation has been increased
from stun,(mo to over $b’,5od,noo. so that,
the people are compelled to pay about

prison twenty times
for the support

the expenses of the
institution are enormous, and that the ac-

a

••!

much

as

by

before the

war

their State t. ivertitnent

insurance fur farmers

the creation of a lecturer in each

grange whose duty it i to give special attention to the improvcments in agriculture
and instruct tin* grange
Refening to
their marvellous growth. Mr. Sunders said
the order had passed out of his control
and he could only watch it, and while so
much had been

done in the past year he

felt confident it

was

that

can

fix the blame of the

investigat ion
party, is something

with Ben is that the paper

have mention-

ed spoons too often

upon the democratic
—Mr lloblis, the Knox County sheriff,
remarkable. The argument of the Journal is like that of the fellow that was who was cited before the Governor, ascaught in the pasture cutting the throat id' serted that, he was only waiting for the
aneighbor’s sheep. His excuse was that as session of the Grand ditrv, to proceed by
il unhe was passing along the sheep jumped indictment, against liquor sellers
out of tin* bushes and bit him—“and
substantially saying that he know- the
said he “no sheep shall bite me and live I" best course a
good deal better than the

only a small beginIn this ease the inoffensive republican complainants, and if let alone he will take
ning of an order of things which should
lias been severely bitten by the care of the matter.
party
But il will answer as
assure a golden future of
prosperin' and
The Knox County Sheriff.
democratic sheep, that’s all.
a solemn warning to the officials of other
to
the
husbandmen
of
America.
happiness
Ai r;r,STa, Feb. its.
counties, wltieli was probably the main
The Bey and River Railroad,
In the complaint
against the Sheriff oi
Mortland ot Rockland was counOur
£lcotion.
City
Kuo:,, referred by the Governor to General
A writer in the Camden Herald, over purpose.
sel for the sheriff'
1'laislcd lor a construction of the Sheriff'en1 or ,i week or more past there has been the
signature of “15.” lias a level head on
forcement act, the Attorney has rendered
-In St. Coins an indiscreet new | hi per
niui’li discussion in regard to the offices to railroad matters.
Reviewing the probaan
opinion tlial it. as the Sheriff' alleged, I),
tilled at the coming city election. Pub- bilities of the Bay and River Railroad as man caused great distress in manv of the
he had reason to believe that tiie
alleged
On tiie evening of Shrove
violators of the law against drinking houses lic opinion finally settled down upon two a reality, and the interest which the Bos- first families
had received information ol a proposed candidates lor the
viz: Dr. ton and Maine has in its construction, (In- l'uesday lliere was a masked hall at the
mayoralty,
prosecution and had removed their liquors, John <1 Brooks and Mr. W. \Y. Castle. writer
theatre, where general freedom prevailed,
says:
ii was within his discretion tr> omit
proand the costumes outstripped the leg
11 e-tor Is an old resident, well acMaine intimated that unles..
If
the
Boston
and
The
and
warrant, and
roiling.; by coiuplukiit.
the Legislature passed a law obliging the Maine drama.
A good many distinguished citiproceed instead by indictment at the next quainted with the city and its needs, and Central
to draw their ears to Bangor, they
session of the Supreme Court earh in well
in evert way for the position. should be compelled to assist the Bay and River zens who had "gone to the ledge" that
qualified
March. If warrants duly executed had been
as a matter of necessity for
in
Mr. Castle who has made hosts of friends to build their road,
there, circulating
them to have ail outlet East, it would seem a evening dropped
placed in his hands, the Sheriff' would have
during his residence, and is recognized as very plausible conclusion, and would look like among the crowd and pervading the pribeen required to immediately execute them
to more than an intimation.
vate supper rooms. Of course this was not
The effect of this opinion in the case of a valued c itizen and an acquisition to the amounting
But when they intimate, that if the Bay and
the Knox sheriff' is, that in his statement
to get a bill through
will
them
River
towns
was
help
for
the
place,
wrong. But that, awful reporter got all
urged
position against the
of the reasons for delay, he cannot be held
Legislature, which consolidates the Boston their names and
his wishes, and eoneluded to withdraw’ his and
printed them next mornand
Maine
Eastern
Central
roads,
to have willfully neglected or refused to
Maine,
name
The Advertiser of this week con- giving them each and all one common interest, ing. When those citizens went home to
his
unless
lie
shall
lail
to
duty,
discharge
and giving the Boston and Maine all the faciliproceed at the approaching term ol the tains the following card—
ties as an eastern outlet she can ask for, at an dinner, they found the meal an uncomif the Attorney General had held
court,
In your last issue 1 notice luy name mention- ordinary tariff rate, is it reasonable to suppose monly warm one. The crowning virtue
otherwise, it would have been the duty of 'd as one of the candidates for the Mayoralty in that she’ would find it for her interest to invest in a
newspaper man. next to honesty, is
the Governor to
coming election of Municipal officers. While the targe amount of money requisite to material
report the facts to the the
aid in building the Bay and River road, thereby discretion.
I consider it a citizen's duty to hold himself in
Legislature, when that body would have readiness
to assume responsibilities, however establishing a competing line against that with
heard the delinquent officer, and
—We are indebted to Air. Dorr of the
proceed- irksome they may lie, to a reasonable extent, which she is herself identified and connected ?
ed to vote on the
The profound wisdom of Mr. Hichborn eviof
his
v.
removal
licit called upon by his fellow citizens, yet at
question
Coast Survey office at Washington for a
blit
there
this
makes
address.
reasonable,
appear
the
time,
with
dently
further
be
business
can
by
done
present
my

mo,eonstitut<
knowledge?” Judge—‘‘That question will be
drawn out in cross-examination." At this point
Powers touched his counsel, and Mr. Jewett requested leave to retire for consultation. Tin*
Court allowed a recess. When the three law> orreturned the question of threats of Dr. Cary

against

Powers, or his personal knowledge of
plaintiff, was not pressed. They dropped the
witness, much to the disappointment of tie

crowd, who wanted the secrets.
A blind old woman, whose son died in the
army, leaving her a note for 8300 which lie re-

Nothing

unless there should be a delinquency on the part of the. Sheriff' at the
approaching term of the. Court.
ease,

pressing
engagements, and the prospect of rebuilding my
establishment the coining Summer, (with it's
necessary engrossment of iny time.) i would
iike to have luv name withdrawn. Incoming
ibis conclusion 1 am not unmindful of the
better qualifications of the other candidate
named, bv longer residence, experience, and
leisure for Tlie oilier. Thanking my friends for
tlie Yen high compliment,
they have paid me
in bringing forw ard m> name, 1 remain
Very Truly Yours.
W.yi. w. Castle.

to

funny thing happened in Congress the
other day. Sir Edward Thornton, the
British Minister, came into the diplomatic
gallery, and a member who spied him out,
was anxious that some
guests of his in the
A

°ther

gallery

should see the live lord. So
little note, saying: “That old
swell with the
mutton-chop whiskers is
Sir Edward Thornton,” and told a
page to
take it up stairs. The
page, who had a
mixed notion who the note was for, and of
wltorn it was about, marched straight to
Wie diplomatic gallery, and gave it to the
“old swell" himself Meanwhile our M.
C., watching the progress of his note, was
horrified to see it in the august hands of
the nobility, and he rushed out frantically
to swear at the poor little page. “Did he
say anything ?” he asked, as soon as he
could get his breath. “Yes, sir,” said the
boy, “he told me to take it back to the
gentleman who sent it, and say it was a
very good description."
he wrote

a

others who teel as much interest ill a Shore
Line Railroad as lie, who prefer to see the
names of the “Boston and Maine gentlemen”
in their corporate capacity upon a guarantee,
which is satisfactory to the’ directors of the Bay
in compelling
and River road,
the Knox and Lincoln or Maine Central to connect with a Massachusetts Railroad which,
.judging of the future by the past, would oblige
them to pay an advance upon their present
rates to land their passengers and freight in
*
Boston.
This presents the matter in the light iri
are

bcfbrejthcyjassist

This leaves the Held clear for Dr. Brooks.
We are glad to learn that the committees which it must be viewed by all who look
of the two parties will probably unite in a at it fairly.
People here are fast makcall for a citizens’ caucus, and that politics ing up their minds that these winter jaunts
will be ignored in city affairs. Dr. Brooks over the route, while the Legislature, is in
is a decided republican, but lie has the con- session, are intended to have more effect
as an
fidence of all
and on that deliberative body than on the face

parties

upright

honorable man, who ,will administer the
affairs of the city with intelligence, care
and
a

economy. It would be difficult to make
better selection for the place’
Hon.

1'. j| Hubbard of Uiddeford, who has
been very ill. irecovering.

copy1 of the official survey of Belfast liar
bor and bay. It appears to have been
faithfully and accurately made, with shore
lines, tide limits, soundings and topography for a mile from tide waters. The
work was superintended by S. C. AleCorkle, C. T. lardella and Horace AndersonThose who remember the extraordinary
speeches made in the Legislature last
winter, on the railroad bridge question,
at the instigation of Hiehborn and Collector Barnabas, will be amazed to look
upon this chart.
The assertion then was
that no vessel of any considerable draft
could get above the steamboat wharves.

of the earth. And it is pretty evident that
Mr. Hichborn is either being deceived
himself, or is aiding to deceive others.

Yet the

soundings of this official chart
show a depth of water, from the bridge
to those wharves, varying from twentytwo lent to thirty-three feet fou? inches!

—Rockland lias done the sensible thing
of abolishing its city liquor agency, and
that by a very decided popular vote.

The charter for a
such falsifications

bridge

carried by
ns these,
instigated by
Hiehborn and Barnabas.
was

A

son.

i

created pond, he not harsh—use no expletives
—remember your own south, long pa t—remember the season, and emulate the mil.hie
of Spring.
In time the yellow dandelions muv he seen. 1
believe they are th*
gosvau-” in Burns' Auld

Eang Syne:
We twa hae run about the braes.
And till'd the gowmis tine.”
If they are not, then so much the worse for the
gossan-.” Probably the lir-i time tin- idea of
wealth gains entrance to tin* mind of a child, isvlicn for the lir-t time In* is led on to a lawn
thickly studded with golden dandelion-. Acquisitiveness i- -lin ed, and he begins to gather
them in. He know- tin* pleasure of accumulation. <’oiild lie, in after life, gain the wealth
of the Indies, lie would neve: :e<aiu base
realizing a sense of great riches.
Hoss wisely are the season- ordered. W ere
we to‘step at once from the rigors ot our hyperborean winter to the melting heat* or summer, these trail human -v-tem- would not la.-t
half

ou.

allotted

Blit how gently, alwe lowered, bv
eas\

day-

most

imperceptibly, are
stages,” from the snow covered peaks of winter into the delightful \alley-and broad plain

of

night

bestow

\\ hen I go out of doors and look about me,
and -ay to myself: 1 hi- i- Spring—and think
how
nice” things will look in eight or ten
short weeks,— 1 am glad that spring
here.
'Bah for Spring!
B.
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It turns out that some of the whi>ke\ -ell. rat the west are bought out. when it !- found
that tiles refuse to he prayed .'lit. It doesn’t
look well, either, to see men engaged in tier
work who take >_•'> ami >.',0 a das i'.»r their

ill|HOI’

■

to

they lump;
iy;n
t|iii*tatiuiis are painted

]»r:iy,

the-
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Dingley

week, and

was

visited

received

Portland last
by a brilliant

military display.
I h mils'Cm

m

i:.

Hie Attorney Gen-

eral decides that. SheriM llobbs of Knox,
has the right to choose the time and manof

a.m

certain Mr. Harrison was a well known hou»,
breaker
l'lie defence of the editoi
th.U in
wrote horse-breaker, which theplainiut
iceupal ion.
Tim
about

new

were

lot

Haiitdrd ('ourant sa\s Ihiilei'-. b.ow
spapers would has e more point if it
so generally understood that the reputation lie won during the miliiars s«*me. of
which be boasts so much, wasehietfv mauufacl
tired for him hv well-paid new-papei .on.
pomletiis, of whom lie usually had a upplv attached to hi personal -.tail*.
.niiie men

iziii 5 tlieii’ow n town alwuy harping on that
hits -and set tlies go abroad to gel marre d,
1 do hope
while here wa all land waiting!
that oine ot these men ss ho man y a t u w
men will -el cheated !

Mi
Aaron Fhamhei lain oft ilim,
removin'* an old partition in hi lionhe foun t
an old silver Masonic Seal, from which by the
use of chemicals the dirt sva- removed.
1 lie
seal i' about the d/e of a diver dollar; on the
outside urface or rim, arc the words Truth and
I iin'ii. Lafayette Lodge; at tin* bottom 17!K
t »n the middle surface are fsvo Fillars. Mosaic
I avi-ment. Hol\ Hihle. Si.uare uid < ompa
A

>•-

\i
Kit;* 11* >sIn l1..11 t:m«I.
I **•*•;
Pivvott, republican In
j elected Alavor over Cyril* sfurdivanl
In Path, William Kin*, Republican. ho

Al

child

horn with a tail, which
the doctor cut. oft-—thus depriving science
of a valuable curiosity, and the Darwina

was

lu*
u

mm,*

In
,|i''

by

The

investigations

light,

so

far as

ol the State Prison

they have

come

to

exonerate the Warden from censur-

able practices, and from any mismanagement of the liuances ol the Prison. The
whole complaint originated in a squabble

which

among the republican officials in
to their sal aries.
A subscriber writes to us for

regard

information

about the steps necessary to be taken to
torm a Grange of the Patrons of Husbandry. W 11 some one who knows, give information of the address of the proper
person in New' England to whom applica-

a

to

tion may be made, for authority?

vote
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the court linu-e. mik
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Went, I. M

decided

\\

iIn*

annu *:

me-tin. in N »rt!.-

Stevens.

!• i:anki«n: l.
On Kri*l.i\ evening, about
o'eluek. tin* saw-mill ot Pierce <V Treat wa- *!•'•iroveil ity tire, together with the adjoining
grist mill. It i- supposed the tire took from the
I,os-, estimated at
heating of the bearings.
No insurance on the *-aw-mill, and
s10,000.
but #1000 on the grist-mill.

Swann iu.i:. T. R. Ni.-keison, an old and
Well know n citizen of Swamille di« o in that
He was Postmaster.
town on Sunday.

T.irpet

Modotlieers elected for tST-l
Momma
K. Merriam: Town Clerk. Lewis Win,
eapaw : Selectmen, .1. R. Mears, Lewis Jackson,
Lphrum Rowe: Treasurer, Silas Stover: Constable and Colleetor. Robie Mears.
erator,

Waiikkn.

Moderator, A. M. Wetherbee;
lork.K. R. Hinckley; Selectman, AL R. Mathews; Austin Keating; ll. R.
Payson: Trea>urer. K. Smith Jr,
(

able stir at the time,—accidently shot himself
in the chest while cleaning his revolver, yesterday, and last night lay in a dying condition
at the Bark Hospital.
[Bangor Whig.

visited here hint summer. He
married a sifter of Mr. George Knight
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Select men Assessor** and < kcr-eers
of Poor— I. M. Steven**. Win. \. Pendleton,
Ambrose dwell ; Town
lerk. W in. A. Pendleton: Treasurer and Auditor, l>:tvid Patch'
* unstable and < 'ollector.
Joseph K. W itherley ;
Supervisors of schools. L \ Rhode
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abolish the city liquor agency
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A New York despatch stales that heiective
Tulley of that city, who, our readers ma> remember, captured here about a year ago a de
faulting New York clerk ami tin* gfrl who
eloped with him,—a ease which made consider-

Tulley

e\

lb:*.:;

There is a politician here in town, of -m-h
decided radical tendencie.-, that lu* won't even
allow his dear little wife to expand her Im tie
with democratic papers, [(lloueester Adv.
Of course lie's a brute.
Sin* should call

Mr.

e.

opposed ill U tot ;d number d
Alayor' salary ha. been increased from *-bb to #dbd
1 he city, L\
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'ape Pori «*i

his attention to Haul's ad\iee to
those things which are behind."
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Alayor,

He that likes not Women, \\ im* ami '■hue*.
I'einains a tool his whole lit" long."

when feeling
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light was entirely extinguished, (*o at least
convincing argument
Went out from a to ll :15 p. m.:) e^use not kmov n.
On the liltli insb. in a hea\ v snow storm,
of
—Mr Ivelloch,
Thomaston, made a
near White Head light, whose
keeper i- pin.
the
railroad
force
strong speech against
vided with a steam whistle, but not a blast
used
tin*
hi 1, last. week, and incidentally paid his
through
night, until 11 a. m. next da\.
although the storm prevail! d through tin* uigiit
respects to the oilv llichborn, who is and so tliiek that an object could not Im* seen
twent> roils ofl*. for at skinp. m of the lthh,
■‘pioneering a great enterprise," as the we
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see the
at that di-lam
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Type-setters should he careful to dip their
lingers into the right boxes, out we-i an .dice,
has been sued for libel in having ptiblidied Ui u
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A young man in New Jei *y Went a courting,
hitched his horse at the lady's gate, but courted
long that the horse ate otf the top of the
hitching post and P.ergh’s men lined the yoiiim
man of New Jersey S-JJ for cruelt\ to animals.
A sad warning.
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The original patent for metallic tips for -hoes
sold for .>'100, and the .ompans which
bought it became wealthy. Now. upon it- expiration. the inventor has obtained it' renewal,
and compels the company to pay him sbo.nnn.
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Mr. IJlery I'ond of Lewiston, ha' in his po-a pair of spectacles made a hundred and
titty years ago. i’liere is metal enough in them
says the Journal, to make a half dozen pairour modern ones.
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-piltooti in a
•tore at Maeliia-, came Hear scitin. tli• -1.»i
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lire by igniting from the
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This i- the season of soiing lamb1 do not ;
address me to epicures nor gourmands, whose I
ing spirit of improv-m. nt. <m Frida v the maithoughts immediatcls recur (<» lamb and mint ter was Settled, alid lie- lil’-l blow of the a\e
sauce.” That does not come*’till summer. 1
tie* >-cie Olivet
brought thousand- lo w itu,
speak of those emblems of innocence which en- Wendell Holme- 1,egged that tie \ might remain
ter upon this world in th
joyous spring time, until th,*\ put on their -pring attire, and then
and are carried in the protecting arm- of the
if the mine fcelim* cxi-ted toward i!i,*m
tid
gentle -t.epherds to the kindly shelter of folds he would sharpen the ax.- to cut them down*
and straw, followed by tin* bloating dams. The And now the
pu--ion ho oiie thiii:; madenfthe
sight of young lambs makes u wondrous kind
Haddock Elm- risk many ie- k
\vhi• 11 pul
u eight or ten short weeks
they may be seen, themselv,*- in fearfullv do-e proximitv lo the
The coming ea on hi,D fair
frisking i>y tin* sides of the sedate ewe-.
falling branch,
Eet u- all profit by the tender emotion
to have a mm h attributed To Maj. Paddoi k.
awakened by tie* return of the gentle sea- on. dainty Dollv \ ardeii had i ii-i if ten •(.>.<r two
When your little boy- return home with their year- ago.
clothes soaked in dirty water, and you learn
in swimming" in a newlythey have been

\\ m. Pitelier a >..n hoii. ht and store I on
hundred ion-; of ha\ on I n. -.l w of la-t w- I

Tin* autopsy of the Siamese Twin
aid to
show that they < ould not have been -epant.-d
witliout de-tr rv in their Ii\ e-

the individual wlm (to their way
thinking) for once in hi- life showed him
Spring i* conic! ‘Ball for Spring! When I self •‘the right man in the right place.”
It
cast ni\ eyes around, and observe the numermight he well for hold-baek-a-tive young bipedous e\idenees of spring, i am ready to exclaim :
,t<> note this particular season in order to get an
This i> the season of Impel When I see the additional taste of tin* sweets, ere the humdrum
brown trees with tall and naked trunks, and
of married life wash them far into tin* dead -ca
bare and extended arms, standing ready to be of the past.
clothed in the bright green robes of spring, and
For several day- past, the one subject ,,f conthink that in a short eight or ten weeks there versation among the citizen- of Boston ha- been
will he visible buds on them, and shoots of ten- the removal of the Paddock Elms
tin*

considerable charity. Do
not rail at poor Thomson, sweet singer of The,
.S'eoso/i*. When he sang of the gentleness and
ethereal mildness of Spring, In* sang of a different spring, the spring of England, which,
i- gentle and is kind,”—like “old dog
reallv,
'fray" in another song, mueh commended for
its simple beauty and soothing rhythm,—but
wet.
Thomson samr under the enervatimr inllm-nees ot an Engli.sti spring. Much is to be
said in * xteiuiation. lie did not intend i«* mislead the common mind: and he»iid not set up
for an almanac-maker.

Bents for bu-me.-s place- and dwelling- a'-*
r. and hard to !••• got at that.

Ball-, parlies and
of the.
ha\ <■ abounded.

How pleasant it would In* if one could *\. r.
in a lifetime, ply tie* wan pen without having
the surly weather clerk get wind of it. and. like

the

Sunday e\cuing at the North
Prayer ami it- an-\ver.’
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For selling a blind man a pair of bools of different numbers. Thomas McDermott, of Providence. R I., will languish in jail for fin day-.
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of

hope,
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Ii is pretty well settled that the K. A N. A.
Railway Company will extend the Piscataquis
branch to Mooschead Lake the c oining sea-on.

showing their appreciation of the invitation
given them a tew weeks since to take tied gentlemen friend- and come down t » the >it\ for a
display of tine leather

car,*--

Spring;.

(
P. (.ordou. Ks([.. of ^ear-port ha- been
appointed Notary Puldie.

\ child of Mr. I>. ( hiny.ol Portland, lost its
lit** by taking laudanum instead of paragorie,
through tlie mistake of an apothecary.

coming to subdue the tone#of paraphernalia
during those sanvd days, and tin* reflection
must ^necessarily do credit loth, bewildering
-nit in preparation for Fa-ter.
In view'of the diet, it’s hardly more than fail

broidery, and

the .Journal-

or

Married men begin 1<» shudder in anti. ip,.
ti<m of spring cleaning.

For fifty-six successive years. Col. Master.-,
of 11 allowed, has superintended tie* printing
of tin* “Maine Farmers* Almanac.'*

The grave attire and
hen fruit, -coins to ho
the only perceptible change in the general
routine. Of course it i- very pretty and be-

brig ha- bent tunned the I.

new

The La.-t Maine Methodist I'onteivtire will
he held iu this city in May.

Mi-- Rve ha.- brought six hundred and fifty
Kiiglish girl- to this country, and still they
conn—“coining through tin- Rye.”

ings daily, and wrestling earnestly with the
members, on the question of theatre-, hall.-, and
gaieties which universally beset poor humanity.

means

Brackett'\\\ Barker.

It i- estimated that fifty vessels will he built
tin1 Penobscot river and bay the coming rea-

There seems to he a
the more strict observance of this season of fasting, even among the
evangelical churches: many are holding meet-

one

Nows of the City and County.

on

friendly publication.
struggle each year for

should tn\e

marble bust of ex-Gov. Coburn is to be
in the new Court House at Skowhegan.

placed

a

biddy-

are re.iue-tcd u» meet in
at the Pourt House on Friday, March titli, at
7 o’clock P M., to nominate a candidate for Mayor
and to transact any other busines* that may come
Per order of
before them.
BK1TB. & I>KM. < 1 TV (OMM1 I I I I
caucus

Dr. John Page of Bucksport ha- been appointed Acting Assistant Surgeon in tin* Navy.

square meal of gossip in these sombre days of
Lent; hut the crumb- carefully swept up from
the every day’s doings of so famous a city as
Boston, may prove sufficient nourishment for

citizens of Belfast

Tin-

Win. II. Sargent, has been re-nominated by
the President, as Collector of Castinc.

Boston. March 2nd. 1*74.
It could hardly be -x peeled of even a faitJiful follower of Mann (irundy, to get up :i good

that tin*

Citizens’ Caucus.

Generaltie*.

Boston.

of tin- Journal.

ceived as bounty, testified that Powers told her
it was not good, and offered her #133 for it.
Another witness who testified to this transaction was cross-examined by Jewett a- follows— We’ve all been oil the oad for a te fill*' of
hor e
When did In- die? In February, after going lie* h. and
of top- dl
hut e\en that
gay
di-play
to the war.
\\ here? In hospital in \ irtdnia.
How did you know In* died? jver\ exoitedlv.] would -ealcelv compel! itt* for the -l,.p \, ,•
Witness—[slowly] I was there. I -oed him must wade through, to the detriment m iimnaewhen he draw edhis last breath. [Tumultuous
laughter. |
of white*'
Mrs. Julia Faulkner, a widow, wa.- called ; 01,1 Sol melt- iwnv tie tI'.i*'*•
Tin*
i- >n
li.i
in a in
Lived in Montieello in lstij; live now in Boul- wrath.
rolled roil in1
ton; had a son. Willie, killed in the war; left
which lighten- the pocket hook, and till- tie*
her papers for pension with Powers, and after lamilv
closet
and drawer- with
man, ia
a great
while, at the same time continually
AM the vv insigning papers, supposing them neeessarv to ends ot a little of everythin:
tore-, ale decked Mi
get her pension; a woman who went with wit- dows of the popular
ness and who had received a pension, told witgorgeou- array, inostiv -u ••.>.* u \.>r approachness she was signing receipts; witness then
ing summer, and placard-, •marked do\\ if and
wvnt to another lawwr (Madigan) who wrote
“liemuants cheap” serve fn* what a Down
to headquarters and sent a note jo Power-,
who paid her only #300, taking out his fee; East Ii lierman would all -Ihr.-vV hail.”
w itness was entitled to twice rhe'amouut.
ll- useless to proh -1 again-t advertising. ali<-r
< Toss-examined—[Powers brought forward
one,* trying to get
orders and hills, which In* said she had signed.]
through tin r,-\\«1 that .gathWitness—Oh, my! I never saw those papers; ers around tiles nillileroiiplace., and which
I only got 8*>00 from von. and that 1 owe to
la-- of erealton. .from the
represents ever',
Mr Madigan and not to you.
[Laughter.]
Witness was vers certain, and an.-wered Pow- aristocratic dutm*. jiM sweeping h r ru-tlim*
ers back with such sharpness as t« convulse
silks down the steps of her arriage, p, the half
tin* crowd.
clad little appl, girl, w ho holds h.-i Pa-lo t in
Mr. Smith father of the editor of tin* Portland Press, was called, and testified to not get- one 'pinched red hand, while -heelings to tin
ting as much pension of Powers as In* should railing w ith the other, to pe r in a! the beauiireceive.
ful things which even in her fain dream- -h,
Depositions wen* read to show that the dare not
associate with h«*r >pialid home and
plaintiff spoke of business men of Aroostook
in such a way as to damage their business hungry self.
There has seldom l>e**n ail openreputation, the men being solvent. and that ing spring, when goods of every description
Powers got ices for collections.
'flic colored woman has not y»*t been upon were so reasonable, and all evince a ju-t appreciation. Expectant brides -mile benignly >>n
the stand.
the lovely fabrics and remnants of spotless em-
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with the

from
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t. have a

lor

Letter

C'osri‘*r.on<lcuce

allegation. Defendant admits the publications,
and alleges their truth in justification. The vet- Alas! for the result.
eran Jewett is associated with tlie
plaintiff in heavy consumption of

ing into the transactions d the Pension tier gras- struggling into sight, my heart seems
Office, and is surprised to learn that $4'-\- ft* be lifted up and refreshed, and 1 yield to the
ooo icharged to the Government for delights of the season.
Truly, this i- the season of hope!—of good,
mileage and traveling expenses, but incistrong faith, that can endure t<» the end—and,
remarks
is
that
there
an
omisdentally
let us
of some

i’ite pious soul ol that g< .wl man, B.
another counts are not an honest, showing of its
Butler, lias been hocked at the conduct
portion ol the funds of the condition, it. is time to insist upon investiNati .nai Grange, which now amounts to gation. II the result proves that the whole of the newspapers. In .t debate on the
lie opposed free county cirniiO. expended for libraries for subor- matter has its foundation in a quarrel over postage bill,
because the press is corrupting
culation,
dinate GrangeAlready the educational the matter of salaries, among the repubthe mindsof the people
1 lie main trouble
inti iv i have been to an extent provided lican officers of the prison, the ingenuity

method

tions with a colored woman. Pur damage to
liis character, [reputation and business, Mr
Powers brings this suit, denying each and even

any

Adams, the Grand Master, insists that
thi- is not among It purposes—that it.
aim simply to improve the standing of setts has been that they refused to look
“Frank llieklor.l i- tilling tin- in- bouses at the
eastern end of the bridge with tool ! ms of ice eut
the tillers of the soil, mentally, morally
beyond the acts of to-day to the consequen- from tlie Paper .Mill dam."
A trifle of forecasting,
and socially,
flic Grangers are unknown ces of to-morrow.
it is common to hear of taking fruit from a
tree, or hay from a barn, or potatoes from a
in Maine, and are very lew in New a little meditation upon the philosophv ol
cellar, hut we never before heard of a man rutflu* great agricultural middle polities, would have taught them that ting 4000 ton- of ice from a paper mill dam!
Fngland
and Western States must lie the field of when they use such men as But ler to earn [1‘rog. Age.
.Mr

government, and bad solicited adulterous rela-

the ease, and Joseph Baker defends.
So far as reports of tile trial have come to
And right there in Tortland, the speaker band, it appears that the
plaintiff has been conmight have added, is a wholesale rum fronted by some ugl y testimony. Doctor Geo.
shop, under sanction of the Maine law. Cary, brother of the defendant, swore that he
that sends through the State a hundred wrote the articles, and held himself responsible
for them.
Being asked as to any information
thousand dollars worth of liquors yearly—
concerning Powers upon which the articles
as
those
as
liquors
dangerous
illegally were based, Dr. Gar) turned to tin* judge and
sold.
asked Docs
fact Powers told

under the

worse

Butler and his
politicians of Massachusetts who took Ben.
Butler to their bosoms, knew when they
did it the manner of man that he was and

never

that Powers, who is a practicing lawyer, and
was customs collector at
Iloulton, had cheated
bis clients, defrauded pensioners, robbed the

length.

portion.

inent

In sending money, suite THE POST OFFICE
which the paper i: -icpt..ism

of the most interesting cases
the thorough enforcement of bids fair to be
of tlie kind ever tried in Maine. It began on the
abstinence at Lewiston. This local grutu26th, and must be about concluded. Mr. Cary,
latiou received a set back from II. M. in bis paper, the Aroostook

made of

mud-sills of the

£tf>. R N'11.i s, N\>. 0 Tremont Street, Boston, is
agent for th publisher of this paper, and his receipts
and orders are always recognized.

AjMiF.o. P. Howe 1.1. & Co., 40 Park Row, New
5 ork, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
attention.
-B^Horaue l)oi»i>, 1*21 Washington St., Boston,
i an authorized Agent for the Journal.

important consequences. It lias hurt
aristocratic and protesting portion of
republican party ol Massachusetts in

The Powers end Cary Libel Suitgive elsewhere an abstract of the
Tin1 Supreme Court now in -session :it Iloulton
gathering of prohibitionists at Porthunl, last week. The glorifying speech of Judge l’eters residing, is engaged upon the
Gov. Dingle}' will be noted, and the boast libel suit. Powers vs. Carv, at Iloulton. which
State
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an overflow in.- audiem-.-, and hundreds w ere un
able to get in.
Vftrr pi a n by K; \
Mr. Ko-.
and lie- reading
>f scripture*- oy the Pastoi
« apt
1 o. o
iiirdiv
tl,, plait.Min. lb- 01,
tendwd 1 hat inlempf" an1the greatest hind
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til'c

•wane, v\ a- at

pen-i\ ■. and the prolife mother oi
It degrades all \\ ho havi anything to d »
with it. and tills with despair those who are tied
e

1

•ni.

drunkards. In a Maine »• it\. not long ago
mother clad in rags, jumped overboard an.t
drowned herself and child he atise she saw no
hope for her drmtkcn Ini-hand. The lecturer ur
raigm d the l s. government because it laketo
a

the proceeds of rum licenses and then punUhe
those made criminals I, \ its use.
Uegavean
Interesting a omit ..t tin Vilen Mission and it
labors, his own personal e\ perienee among criminals, drunkards and the .(« grad-d. and his -u.
e« ss in aiding them—at timetouching in its deHe was for stopscription of their gratilud.
ping the sale of rum hv any ami all mean—wasuasion, legal suasion and prayei
anything clb-es iv a In time the pari v
ot temperance would he the dominant one. ifhr
was a politician d.
-iring preferment. In would
place himself there. If lie was an editor, he
l.»r
1

moral

la-ion.

would advocate that, it cverv subscriber stopped, and In* had himself M read the solitary copy
printed. Capl. 'durdivant talked for an hour
and a half, in a very inter, 'ting and instructivt
a hard hitter, striking right and left
wherever Mows are deserved—but keeps hjaudienee in good humor hv droll allusions and
anecdotes. After the lecturer had concluded.
Judge Dickerson spoke for fifteen minutes, portraying the terrible evils of intemperance, and

vein. He is

the need ot

a

suppression.

general awakening
The pledge

was

to etfortsfor itthen passed around

and many signatures obtained. A collection of
■f v*. wa taLcn up for the Vilen Mi *ion.

il

(

election next Monda\.

\

lvatahdin

on

Tile road'' a v

Somerset Co.

is to take tlu* place ol the
the i;tth March.

Cambridge

Steamer

in

a:v

condition tor

wreP-hed

a

eling.

\v.rk two pails of horses belonging to
ank 1*. Kami's, w iiile hauling ice on Vapor
p,.n!. broke through all at once, and lie
\p
.iim■ near lo-ing all foui animal-—but the\
l.a-l

r

got out.

\\ ere

of the neaP -t and most substantial jobs
in denii-try that w re ever men in this \ ioiniV
ul 1 \ eoiile from the otiiee of l>r. Loillna\« rt
.1*1.
The l>oetor i- making a reputation for
Listing and durable work.
Some

■

■

tor of the old and young toik.will give a sheet and pillow ease
masquerade hail, on the closing night. Tuesday. Mareh loth. I'he-,- assemblies have been
a reel v attended and von
popular, and this ball
will, undoiibleiilv. he a ga\ ad'air. Mu-i, full
qlladliile hand of vu !i pie, v. l i. krt- for

proprit

Tii-

I'M'iiililk*

;

\Voodeoek*s.

U
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Axmix. .1 G Galmn to Mark Steward, farm.
Gahan to .1 U Gahan, 3 acres, 1.
Athens. Obed W Mclntire to Alvira Lowe, 10
acre? and building, 150.
Brighton. John McGuire to Jesse York, 2 wood
lots, 100. G W Hayden to Benjamin Moodv, 37 1-2
acres, 50.
Bingham. F AY Johnson to J F Grant, farm,
1000.
Oakatlnk Plant. Joseph Clark to Abhy F
Webster, farm 2000.
Camrridge. Geo It Watson to AVm Watson,
farm, 500. Nathan Clark to AC Small, 1-2 of saw
mill. 300.
Canaan.' G H GetcUell to II s Wheeler, 012
square feet, 50.
Detroit. AV A Cummings to AY 1* Cummings,
5 acres, 275.
Fairtield. Timothy G Davis to Joseph H Doe,
20 acre lot, 215.
Fdgar M Gibson to same, 1" acreSamuel B AA'ebster to Lucy J
more or less, 100.
It Gibson to Lorenzo Dow.
AVebster, farm 3000.
lot and buildings, 700. S Pratt and O T Holt to F
500
land
Sumner Osborn to J Mulof
G Fogg, lot
lioland, 1 lot, 2UD.
AA'
Hunt
to Lyman Cook, one-half
N
Marti.and.
of Spool Factory, 3800.
Lyman Cook to Harris
Pushor. one-halt of Spool Factory, 3800.
Lexington. X. Salford to Zini Beal, lot of land,
GS.
Norridge\vo< k. Calvin G Hale to J F Carlton,
1 lot, loo, NY A Moore to Truman Sawyer, wood lot,
li < Powers to John H Sawyer, about 540
l:.5
square feet, 20. Lorenzo Dow to Wm AY Gould, 5
acres and buildings, 750.
Geo B Dorr to Olive .1 and
Louise S Dorr, farm, 35UU.
S Haynes to H S Bigelow, farm Goo.
New Portland. II F Ames to Carlton Norton,
farm, H>54 50. A S Churchill to A and A Thompson,
1 acre, 15. Flias G Gould to same, one half of 00
acres, loo. Alva Flder to Arsenoth Churchill, farm,
500.
11 Clark to A J Cunningham, one-half ol lot
and buildings, 25o.
PiTTsriEi.H. Isaac H Fancy to John Dresser, lor
ot land, 300.
Sidney 11 Bond to 11 1* Johnson, lot
tnd buildings, 1.
L Witliani to Nathan Merrill,
farm. 200.
D Farnham, Jr, to C 11 Sawyer, lot and
2500.
buildings,
Pa 1..M \ r \
.1 C AY ebb and wife to 1! G .Iordan,
farm, 4oo. J s AY ebb and li G Jordan to J Good
rich, 5 acre- ami buildings, 3ti0.
liii’i l.v. Horace Dunlap to s I Stone, lot and
buildings, 500.
Skowiii GAN. Jus Harmon to A X P
oburti,
pasture, J.oo H S Jewett to John S Durrill, lot and
buildings, l;’,oo. Humphry Lambert to Nathaniel
Malbon, 23, acres, more or less, 450, John Woodman
to John F Judkiu-. one-halt cemetery lot, 12 50.
I
I squire to (, 1 11 Paul, lot and buildings, looo S 1
Comiut t-> Albert Fuller, lot and buildings, 1100
Baker to Hiram Bigelow, blacksmith
and lot
J s
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am
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>aving> Hank, lion-. ami lot, sloou. Abel
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1 li/a A. "imonton to I Al. Smilev. a ■•mall
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lot. sJo.
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tiomesT.-ad, SIimm*. Keiib.-n 'arvertoW K. Little
held, house la. -:■*■*. Joim H. A rev to Susan M.
l. Itrmvu to 1.. I.. & .1
Hobert-. house lot, si,'). J
J
arver p* .-aim-,
U.-ttben
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acre-,
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Lincoln to,
Rlummei 1>* M. 1. Lankin

land.

ili< .1.
ii«•
to
.«-o
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i""
Aluu/ii l.'Wi to William 1* Lennox,
J iml and building, slot*i
Vilen Barter to ( harleu.
B.-urge’ land ami one ball' of bouse,
I5i:i- i• 'I
Albert Hatch and al. to Thomas H
I H'-ett, laud and buildingn4; >.
Orlando I-. Alor
'"ii \
o.
land and buildings,
toi.eorg* W. I»:
•"
s
Kmeliue Hahn to W m. .1 S proud, land, £!b.»o.
1» \ mai.im i.t
a.
Charles W Stetson to Sarah V
,u. land. ]<»•■
Byron ( unuinghum to i.eo w
.der- land and building, g ,on
Jo-t-p), \\ ( ;l-t
<"-i
1.1 Sarah .1. « unaingham, land ami
building,
barb-\
Join- m Benjamin 1.. Mallorv,
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jamb
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homa- 1 Alarston to
u-an 1.
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hrancis I, Reed, land.
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McCray, lot,
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Kuaski okt. i: B Treat to 1 A Bhilbrook. house
and lot, SOU.
(leo A Beirce to Sol snow. lot. Suo.
Solomon Snow to Patrick Burke. farm, Ison.
I R
Hi eg-bn ry to Al Trundy, lot. 17...
I i.Ksttoio i.
s
J Keller In L V K nowit oil, farm,
Llia- 1 Bros- to s f Keller, bouse and lot.
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Hint lot.
I! Herrick
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to
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Ambrose L’.tmlall to Myra A Harris
lot, ho. A A Frye & ftl to Lois A Porter,
sc
W Hitchborn & al
assignees, to K Hurriman, .Jr, lot
‘0.
L(i Knight to Mart- S Ames, Jot and house.
1000.
Sc.vitsMoxr. .1 Severance to lil) White, farm,
1200.
J liOKXDikc.
f 11 li Hussev to Thomas li Hus.
'< v,
farm, 000. Amanda Lackiilt to C & W Patter
son, farm, Joo.
.1 c Hubbard to W Patterson, lot,
Ju..
Filing wood to C & W Patterson, lot. Id.
I xity.
L 11 Whittaker to X V liacklitf, lot. ho,
Hummer to X c Knight, farm, 1000.
M»irch to F F Perkins,
farm
10
G Walker, lot and

land,

S:itI,,;R1'.

bun3ing£‘V•Luth,‘,‘lira>

i:

i,t.

ECU ETA IJIEN.

\\ ebb. of Portland.
M
\V. F. .Morrill, of Peering.
.John Richards, of Waldoboro.

Dingley

received xviili applause as he stepped forward, lie said
that as a temperance man lie remained to
this meeting, though business at
Augusta
demanded his attention. lie expressed his
strong sympathy with the objects of the
gathering, and spoke warmly of the necessity ot creating a public sentiment in
taxor of temperance.
The enforcement
of laxx depends in a large measure
upon
this public sentiment. The abuse of this
sentiment does not excuse dereliction of
duty on the part of officers, hoxvever. The
present prohibitory laxx is the best ever
put upon a statute book, hi the county of
Androscoggin with its two cities, there is
not a single open dram
shop, and drunkenness is rare.
((wing to the enforcement
of the laxx in that county the evils of intemperance are kept within the closest
possible limits. It does not eutirelx' accomplish its object. We have statutes
Gox

was

oiu mere are thieves still
we have laws
against umi-dei l.m thc,«’aro murderers still
No human statute
The
entirely accomplishes its objects
prohibitory law, when enforced, is as effective as others. Still, as the basis of law,
we need moral suasion.
In society, in the
church, in the charitable and other associations, in all places where .men gather t<>getherthis subject should be agitated Law
can
only .supplement moral suasion. Law
is necessary, tor moral suasion alone cannot accomplish its object. The
temptation
of the open dram shop must be taken from
out the path of the relormed man.
Law
m ,1 moral suasion must
go hand in hand
I oo little attention has been
paid to moral
suasion and too much to law.
I he Governor strongly condemned
agaiu.M

men,

—Eastport thinks -lie had an earthquake
i
last
Satur lay rt?fVht
was exclusively
Friday
A. Simmons as Collector of the port of a local affair.
Boston, by a vote of ;»0 to 10. The corI'lie eastern normal school at ( astine now has
respondent of the. Boston Post gives the upward of one hundred students. On Monday
('apt. Hugh Boss, with characteristic kindness
following account of the side scenes at the ami generosity, sent the steamer Howell along
shore,
from Bucksport to < astine, touching at
under
date of the 27tli—
capital,
Belfast, and thus saved
thankful students
Butler had an interview with the Presi- from journeying hy laudforty
or sea on a stornn and
dent this morning on the subject of the uncomfortable dav.
('olleclorship. 1 Ie leit the Executive Mansion and returned with Secretary RichardPilla, Potions and Pungencies.
son, Senator Boutwell and Representatives
There
are probably a hundred
and
persons in lhi>
Buffinton, the two last, named and
Hooper
neighboring towns, who dail\ sutler from I
being among the four Representatives from the distressing
elfeets of kidney troubles, who !
Massachusetts who, with Gen. Butler and do not know that Joltnsott's
Jnod/pin Lini- I
Mr. Daws, did not sign the recoanmenda- ment is almost a certain cure. In severe eases, !
tion to the President for Messrs Burt, Lin- great relief may he obtained, if not a perfect
coln or l’iske as suitable persons for the cure.
A girl who, the other dav, jumped into the
Collectorship as a compromise in place of
Simmons.
One of the gertlemen who Merrimae river and rescued a drowning child,
fainted away when she *aw her false curls boatwas present at the interview says Grant
ing down the stream.
gave additional assurances that the nomiWe notice that the Agricultural papers ail
nation would not only not he withdrawn,
over the
but neither of the gentlemen ment ioned as tdan's ( country recommend the me of vb ,- |
aralm/ ('audition lint'dri's.
|F\r_!
compromise candidates would be sent to change.
the Senate even if Simmons was rejected.
Fanners and other* in this section have lone
In fact the opinion was obtained that if known and appreciated the advantage of the e
the Senate rejected him Grant would send powders ov«*r all others.
the name in again. Even this assurance
A loxely wife, on the death ot her limban,I
was not enough, and still Benjamin was through a lire in their home iveenth, sent the
following thrilling telegram—“Deal John i
j uneasy in his mind.
i
dead: lo-s fully covered by insurance.'*
His friends and others came to his rescue
!
i in the Senate, however, and lie and his
Osii K>.
Pile Syrup 1 Fellow's t’ompolUid
followers are exultant and jubilant to- Syrup of Hypophosjdiitc*) gives the be-l of
satisfaction, no fault has
been found \\ ilh it.
night. Benjamin's star is now deemed hv and there i vet a person yetto tv the\ haw- n.o
everybody to be in the ascendant It is been n. ail led b\ ii u-,
believed his greatest victory was won to
«
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day His protege-nominee w as continued
\ <y> i. i' l«* s »•: I I'M
l’li«
recent cui'di
by ;!o yeas against 10 nays. Four of the eold. h:d w it limit proper treatment may be* mm
Senators who yesterday voted against, eon
» hroni.
and ia I for month-, eui he ladicully i
lirmutiun either dodged oi conveniently
u re. 11
lew do
of that invaluable pectoral
J] .■
’.
U v/<u <■ ■: i( <'/. 1 J
absented themselves to-day
The e- ion elixir. U
j
< rittenlon
bib Avenue.
old bv aii inn
w as a somewhat stormy affair.
Suiuiu r
and Boutwell both pleaded vigorou i\ but gr-1.3.
Pike" 1 ooihai h. ..Imp
tire in 1 mimitt
when the lest came their efforts proved t.i
have been in vain.
Five Minute
tm lieln diment ■.**
I vi'i vThe exultation of the Butlerites is nil
bodv who ha traveled by railroad ha heard
and
assert
that
his
hounded,
chances the above announcement, and ha probably mthey
i'ered from eating too ha lily, therefore ow ing
to he Governor are now more than ever
a eomfort to know
assured
fhev claim that his opponent-' the seeds oi dy-pep ia. li
llial the Peruvian >vrup will cure the war-1
are not only defeated, but disheartened
ease
of 1»\ pep ia, a thmi and- atv reels to
Though when the latter .-peak for them- testify.
selves. as they do with freedom, they pr.
hr. Pier, e' v.olden M.-dieai hi-covery will
sent a bold front, and though they do not
eiire a < mieb in one-hall the time mece—an to
indicate w hat their purposes or taeiics in euro it with
any other medicine, and it doe ii.
the future may he, they say that this affair not bv drying it tip. but by removing the enu-e
itbduiee t li. irriiatimi, ami healing tin* sheetamounts to numerous nail, in the casket
For ail ca e of Lurynigitis, lloar-ewhich will contain all that w ill be left of ed part
nion or l.o-■ of \ oiee, Brom-liili
•,
the Essex statesman w hen they are done Severesiij'i'i.
» hroni.■ oi Lingerin'1:
ougli ii w i11 Inhim
with
His political friends may gloat fmmd i" -mpa- any medicine that ha- ever
to
over what to-day seems to be a great \ ie
been otfeivd
the ptibli.
Sold 1 *s hrugei-1
‘J« t
ton. lull it will yet be made plain to them
that il is only an ambuscade, and that lieNone bill :i phs -i.-iali know- bow mueli a r<»liable i/t> /• ///<
i- needed bv the people. < Ml all
tore he and they can extricate themseln
in all eommunitie- everywhere,
-ides of ii
they w ill be annihilated.
there are multitude who -infer from complaintfile subject absorbs everything else
that nothing but an "If* rutin- (Mire-, lienee a
here to-night.
The excitement and inter- great mans of them have been made and
put
est is very great.
the
score
abroad with the a--tiranre of being etfedual.
Telegram by
ha\e been received by Butler and Sim- Bill they fail t«» accomplish the cures thev
proini-c. beeati-e they have nm lhe intrin-ie
mons from all parts of Massachusetts, and
virtue- they claim. In ihis state m the ea-e. hr.
some from distant and disinterested parts
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the flattering sucees.-, and endorsement of prove- t*» be the long-.l«»-ired reined\. 11 peculiar ditfeivnec from oilier kindred preperaliotito-day. Messrs Boutwell, Sumner. Pierce, in
the market i- lhat it oms the di-ea-e- for
Williams, and nearly every other opponwhich ii is recommended. while-they do not.
ent, of Buller and Simmons in
We
arc as-uivd of thi-fact bv more than one
Washington. have received dispatches from their intelligent phv-ieian in ihi neighborhood, and
home people, lamenting what they deem have the further e \ idenee of our own experience
the most disgraceful thing ever done hv of it- truth. | Na-livillr Trim, Farmer.
the I'nited States Senate in the face of the
\
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protests of thousands of the most respect- not only .»nc of the most painfull of human di
able and influential business men and pri- ca -c-. but prot'c-sional men had almost do-paired of timlinu a remedy. until the introduction m
vate citizens ot’ the section of eotmtrv imANAK1AIS by hr. <il-hee, and ai'ter an exmediately and directly interested. In- perience of *jo,oou ca-e- in live year-, doctor
'iniries are made if there is not yet some agree that an infallible remedy ha- been found.
chance of preventing the consummation Sufferers will appreciate A.\AKL>1> after try
ing
thing else ill \ ain, and then experiemof tins thing, but the answer
generally ing every
the blis- of in-tant relief and cure. Pr■nais
that
even
the
effort
to
reconsider
given
si,Oik Sold bv hruggi-ts everywhere. Princiwill doubtless prove unavailing in the pal dei'iot. u; Walker-treel New Vork.
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senaii'.

docs tmt late well in public
criticism. He became afraid of the goblin and threw over the man who was
chiefly instrumental in electing him to
the Senate. Butler looks grim, and talks
in a dungeroui.lv quiet ami suggestive wav
when the junior Senator front Massachusetts is brought up lor discussion.
> ■
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it*isu»\. ,\1 \,-s.. Ft n. 1, ]- i.
’I'u lit:.N.ta.\ilN F. lirTt.ia:. \V vsiiim;ion :
A .-|iiint:ini*oti' meeting is now lu*tn^ ln-M l*y
lienllliliculis at till* t’lirt.-.-i* timi-.* in honor *»'
tin* coniinnaiii-u of William A. simmons a<‘'iill»*i-toi- ut tiin Pori of Boston. Cniigratulaliuiis arc forwarded to you t'*»r your untiring
and .uivc-stnl
tt'nrts to securi* tin- gioiiouvi' lorv.
(lien. I'. Baldwin. Chairman.

Ilt'TI.F.n's ISKfl V.
Wasiii.no ion. Ft
lot,1,1. p. Baldwin. Boston:

e..

Is. I.

courteous congratulation- received,
in tin* 1i ininplt ol'tin* poor li.,v, tlie- -oi lier,
and tin* deserving 111:111. tin* right of tin people
to tlie highest office of the (imeminent i-vindicated, and vonr thanks are due to tin* linn
and manly action of I’tv-ideiit (Irani, the man
of tlte people, and not to tin*. 1 join yon in
Hkn.i. F. in li.i.n.
your congratulation-.
111111'

The

Temperanca

Cru.-liitr.

Vm:ii. March
At the temperance
meeting last night, Dio Lewi: proposed that ten women In- detailed to each
block, they praying lirst in one gin mill,
and until all in the block are visited, and
this repeated until the victory is achieved
This plan will probably lie adopted. Several temperance meetings were held la t
night in various parts of the city, tjuitc
a number of tin* divines
preached upon
the subject, both in this city and Brooklyn,
Beecher
and
Tilton
including
Ni vv

i
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Liniment

and Nurses in tin* United States, and lias been
used for thirty years with never failing
safety and
success by millions of mothers and children, from
the feeble infant of one week old to the adult. It
corrects acidity of the stomach, relieves wind colic,
regulates the bowels, and give- rest, health and comfort to mother and child. We believe it to be the
Ib 't and Surest Remedy in the World, in all cases of
DYSENTERY and DIARRIKEA IN CHILDREN,
whether it arises from Teething or from any other
cause.
Full directions for using w ill accompany each
bottle. None <iermine unless the lac-simile of
CL'IMIS & PERKINS is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Medicine dealers.
lylsp
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-alt rlmim. rat a.lie. A<*., up-ii ill. 1 in man frame,
and "f -1 rain -pa\ in. gall-. A
upmi animal
in one \< ar Ilian have all other pretend, d rem
otie- 'dire III.' v\..'-id liegal'
irriiaid. all-healing pain reliever
('lipplt*lie- lam.- walk,
illtehe
throw aw.ix their
poi-onou- bites aiv reiider. il liarmli-- and the
-.

Wounded

are

healed wilhmil

a

'-ear.

Resolved.\\ liilst we believe tiial ali I rue reform
Hie part of intemperate must lie the sincere
vurlc id the heart, with determination
by (tod's
iclp tu abandon the use of alcohol in every
briu, we still believe that in order to succeed in
•eforniing individuals and communities we must
lave tlie help of ..ivil authorities.
And whereforc

Resolve. That

we demand that everv civil oftiwlioui rests the responsibilit v of enforcing
be law do 11is work to the fullest
extent, ami
.ye are determined to hold him arroiiiitablc
herefor.
'er on

Resolved. That
leartiest

give sueli officers
support and encouragement, and
we

our
we

dodge mil-selves to sustain them to the utmost
d our ability in their work.
Resolved, t hat we reeomineml that in all
•dies where open violations of the
prohibitory

ayv exist, and where active exertion on the
part
if the local authorities to enforce the same is
tot made, that a legal town
meeting of the
oters of sueli cities lie called for the
purpose of
authorities to enforce tin*
*
aw.

nstrmding municipal

That the action of the State TemConvention at Augusta, in regard to
lie formation of a State Alliance similar to that
•xistingin ihe State of Massaelisetts, is heartily
1 indorsed liv this
meeting.

Resolved, That we recognize the church as a
Host powerful instrument in the temperance
efunn, and we call upon its ministers ami
neinliers to sustain and uphold all movement
Icsigncd to advance this cause.
That we recognize the utility of
mirt with the children in the
inculpating of
emperanco principles, and that special juvenile
is needed for making such work a
,J.m«!1|Z?tlon

H'yolyed,

complete

success.
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a'i'l0 tn'ng’anJ

imol.

liquors

hoveraire.

temperance

move-

women

is

and already occur ions
considerable uneasiness among dealers in
strong drink. Numerous bar and billiard
room keepers have been interviewed to
obtain their intentions. One stated that a
notice had been served upon him. add Inis not alarmed about the matter,
lie
thought the women meant business, but
lie hardly considered that they will make
a success in such a
large city as Philadelphia. He said that they were at liberty to
visit his saloon, and he meant to tender
them all the hospitalities of Ids lion e possible.

progressing rapidly,

.IF.FI KKSON'

(

Ti

111 JISni.I.Fli.s

The saloon keeper
oi Jefferson <'ity have been notified
by a
committee of ladies that if they do not
close their saloons by Wednesday they will
be visited and prayed for.

1S4().

Tin*

Nominations by

the

Governor.

The Governor has made the following
nominations: Trial justice,Daniel Hillings,
Little Deer Isle: Ambrose P. Cargill, Liberty: Jason Estes, Troy; John W. NealIcy, Monroe : notaries public, E. Crabtree,
No. Haven : Justice of peace and quorum,
Lyman S. Judd, Presque Isle; Alex Hlaek.
Stockton: Henry 11. Grant, Searsport :
Samuel Hunker, Anson : David G. Stinson,
Skowhegan ; Geo. H. Sawyer, Wiseasset;
Ebenezer Otis, llockland; Henry R. Hoskins, Gardiner; Francis W. (!olc, Gouldsboro’; AsaTImrlough, Monroe: dame- V.
McClintock, Helfast.
little daughter of Mr. Samuel I'oudon of
Rrooksville aged about 11 years, died a few
days ago from a singular accident. She was
passing from one room to another with tier
knitting work in her hand, when she stumbled
ami fell, and one of the needles entered her face
near the eye with such force that it
penetrated
the skull and passed into the brain.

FRENCH
lognes!

Received.

“o^a'utTon !
LOW
my wife, SARAH JANE BUCK
WHEREAS,
L1X, has left my bed and board without
this is to forbid all
from harbor
just
cause,
persons
ing or trusting her on my account, as I shall pay no
debts of her contracting, nor be in any way re.-ponible for her maintenance while she remains absent.
TIM.'31 AN 11. BUCKLIN'.
U7L
:5w;i.V
Thorndike, March

Liniment, white wrapper. More than
itieale- of IVlIiai kable ellle- ilirluduig
limb-,
ebronie rheumatism. gout, run
frozen
liiug tumor-. A <• have b'-en ree“ived. \\ w ill
the re
end a eir.-ular eoiitaining i-ertiiieate
«
ipe. A e., grali-. to any one re<pie-ting il. One
bottle of \ el low wrapper (entaur Liniment i
W oi ll one hundred dollar- for -Weenie.I hol e
and mule-, oi tor
rew-worni in .-beep. >-1«».-1;
ow ner--the e liniment- are worth \our atten
tion.
Xo t.iinil\
h.niltl he without them.
\\ hire w rapper
-r family u- e
Yellow wrap.<»
'-.*1*1 by all Prugyi l
per k>r animal
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bottle
i. V.
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F. A. FOLLKITS

LOST.
\ BLUE Enamelled Ear .Jewel set with
AX. diamonds. The tinder will be suitably reward
« d bv
leaving the same at the office of this paper
3fttf

Oity of Belfast.
HAS

hereby given. That Warrants have
been this day issued to Daniel E. Pitcher, Esq.,
NOTICE
constable of this
the
is

a

city, notifying
qualified voters
city, to meet at their respective ward rooms
Monday, the ninth day of March iust., at o’clock
tlieWorenoon, to giv< in their votes for a Mayor

upi'.o ed to be the lot of u poor mortal
inevitable a dvulli, and liable at any time to cone
fberefoiv. ir
•.ijion u
important that remedia1
agent -hould be at hand io l.e used on emergency,
"'lien we are made to fe« I the exeurciating agony ot
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fame id which
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found relief trom many <»1
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old
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"tlier affection-of tin-
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and worthies' imiiatiouCall for Pern
Davi--' \ a;*«-table Pain l\iHer. and take no other.
-*ld I.. I *nigg i~C a ml liroc.i
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iilZEi,

Family Ese,
delivered at hou^e-: in l.tt- to
Ij^OR
reasonable rates.
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Mi;. II. K. Sri \ k\3
i»ear Sir-Though a stranger I want to inform you
what \ i. i. t'tn r. has done for me.
Lust < liristmas, Scrofula made its
appearance in
my system-large running ulcers appearing on me
as follows: One on each of
my arms, one on my
which extended to the seat, one on mv head
which eat into the skull bone, one on
my left leg.
which became so bad that two physicians cante to
amputate the limb, though upon consultation concluded not to do so, as my whole
body was so full ol
Scrofula they deemed it advisible to cut the*sore,
which was painful beyond
and there
description,
was a quart of matter run from this one sore.
The
physicians all gave me up to die. and said that they
could do nothing more for me. Moth mv
were
legs
drawn up to my seat, and it was
thought that if 1
did get up again I would be a
cripple for life.
\\ hen in this condition I saw Ykgktinf
advertised, and commenced taking it in March, and followed on with it until 1 had
used 10 bottles, and
this morning I am going to
plough corn, a well man
All my townsmen say it is a miracle to see me round
walking and working.
In conclusion I will say, when i was
endurln*'
‘-ueh great suffering, from that dreadful
Scrofula, I prayed the Lord above to take me out of
the world, but as Yia.i/nxi; has restored to me the
blessing.*? of health, I desire more than ever to live
that 1 may be of some service to mv fellow man.
and I know ol no better way to aid
suffering human
ity, than to enclose to you this statement of my case
with an earnest hope that
you will publish it, and
if will nil,ml m,1 1'leasure to
reply to any commune
cation which I may receive therefrom.
* mo. Sir, very
respectfully,
YVIt.I.IAM PAYS.
Avery, liernen Co., Mich., July 10, l-r >.
t,v-p
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Chamber Suit- C.me ami
Wood Seat Chairs of all kinds. Lounges in
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Damask,
all kirn!-. C.Wki is ;
Reps
and ( «»i ins made a peciaity.
Pit n m. Kkami s !
of all kinds on hand and made to order at short no
tire. si.iiM'Ki: and Wall Pm kkis made to onh r.
ALL K!.\l) s ()]' Jt L'/‘A //;/.X i; DO.\L.
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share of your patronage, (live us a call before
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Masquerade

Peirce’s Hall, Tuesday Eye,, Mar. 10, ’74.
Regular

too

in addition to tin- number now in
my cinpkhas just returned from Bodon
3,000 Vests and largo lots are coming.

proprietor
“

Home

lrscriB:
rjAili.
HAKADLN

I

DODOE, Brooks, Mr.

**

Notice.
VI' found
the beach east of Morse Point,
A11.1'
Sixteen feet long, live feet wide, square stern,
on

lap streak, painted yellow outside, black inside.
1 he owner can
have the same by proving property
and paying charges.
Enquire of
March •?, !

4.

JOHN OWENS,
At John C. Pi NDpi-rroN’;
■,wTj
Senrsport, .>{(*.
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iling cheap.
A.

ANDREWS,
HaytVml Bio. k Beiia-t
-o-

ut

Tlii-

and

out

bring

it

with

k‘ li xs Hi- fi i{.\ ki> fu 11i i

xX

line

Great Reduction

GALVANIZE*)

<>i

i-.vner- :.nd

Hi,rgi.r

$20.00

-liouUl uddri-

PRICE,

JNO. A. HOEBLINli SSONS,
Maaufacturers, Trenton,
111 Liberty street New

Again.'9

Tlie
inn.h

t.

1 ioi tii

Charcoal
.»li

il
any other make.
no

--i

N. JF-,

ill,in*

ll.ollKNiK

if ark.

Wire

••

or

Sewing Machines!

Rigging

!rmiraiit»*C’d supe
iiiiii_i~'2>5

•.

Always

the Best.
Now the cheapest.

rock of

C—O

OR X, FIA FUR

(

Builder-.

ike
with

(iROi F.UIEA

}

A

“

—

L !

A XI) PROl'JAlOX A.
be sold

4^*i'i.

Hi-Iim I. l

Low as can be
call and see.

as
Hse

purchased in the

D. HARADEN.

li. -A, i-: i.

.1

ILLiAM ti, SWAN & CO.,
\\r
f
Large took ot Furnace, Parlor amJ

>to\

FOWLS & EGGS.

IK»;U ATWOOft,

c*

( oiii

in

tdi

dl

.-

l

promptly.

have

u

JOHN

selected with care regardless 1.1 I'.xpeiuv."
Booking orders for Kggs fur early delivery
l-KK' $3.00 per Ooz. Cash to accompany order.

-DEALER

T li

STREET,

BELFAST, ME.
<’• mos, 17

IN

AGENTS

WANTED !

(dun,

Hi

Mamiihetums &

•-

■-.

Wanted to represent the
John Hancock Mutual Life
Insurance Company in
ey

Furnishing Goods.
Plows, ’Pumps, Lead Pipe,

Recently burned out, has started again with a new
and complete stock, in Western Corner Store, upper
side of Main St.,
Me,

Stockton,

at Sight.

LOW

as

the

LOWEST.

Repairing

Fngland. Apply personally,

Office,

lii Sears

I'OI |{

in

fin: nfw

Hew Shellbarks

i wu srom
<

Apply

whii'li

a

IIOOM.S
counku

to

CANADA OAR
u> 1 in.

V\y

not sf.

bv:t_M.
Have ju,t received

s

PAINTI

il

DP

LIGHTEST AND

Dealers in

l,tlinls.oilst& v’aJm'he‘

s’TI(’KNF.Y dealers in Boors, Siioi >,
nBlips, Snu k & Findings, respectful!v
t0 ’
tlmt
thev „"eCt‘
<Ui;HT of “‘-hast ami
Prepared to give as Rood bargains in
I/,, c »*v can
be had in the citv, and
hope b\
tuct attention to business to merit a
liberal share nt
your patronage.
Gent’s cult-boots, sewed or
made to order
pegged,
on short otice.
Repairing neatly ami promptly done.
No. 28, CUSTOM HOUSE SQUABF.
(Under Journal Office.)
J. C. CATES, JR.,
K. L. STICK.\ KY.
Beltast, May 27, 1873.
J

Koss NTKFKTS.

W.

K

Ki

virility

PL HAS A X f. SI

Uy MILLLK AN 1>

1

New Firm.

or

Huildincr, Hoston
tu.'H

LET!

®TO

done

Gm.’k'

At MITCHELL’S.

to tin*

Mass.

Fancy Goods,
Goods,
Clocks, &c.;
Holiday
ns

cry town in New

by letter,

Sheet Lead.

Brices

Mi:n

mm ss

K

GREEN,

most brilliant in tin* market.
i.h.Hi iMri niM. nns< h ciib'.b.w
MEDIUM IMFFKI.IF b'HFXC/I <//(FF\
THEY HAVE NO EQUAL
For brilliancy of color, covering properties, tinene-,
and durability. Dealers and Consumers should u*c
no other.
For sale by dealers generally and c
wholesale b>
J. SORTER & CO.
Sole Agents for New
Kngland.

Signs, Show-cards. Etc.,

f.8 MAIN

Dry Good* Stor3

LUCAS & CO S

GREEN
SWISS

according touimlitv.

S. A. RENDELL.

price

$4_g

Office removed to
H. H. JOHNSON & CO.'S
Belfast, Me.

"Slock

Brio-

Former

W. K. Morison, Agent

C“Q“A“L !

Pure Bred Fowls
pure.

for

Machine Warranted!
Sold on the 30 Days Plan

jmo<'s

Importer and Breeder of the leading arieties of

to

Selling
Every

ookiug

are'prepared to till orders

WINTER-PORT, MAINE.,

C1l

..|

E
.•r.m-i..

| WIRE RIGGING FOR VESSELS

GOOD VEST MAKERS

>SIN’C and LAST N HJHT of the
Old
and houng Folks’ Assemblies.
(Hand (Jala
Night ot the Sea on! One hundred eoupl*
in eotunie!
MESH BY THE

hull ct(,/ Quailril/r Bund—Sinn
Bite/.':.
1 ickets for Maskers, alter Sat mala
v,
‘Hch th,
LOO per couple.
i»
Reserved Seats,
.:,u each.
•stage Seats-elevated.
CaUery Seats,
05
I ickets for Sale at
Woodcock1-, after Saturdav,
March; th.
1’ or further
particulars, ce programmes.

^

Boston

a

dost* up hit-im•«

E

lilaik

"

1( )( )

from

oo

to

,!ll‘ *'

''

)( )

9

M

flu-

about

an.-k.l.."

1(K)

CHARY, Auctioneer.

FOR

WANTED!

A few Fowls

Ball!!

on

.in-

S

Now

A M D

40c.

.it

line

Y t

«

Violet, .Smith, Yinal Haven: William fell.
Hopkins. Carver's Harbor: .1 P Meriiam,
< lark,
Boston; Isis, Bullock, do; dessie
Hart‘.id, Hart, Wilmington.
Hero, Harris, Boston : Con Meade Palter
•on, do; Empire, Ryan, do,

SPKINft STYLE.
Bought

-——-_._

Mill
fitv

V Elliot, Sprow I. Boston.
l-erson, Wescott. Rockland.
A
Taber, Benson, New Bedford,
Henry
Paragon, Darby, Winterport; Myra Sears’.
<

HATS & OAFS,

FRIDAY, March Id, ’74-

public patronage

earsport.

Sihrs I,

Received Five Huadtod Dot.

Jhst

,-

Belfast,

making, repairing

High.-i prices paid for eveiything in tin* iFXiC

F 1 Mil

SAILED.

1".

1 ;

>

Cunningham, Bu ton; .Man far
do: C Eersyn. WY-eott. C,,; \

land.
t’ E McDonald, McDonald,
Idllian, Ryan, Bo ion.
i'amen, lb-achy, do.

io r<r v-j

-..

REMOVAL!
CHARLES

,;

..

Belfast. .Me.

> r.

h,u.

XTOTICEI

at,- without roll
‘Hd,1
,'h 1 d**•1
liMtim m ha-in
tul and has gr, u
pro\ .-.i
-mli it in
a 1
-at i-Tact ion to th.- Fanmr-, Unit t
h.n deeded to pill U« a ililihir
use ti :.- season,
i11
-hall make arrangementthat th,- Farmerill all tiie principal lukii- in N -w i.uglnnd
can have
an opportunity .>1 purclm-iiie
oiue id my
Miper
plio phai■ eith«-r ol the dealer-'-or of mi agents". 1
hav. non, ,,ut mi eoiuini ion. and -hull -end none
out ni that
,a,
.No good- will lie
i-nt trom th,v'“> I
until
id and jiurcha er-i an thus i'1-lv .,n rev
Hi.*' ll'e h good
they choo-e tv. huv.
\yhelleV,
i he exporieiii'e that i have had oi
selling .super
plio-pliat. on ,'..ninii- ion, j.a taught me that the
in.r the right on«-.
in many instances the
!'•••'I
r'doo- are not
properly taken care of, but often re
main expo «-.l to the weather, summer and
winter,
ind the ptirelm er who
buys in mi a lot which hi.thus lain through -everal ■.•ii'.ms mac and
perhaps
iii^tly fomplain that the fertilizer i; not up to
t did od. win n oi tealiiv' till*
good- were ot extra
at
the
time
th.-v h it the Manufacturer, and
duality
wo lib 1 odllia-v be,-,I had
they h.-eu properly cared
tu‘‘
*1 ‘‘ to avoid tin
and other aims,
that I de
dine to commission any
Superphosphate.
.M L 1 awiem
w ill be at the
following
place- at tie- time uaim d re.i-dc t rec-iv older-,
price to b>- tixe.i by auction.
< >tlice oi tin- it
\i I'< i;,
( ni |) 4
rj
•deuce
J.,n. i, 1-;
•» "
I
'Vi I
>.\
i n
Sale at

tamp,

old friends and cu-tomer*.

AliUIVT.Ii.
*

■

which

».M Mill.-

<

Y.

BLOCK, next door above SAYLVO*
liANK Rooms, where h»* will be happy t-.< -te bi

BELFAST.

i. i.

At Auction !

AGENTS WANTED !

glory,

Father, then

i

SUPERPHOSPHATE

A
lo O’l LLH’h. A. M.
His valuable Farm, situated in the town of Knox,
about a ini h-from fat Knox I',, t Otlice,
p ,tM
mile
tioin Belfast
ity. I’he home-tea i contains
about 1 to aero:, with a house convenient for a large
family, and barn.room enough tor ,-\.-nt\ t, \^
ot hay.
He will also sell Id- nu-acre lot -ituated
about a mile and a half from the home farm. About
hall ot thi- lot is iiiln iide land, cutting go to g. t.m
ot good stock hay, tin* balance
being in secondgrowth wood. Both the homestead and the **.mt
lot" are well watered, and. taken together, are \v. 11
Y part of tin* pur
adapted to the raising of stock
chase money may remain on mortgage if
rerjuir ■.!
After the sale of the Farm, th. stock ami ! mn
mg tools will h.
old at Public
j'riv ate s-d.further particulm
nefore the title
t
ib;.idi.
lilt Ullllel b-ued .t B.ill.“Ml A1 ..I..
H
II.
Hi i;Man

S- L.

n-ign.

w

e.t

u

<•••

.1

i

BEHOLD!

v i.i

undersigned, having decided
rpHK
A.
will -ell at Public

aoed

agi

Respectfully,

St.,

i .fast.

m

Ad GTION

* «

allow.

No. SO Main

Bellas.

A VALUABLE FARM

j

Market

F= A. FOLLETT

please call

i;

\ ears.

r.

the

as

Don’t Forgot tlie Plane.

CALVIN HERVEY. Phcenix Row.

f.ino-'M
iced

as

will

in and see,
and then you will “know how
it is yourself.”

print, and

-min-

Concave
OLORED

moil h-

year.-:.
ill W alien, i b. lb Air.-’ ha msince
11 montl
and f. da.
lu I homa tod. I eb. lsth, 1mm.; D Di
yearj, f. momh ; and
day
In W arr< ii. l e b .*-‘d. 1 homa
tarr-n.

Low

V

Hamburg's have just
landed iu this country and
a i «3 all
entirely
N I : \\
1
AT T Id In* N S !

■■

o

still

Those

t>

Wednesday, Apr. 15,18/4,

>.

l

AND

,7-

person may read th** lim
long distance-, with the

a

1

Lv-11>

are

found in this section ot the state.

l'o be

and Step/ Hows, from gf>
In s lo.Ud per pair

•« IFNi 1.
'!»•
OF i.i I F, oil M LI CLFS
I.h' \ A i i( i.\, a .Medical I real i-e on t he ( au~r and
1 in.a 1.vban i-d \ italiiv I'nmatiiie Decline in
•M:<n. \.-r\''ii- and Fiiy-icul Debility, Hypochondria,
Impolt-nc', Sperniatoia iio-a or Seminal
and ;• i:
.ii
airing iroiu the errors ot
•nth or th
mde-cr iioit- or e\ce--i s of mature
t Inv« ar.iinh d a book for every man.
I lion
-and- Ir.
be i: taught t
thi- work the true way
to h:-at;h and happiiieIt i- the cheapest anil
b. -: iin-di* al work
>r puhli-hed, and the
only one
•ni thi!.i
ot' in- worth reading. 1‘njrh edition,
i'
<-d. ihiirli rid u.-ed. illu-irated, hound in beauti
lid French cloth
Frier oul\ -1. Sent he mail,
BOMS
Pf
V
\ddrev
I ".XT'iA
I.NM1H II.. An.
| Bulhncli street,
IT:. W
Ii, f A Kb I K, Assistant
1 he author may be con suited on
'■
!1 a
-til dl-e.;
1 e.jUil n,g skill Ulld

the L\i:«.«

ot

Selliufe

Which

Extremely low Prices,
6c, 8c, 10c, 124c, 20c, 23c, 25c.

vm.v

thousands

in

case-.

and lor sale at

urea

would

i- of all others

Mil \

complaint-

ii.XHAUS it L)

Being strung up
plain tig-

are

!• iio I. J»

the remedy you want for
int.-rnul ami external use.
it
ha- cured the above
'*t

Which

I’uin in the hack,

I

1)

HAMBURG EDGES

I I

for the Blind*

Eyes

hale

a

Also another lot of those

BLOCK.
A EVEN BEODUE
CEO. DkPKOEX.

f»m:i2

T

\

now

a

ill) US EH OLD

Figs,

I v •;

New Furniture Store
A

U

MAIX ST,

iling

are

or

at

AT PFIRCF.’S

Cigars

CROCKERY.

—or—

w.

Choice

at

Large Stock

a

COAL OP ALL
which

.>u>

A X i»

r

haua

on

hi-

F U F t 'T I T U F E

IIA \

Constantly

Cholera, Dysentery, and
been truly won
tem.lia

‘lertiil, and ha
won U
it :i name among medical
tic
preparation that can m-..-rbe forgotten. It
in removing pain,., an external remedy, in
v.i->e
of Burns. Rrui-e
st.n-- and sprains, Cuts,
•''tings of iii-evt w p. and other cnu-e- ot' 'iitR-ring
hi- secured for it the mo-t prominent position
Beware ot counamong tin- medi.-im--- ot‘tin* day.

win.

Stock of

FOR

Wm. Pitcher & Sou

vi

omplain

«

it

HEED.»\
:,v3,

C OAL!
C OAL!

of tin- Pain Killer upon the pa
taken internally <n ease of Cough,
*

ib

.4

R.

LEI.

:.

i>

a

U MS FEE!

of

Dnvi

extended

Amid tin- eternal

\ii

Belfan, March

di-ease. Such
Pain.Killer," the

ntluenco

Perry

a

i.Mge

lwT»

All who are Indebted
I'M M he late Eirm tif p. E. < Li
-lA & co.. Aid
X liners, are requested In call ami mrtle tiieir ms
..tint- with the subscriber at their old
land, who i
desirous ot do dug uptlif ali'fi of the lute firm im
mediate!)

Another

T,

o’clock, P.

at

e

AX, Citv Clerk.

f

Pain

a

polls ot said election will clo

Per Order.
EMERY HO V RDM
1’ebruary 2.. Is,*4.

a

pain,

B NS Tm FA S

places.

M.

STOCK

IN

The Hoard of Aldermen will hold
daily sessions
trom V until r, o’clock. I’. 51. on Thursday, Kridnv
and Saturday, Jlarch :.tli, r.tli anti ;tli, for iwimU
and correcting the voting lists.
Said warants have been duly posted at the usual

-m.-I

yon

Miracle.

1 ill.

LARGEST

city, for one Alderman, for two Common
ouncilmen, one Constable, a Warden and Ward
h*rk for each of the respective wards.

(
(

pro in*. Swell mg'* of flip loint-*.
I'oi'.thafhe, i\,in m the Face, .Neuralgia and Rhen
n at Cm. ( happed Hand', Frost Bitten Feet, &c.

••

sullering lor years, is it not conclusive proof, it
ore u sufferer you
can be curedv
Wliv i- thimedicine perlormtng such great cures/ it works m
the blood, in the circulating fluid, it can be tilth
called the (.nut Jilooi/ i'ltrifK-r.
The great source
of disease originate- in the blood, and no medicine
that doe- not act directly upon it, to
purify and renovate. lias any just claim upon the public attention.
H lieu the blood becomes lifeless and
stagnant,
either from change of weather or climate, want 01
exorcise, irregular diet, or from any other cause, the
\ i.ct.TiNi. will renew the blood,
carry otf the putrid
humors, cleanse the stomach, regulate the bowel-,
and impart a tone of vigor to the whole bodv. The
conviction is, in the public mind as well as' in the
medical profession, that the remedies
supplied b\
the 1 rtjftuhh hiihu/oui are more safe, more success
tul, in the cure ol disease, than mineral medicines
Vim.i.t ini. is composed of roots, barks and herb
It i> pleasant to take, and perfectly safe to
give to
an infant
In Scrofula, the Vi.oktini. has
perform
»*d woijderlul cures, where many other remedies
have failed, us u ill he
mi by tip- following un-die
lied tf"tiiiKJtit:i 1

IVED

REC

PRICES-

T

S

U

.T

FURNITURE!

r<

pllidi -lied aioHll'l earh hotlle. I he\ ell
a
no arriele^e', er before -old. and they -■•II lie
do in I what the\ pretend to .1..
rau-e l!i‘*\
Tho-i‘ who How -ittier fr«mi rlieumati in. pain
oi
w elling «le-ei \ e to
tiller if I hey w ill nol u

Walking

PERFUMES,

-5 DOZ. TOOTH BRUSHES.
Hair Oils and Pomades! Ciennun CoCross Imported Soaps, &c., &c.. .lust
WM. O. POOR & SON.

in
for said

1*7 1.

I-

A

TOILET GOODS!
0 DOZ. LI''BIN’S

on

WAUNKI).

St. I,oi is, March d.

A

TO‘« °f • hanks lie extended
Mov. IJingley, for ids noble
T'y’
llun.-v 8P‘‘ech made before this meet♦!
for the generous assurm?i' r f
of his l>nwer for the
,im|
■xeuition of
tinUV'Xtel,t
1 ayv against the
manufacture
lie of mtOMcatm^
ind
a
a

I tic

Sick
in the

PAIN KIM,EH.

dies,

.March

and

worms

FURNITURE!

GENTS*

AND

ot said

JL

I’liii Ain i.i’HiA,
ment among the

Pale

having

preparations.
Cl RTIS & BROWN, Proprietors,
No M"t Fulton Street, New York
s"ltl by Druggists ami Chemists, and dealers in
Medium*' at lwi\r\ I'ivi-■ Ci--v is a Box.
I lylsp

ii"i

NOTICES.

in

look
than

causes

P.ROW.WS Yl.RMIFUCE COMFITS
will destroy Worm- with out injury to the child, be
ing perfect!y W II FIT., and free from all coloring of
°Iber injurious ingredients usually used in worm

iv-

<>

I lie IbllnwiiiO' resolutions were
adopted
U hcn-as. We have nut realized what we and
ill giied men have desired in tile cause of teni« ram e in the
past, we nevertheless have full
•onrage and belief that by perseverance in tin*
’ight use of im aii' we are sure In cummer:
hereforc

often

R)r HO other
Motuaeh.

lii. li iIk

Iie\no swelling th. \
iihdue. and ii.» lanu ii'
will not

OF

••.

w

-troiig, iany iiage, Mi! il i l ni«
I'liey hn\ e produeed more nm-

ipe

*,

iv

.ntaur

<

11.

1 in* Inflowing dispatches pa-ed over
the wires lids evening, and need no comments :

In

ASSORTMENT

LADIES’
COMPLETE

Old

an

Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup is the
prescription of O'le Of the best Female l’liysicuius

Centaur Liuimetita.
i

of

Nurse.

msmGsassBaaammeaaBmaBammmmmammmmmmmmmmMcs, a

lit Hit wt* 11

A

Thirty Years’ Experience

confirmed Win.

any
local officer who neglected to enforce the
law for fear of interfering with the sheriffs.
1 lie primary duty of enforcement is with
them. They know the haunts of vice, they
can best suppress the dram
<' \
i. *1: \
more than a
uh stitute f.n fa
shops. The
tor oil.
Ii Ltheonh .-<»/«• ;.rti«*le in e\i ten. <
duty of the sheriffs is only supplementary,
i- eei’iaiil I.» a -dniilate the f..od, regulate
wllieli
or at least concurrent.
A sheriff of the
lire wiml-enli.- and produee natural
the bowel
county ot Cumberland told the speaker
-lee]., it routine n. i!her mineral morphine
that lie would be glad to have tlie assisor nl '.>iiw| and
plea ant I.* take. < hildren
tance ot the local officers, for he needed it.
ne. d not er\ and mother
Ivl*
ma> re
1 hat e given orders to
HB3I1WWM—BWB—MBM—MM gBMB—
every .sheriff in the
IN HAKVI.AXIl
Slate to enforce the law
They are doing
BEETAS! PRICE CURRENT.
their best.
Let the local officers support
tV.MUKUi.ANl), Match g'. Over i\ty posf
\Teektu for the Journal.
them, and create a local public sentiment tal cards were sent through the po-.toflieo
l:i u v f, Wt-dn.-s.lav. .Mi-li. 1,1
I.
which will sustain these local officers,
it on Saturday to retail liquor dealers in this I lour,
•
'.*ulu
ou:il.*..oO| >Pound lluff,
is the local
*1.0o.
bar
Cork
Coni.M.ul,
Salt
l**.t
-0
teeling which too often para- city, requesting them 1o desist from the
.Mr.il,
11 >:il.'io .Mutton per II.*.,
Silu
lyzes the officers We cannot expect t hem sale of liquors before Wednesday, the tilt live
-. l.uOul.lUi Lamb per ft)
oau
live,
to heartily do their
*1.00, 1 urkey per lb.,
_• ;
duty unless we extend inst., or women’s prayer meeting.* will lie Corn,
.Vml.Ou Chicken per lb
l.u;o
to them our
Barley,
sympathy and support. One held in front of their premises.
Duck per lb
l.,.iH
Bean',
•*..f»0a:;.ii.">j
of the greatest works for men to do in
Marrow In r.
1 : a Li
fnuiiiimiON in lu.vri 1 k 1
l.Dal.nOj (.ieese per lb.,
those localities where the law is not enzl.;al)
Oats,
»',."»a',o, llay per run,
tsv
Lut
A
Marche.
;ua0u
11.1.1:,
LTmO.Oo
rotatoe-;,
Lime,
hweed is to go to tile officers and tell them
large temper Dried
k>aH)
Apple
luul‘?j Washed \\ o, >1.
lliat you support them.
You must niaui- alter; meeting was held in this city last Cooking \p).i»#
'.in.il.’j.i L mva-.ht .1 \S m.l,
■{(:,;-o
at
which
action
was
taken
lest the true public sentiment which
Pulled Wool.
night,
Butter.
Cm. ..I
looking
really
n
l-ciJU Hides,
e.o.
exists.
I'nless they- think themselves sup- toward admitting to the \ oters of the city Chet e,
!oa00 Calf Skins
Tu b
•..
Egg
l.'aOO SheepSkin
ported they become faint hearted. The a prohibitory law in accordance with the Lard,
* 1 .-)vu'V .j
ralO Hard \\
t 'oLib.uJ
Beet,
ui,
Ibiindations of the movement must be laid general la.v recently passed by the I c- i
l-'.oaU.OO Sol'r Wood,
Baldwin \pple
ii.oon' .oj
by thepublie press and the church ol Christ. lature.
-auO: Dry Pollock,
ii
Veal,
is \ 1.u 101:1,.
A great, w ork lias been done
Dryt.nl,
a. 0
;.p;' S'tr.iw
during the
jiast forty years by the veterans ot the
N t.u 1 otiK, March ;f. The Times say
temperance cause, and the progress is en- that Harry Hill’s place was crowded last
couraging, but much remains to do. Gov night by men and women. The Ladies SPECIAL
Dingley closed hv pledging himself to do Committee was not present, lml Mr. Meall in his power. This declaration was Mnllin,
Secretary of the Temperance Socigreeted with warm applause.
ety arrived there late, and after a few re1
Miring tin* day speeches were made by marks by Mr. Hill, who regretted the abSCROFULOUS HUMORS.
[levs. Alessis. Thompson, Hitblado, l.uee. sence of the ladies, Mr. MeMullin announced that a
would bo held there by
if \ i.i- ini. will relieve pain, cleanse, purify .m,!
Munson. Small, by Hen. Hall, J. W. Don- the ladies meeting
cun- itch diseases, restoring the
on nest. Sunday evening.
patient to perfect
health after trying dill’orent physicians, many rente
‘•iii, II. Al. Bryant, and Capt. Sturtevant.
IS I’llII.ADF.I.rillA.

icrancc

An

."“"l|,.?rV1.r

T M

oi

Resolved,

>

v

Convention,

I..

s OH.

-I.IHl.

l.'f

x

in Portland

s

■

1" acr.

».

<»t tin* frioml

n.»«duiu N\*»t' Jvi*nneb«f.
U
W. riinmas, of ( umberlan.l.
loin. A. Matv. of Waldo.
ll»n. F. \V. Stetson, of Liweoln.
Mow /enas Thompson, of Ainli,**,..
Ife>n. Si«ln<*y Perliam, of Oxford.
<
4I'ayson. ot Knox,
Mal tl" \\ it'll!, of Soniei>et
I. \V. 1 >onnigan. ot Penob^eut.
M. («. Prentiss, of Piseatai|Un.
N. I’. Nntt.ot Washington,
lion. I \\
Finery, of Jlaneoek.
l>a\ i«i < K b'oye, of
M"- stone, of Franklin

V*
1
Jos. M.
I ’a 1 t lirtis
after A alJ..-, We-eotl to .keoii Phillip-. 1 »;
Lm. -1'O
s,(. rods, s 1.
1 I: t AM »N
ohadiah Vllelit" \ J \\ hitiny 1 : ol
•t- -Jon
,M M 1,‘ii'h to .-. J | »i.\. house and lot
A
!\ r 1 ant A al- 1
.M. Hidden, A ale>o
act «•- i-'.and
lot
il i\i<>\
H S 1 *!’e*--.'<dt to l.din Haiilu,

Allen.

^athoring

\ n

.<

j.li

Ttifitperanoe

t

'•lu»s,*n

4-.o

Jo-,

State

Perkin

Jr,

litjiior prohibition took piano tins
J>inglny was mailo
ohainnan, and tin* t'ollowinj*; INt .■! ot)i('i*r<
war

--

l.oid

1 i•
J X X Perkins t*< \ (
John AYeiitworth to Heiibeu,
otth. farm. ,00.

b'lal

s

lohn

emu

ColIoctOrship,

on

■

i In* annual

>

Alla's.,

;on

i Tiio

s

land,

S

1

e

■

J

sandBar.
F (, Alasteriuati to J s Ma Jeniiun,
one half of farm, looo.
SiARk-.
David Stern to l izzie A MandDh, 1
acres of land, 4o.
David stem to Albert Sterry,
farm soo. 1. I. Greeuleaf to 1 P Williamson, si 2
acres more or le*s, 2 ,0.
Mary X Snell to same, 2..
more or le
1:
acrei p Williamson to Pa
t ience s spinues, farm 3,00
So Ml-. 1:^1 1 Mil.IP Jacobs to \ \ Wll
Jeimi
ol.s, 1 lot loo
soi.,i\
John 1 usea 11 to John Whipple, 1 .tore,

-o"

e

Parsons to Benjamin Magoon,
( >1 Skinner to NN m li Lombard.
Flanders to J 1 Fuller, about 10
A

<

..

loo.

Tots,

-e

io

aj I'.ax

Boston

The Senate

A.

(TLT.NAN.

PITCHER &

SON

good supp|v pur.' Wiiitf (\i
offer for :il. lor =ced or'feed.

«v

i

DATES by the Wholesale
or

Retail at MITCHELL’S.

Patience

tell dollar■■ and succeeded in passing it
without detection. While 1 was at work

Dow.

MAiil V\ IHR’CI

in

V*.

IVom tin mill came Patience I>»>\v :
She did not smile, she would not talk:
Ami now -h«' was all tears, and now.
\* ti> iv: a* is a captive hawk,
t nmindful of her faded gown.
>;ie sat with folded hands all dav.
Her long hair falling tangled down.
Her sad eyes gazing far awuv.
U here pa*t the fields, a >il\,'r line.
"he saw the distant river shine.
•hit. w!ien she thought herself alone.
night, the\ heard her muttering low
1m s'.ieli ;i ehill despairing tone,
ii -e.med tli .m-i wind’s sullen moan:
Ah tile! ‘In day*, tin'} move so .-low !
! ean* not if they’re fair or foul;
l h* \ ereep along I know not how :
I only know lie loved me onee—
! Ie doe* not !o\ e me now !”
«

acant was her room
\ lid. in the e!o\ er wet with dew
V narrow line of broken bloom

morning.

me

the

:

Showed some one had been pas in. through
And. following the track, it led
Across a lie 1*1 of summer grain.
• mi where tie*
thorny blackberries she i
• heir blossoms in the narrow lain',
down which the cattle went to drink
hi -umiiier, from the river’s brink.
l iie river!” Hope within them sank
1’lie fatal thought that drew her there
fne\ knew before, among the rank.
While blossomed weed* upon the bank
1 lie} found tlie shawl she used to w ith
And mi it pinned a little note;
”< »h, blame me not!” it read, “for w hen
I Ollee ;iin free, 111} sOlll W ill float
i -him!
He eannot leavt nu then!
i kiittw not if ’tis right or wrong
I go t -.mi life—I care not how ;
I wiily know lie loved me onee—
II- doe* not love me now!”

:

ti"

!"\.-

|

large rocks,

$500.

j
I
|

me

as

doctor.

a

was
v, as

GEO, W, BURKETT & CU,

My

\\

Flower

lit

1.1

V

of the

Year.

I.Altt'oM.

I In' j'.-ittUui w a> lUr year's last liikl.
I' rn win'll tlie winds were hoarse and
IV it li w ail ill? over ‘tiricil flowers.
I lw playm-aU" "t llieir simnit'l' h ull'.

wild

Company and going

1 In- viitiaii iiid n
thouglitiii! eye
lie in nit It d"i ji fringes, blue and 'by :
■'n!, In warmr'i liooii-beanis won,
I
meet, Hie \v"ieome of the sun.

guarantee a saving of 11> p»
cent, w hen bought at our store.

r

Dress Cambrics.
THREE HUN DRED yards of light colored
Dress Cambrics sidling at 12 1-2 et-.
per yard, former price- 17 and 2<i<-

$

ly imperfect, '•idling
worth

|

mi
I

|

t h giiitian searched the tit-ids around
V. tlowei I'orupauion 1 iiere sin* found.
! I'W ard from all tile woodland w it s.
i
i.itid the aster's
rats.
■

silver)

lie gem .an shut her eyelids t igln
'i. falling leaf and frosty
night;
tnd eliise hi-r azure mautle drew.
While divary winds around her (dew.

urni i,

said, "The world is rnid:
eh ar glimpse of heaven 1 hold.
I lie sun's hist thought is mine to keep:
I n 'Ugh
now let me go to sleep."
file .'enl i:m
; oil"

L.ioeutio.i of Evans, the
Murderer,

Northwood

Feb. 17. Evans, the Northoil tnurdi'ri'f, passed the night quietly,
li'i'ping live hours lfev Mr. ('IiHtvh id'
Providence, U. F, son-in-law of Chaplain
>mith, staid with him through the night
He arose al ■>: liU o'clock, ate a hearty
breakfast and drank tea. He said to Mr
Church: "1 have confessed everything
and if the people do not believe I cannot
Hi> eonversation during the
help it
iiMnttn,

was eoulined to
religious matters
He w ent to sleep about midnight.
fin ( haplain who staid with him furi;i'hell tlie following statement fur (lie

night

four days :
was very quiet, and

.i't ...

Perilous

i> the time to get niee goods for
Miss, wear, YFKY (IIFA I*.

Hampton licacli

to

linen Towels & Toilet Quilts,
purchasing goods in this line, j»l.*as«examine OFK l’KI( KS and quality.

lh lore

tii itiii:us

We will

save

you 2o

per*t.

on

them.

Ladies’ Vests.
W»* have just received an Auction Lot of
tie-e goods, and are selling Vests for
7d cents worth #1.12 1-:: cents.

Position.

I

!p.
A heavy wind today has driv en the ire lroni the mouth of
the Saginaw river in the bay. It is reported that about :ii>0 fishermen are oil
ibe Moating ice. and at last accounts they
were live miles from land,
(treat fears
are entertained that the ice will break
up
before the men are rescued and a fearful
disaster will re-oli
b
It \
Tin. f eb
1 here are fully
boo ti-Crnieii ,m the inseveral teams
and sleighfhe men are supplied with
(ood and fuel.
\\ lieu last seen they had
drifted several miles northeast, when a
strong southwest w ind. shitting westw aril,
drifted tlie ice tow ard the ea-t shore of

Vests and Pants.
We have also a full assortment of Y FST>
A KANTS on hand for <'hildren's wear.

flannels,

Shifting

2.000 yard

hand selling- at 12 1-2

on

>

eut-.

tlie-c goodper cent, le-s than former price-.

ar.-

closing

out

our

Stock of

Great Reduction
shall sell all GOODS in Slnek at
GREAT RKDI CTIOX of price*, pre-

We

a

paratory to receiving Spring good*.

LVolnrtiseincnts.

Pound Prints,
Feather-. Straw
o

Mattings
h

n

a n

eou.-lauth

A<

d

■

G. W. Burkett & Co.,

■

Hayford Block, Church Street,
BELFAST, MAINE.

.-

York.

Wood's Household

Mr

C4C

CK

GEO. T. READ,

Magazine.

Church, and a few minutes of'
by tlie chaplain. At S o’clock hinted by his son and his wile, who
THE BEST COLLAR MONTHLY.
-taveil with him till nearly eleven.
i.e gallows was erected this morning
the guardroom
a the "orridor between
I TA
B
■ azine -now in its 14th
and e.-lls, and was tin; same used to exe- U1 U Ml IV vol.—with Chromo.
It
m
Ifctih.
was
raised
cute Pike
twenty THE YOSEMiTE
inches t" give an additional fall.
14x20 inches, in IT Oil Colors.
At to minutes of 11 spectators were adMagazine, mie year, with Mounted Chromo,
oo
;»o
mitted to the corridor and took positions M igazine, one em with I innounted Chromo,
M tguziue, aloi.t one year.
1 no
on the stairway leading to the cadis and
Examine our Clubbing and Premium Lists.
.[Min a float around the gallows.
Two First-class Periodicals for the
At 11 o'clock In- was lead through the
n
of one. "
price
Experienced Canruardrooiu to the scaffold by Warden 1 vassers ae-l others to send at once tort* rms
n
Ma.■'azine
I'illsbntv, and delivered to the sherifl. lie and Nj-eciimVddreS. E. SHUTES. Publisher.
wa- dressed in a suit of black and seemed
41 Park Row. N Y. City, or Newburg, N. Y.
an
a
calm
self-possessed,
slight
qtii'e
trembling ol the knees was the only visemotion.
lit-s
of
After
limbs
had \I U
i OBk DAY-BOOK
ible sign
A Drv<*<
iiWri ki
been made last, the rope was adjusted
l-.'tablished 1n»u.
It
IP'iYt
the
black
'///<
-npolitical and .-ocial.
around ills neck and
cap draw n 'upper:
1 enns,
I
year.
nine copies for
ciuh-,
j
over his face.
\ddrI)\v1:«m»k, New
Specimen o pie-- n-•
Sheriff Odliri then road tin- death war- j York City.
rant, and at 11:0 placed his foot upon
the sining ol the drop and Evans was j
PATENTS OBTAINED- for Inventor*.
So charges unless successful. Pamphletsentfree.
launched into eternity. There was seavee- I
<'. A. Shaw, Solicitor, llUTremont St.,Boston.
tuiv motion except the swaying occasioned by the fall, and less of that titan is
tsuallv the case. Hr. H. Crosby, of this
OF
itv, prison physician, and Dr. Burnham
ot Kpping, stationed themselves on either
'id,, of the body, and from time to time
noted the pulsations. After hanging nineteen minutes lie was pronounced dead.
IN NKDKAHKA,
Arrano-ements for the execution were
most excellent and were carried out quifor SALE very CHEAP
Now
etly and etlietent l\.
Ih',

elevi

MACHINIST.
(Successor to \

| No.

MILLIONS

ACRES

& Walker.

46 Main

A. A. HURD & CO
Successor- to Mace &

|
i

Plain and Fancy

As to the

family

to which

(ieorgiana

(the murdered girl) belonged, it consisted
of Mr. Sylvester Day and wife, Deborah,
their daughter Susan, who had been married to a Mr. Lovering who had died, and
their daughter (ieorgiana. 1 am a brother
of Mrs. Day, and was occasionally with
the family, working for different persons
in the

neighborhood

for some time.

was

only (i Per Cent.

/>(■',■/•;///ire /‘,i mph/efs, with Serf inual Mips, sent Free

THE PIONEER,
the

Home
A handsome Illustrated Paper, containing
stem! Lair, mailed free to all parts of the world.
<>. I\ DAVIS,
Address
Land Commissioner 1. P. 1C It.
O.M aha, .N 1*. 14.

The

much given
intemperance,
especially Mr. Day who was often drunk
His wife (my sister) was a
and abusive.
good woman. Mrs. Lovering was very
loose in her morals,
(ieorgiana sometimes drank and was lewd in her conver-

family

T111 ears Credit, Interest

to

J. & P. COATS’ BLACK
| BUY
THREAD For
your MACHINE.

1 had for many years practiced
ure
Th,‘
subscribers
A O HPTTTVT A manufacturers
ami pro
A. XliTAiXi
as a doctor.
Wishing to qualify myself
«
l»r.
It.
Ileail
Oniebrainl
of
W.
tor further practice 1 bought at a cost of prietors
the best
Relief, w hich is

llurd,

Confectionery,

Foreign Fruita, Nuta, Cigars,
Tobacco, Wrapping Paper, T wine,
Sugar and Molaaaea Corn
Cakea, Corn Candy,
Cocoanuta, &e., &c,
<,’orner .MAl.N and (!KOSS Streets, Belfast, Maim*,
beg leave to inform their friends and the public
generally, that they are now prepared to wait upon
them at -hort notice. All orders by mail promptly
attended to.
A. A. Ill'KD,
if51
,1. W. DOO.MBS.

WAR!

WAR!

WAR!

Vests Victorious!

El FAEMI LAI WE

COM I.SSIO.V

,

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealer- in

|

have resumed work in
and want

our

machine

room

SEVENTY-FIVE GOOD VEST MAKERS.
I’OTF &

Belfast, Dec. 10, 1*73.

Ql LMBY.
tt\M

Fancy Candies!

Stick and

Manufactured at MITCHELL'S

fur the

Wholesale trade.

BANGOR

T A ETF A !
O. R>.

Custom House Sqr.

sation.

treatise

female diseases, and
treating largely on child-bearing and midwifery, illustrated with drawings describing the organs of the female system.
a

I’nfortunately

on

(ieorgiana

and her mo-

latliiiia
asthma remedy

undoubtedly

yet discovered. Instant relief is
price refunded. We put up
guaranteed or purchase of
three sizes, which retail
in
boxes
medicine
The
for 2f> cents, .*0 cents and $1. Persons remitting re
medicine
the
have
will
promptly forwarded
tail price
sent free to any who
by mail post-paid. Samples
dozen are $1.75,
wholesale
Our
per
prices
desire.
$:t.50, £7; per gross, s?l*S $•'»<', £7-. Ktiiuumik,
\
N.
Koine,
Ti'i.i.kk &. Co.,

ther g<it possession of the hook, but I
soon recovered it.
(ieorgiana insisted on
having and lurther perusing it. 1 declined
and she threatened to have me arrested
and sent to the State. Prison for an alleged
done this before and
rape. She has often
now she renewed the threats in much
And Inject Powder
much increased by For Mats, Mice, Roaches, Ant9, Bed*Bug9f
auger. My fears were
an “event which occurred some six weeks
Moths, &o. J. F.HENRY, CURRAN &
Sole Agents.
before this. I altered a one-dollar bill to CO.. N.

EXTERMINATORS

o

tor

lions*

.'ll

remodel any building now in exist*-nee, tor lb..’ pur
i: to he count y
po-e, and lea
Tin -latute iv-jiiin s of th< ■( ownty C-minii"'
(ourt
llous.-.
sinners, that they -hall provide
•‘and tin prool buildings ol bri* k *r stole- for tin-a 1*- keening of neord- a ml paper•••!.. ii _-i nr t.. tin
a lid ot' 1‘roh.ii.
alul tin
office- "f II eg i -1« ]• ot 1 teed
b-rk ot ( oiirts, with
jurat, lire jiroof rooms lor
a.-li office.”
W
have In '-ii a county Ibiut* .-n year-, but thihas m-ver been don.- 'Kin re i- an imp* a; iv- necesAf
sity that it should be done without more .lehr.
ter much iuv. -t i gat ion, and careful consideration, wi
have come t*. tin couclu-iou that it is tin- wi-e-t and
most economical for tin- county t«> build a Court
reII.ms. which shall contain all tin- cnin.-iii. m
quired by tin- -latuie; and \\<- estimate ’.In-cost <*!
\V« In*\
such a building at fifty thou-and dollarn-liabl
assurun •■-, both from * xperienced arviii
ti-cts, and persons acquainted with the coii.-tructi< a
of such public buildings, that tin-cost woof! not ex
cecd that sum; w
woubl be abb to contra..- ibri;fin- building would al-«construction at that price,
contain four strong Cells, in the basenn-nt
tory,
which is to la- bitiit of granite to he used a- a jail
for temporary purposes, the county
ow liav-ug no
place for the conlim iin-nt of prisoner
\\
In-n-vv it h submit plan tor a Court 11 on -« -i
stantially 1 ik<• that recently erected in Soim-rstt
County, at a cost o! about .-r:4>,noo, which w.- hav«examined, among others ; and submit it a- <>ur *>pin
ion that a building constructed siib-ta itiully ii accordance with these plans, would answ -rail tin r«.|iiir«-m<*nts of tin-county, ami be satisfactory to itcitizeiis in every respect.
41 It.
We n port the form of an Article to b> in- rt
ed in tin- town warrants at tin- approaching election
of town and city officers p. the month of March, ui.l
to In submitted to the -ev ral town and j*l:mta: i•
in tin- county, and to the city of liocklam., for tlu-ir
decision upon tin- proposal to lmild a
ourt House,
and to obtain their con.-ent that the < oanty t mi
missioners may obtain a loan ot money, not ex.", ed
ing .•?bo,(.t(*0, upon coupon bonds, for a term not «\
reeding twenty year-, with which to pay for it and
vve believe such bonds c.mld be sold at
par, as they
would be a certain and a very desirable -ecuriiv for
>av iugs l'.auks, trustee.-, guardians, or private imli
vidual-.
1 lie question pr .pounded in lb- Warrant
must be answered by w
m- no, upon a written .>r
print* <1 ballot.
All ol which i resp.-ctfully submitted.
\
I' (.< M 1.1). ( hail
■

State of Maine.
\Y A LlM > >>.
I
in- Sli'-ritl-1,four respect iv«
mutie.-. or eit!ier ol'their respect i\ •• Deputie-,
«i i: k 11 n
W'!•: < IIMM.WII V ol to attach tile go |or estate of Albert 15
Mayo and lvenjai du
|
I
/
f> h r, both of Boston, in the Comm >n
wealth of Massachusetts, t e-partner-.
Mayo & Tyler, to !he value of One I'll, u
-and dollars, and summon tic-said Defendant', if
they may he found in your precinct,; to appear b
lore our Ju-tiiv ot our Supreim Judicial ourt. iu-\t
to he holdeii at Belfast, within and foi our t utility
of Waldo, on the lir-t l'm-sday ot January next,
then .-Mid tin re iu otti -aid Court to answer unto
Bela 11
Warren and Thoin.-t- S. Freeman, both I
-aid Boston, t o partner', as W arren \ Freeman, in
a plea of the case for that
tie said Defendants, at
said Belt a-f, on tin* day of tin iurcha.-e of t hi- win.
indebted
to
-aid
the
I’i.iintilfs in tin-sum ot
being
live Hundred dollars, according to the account .annexed, hen and there in consideration thereof,
promised the 1‘laintitfs to pav ihi same on demand.
Dr.
Mayo X. Tyler l«.► W ion n >c Frec-man.
1- or *J«M» hogsheads of .salt at *7 .o per hhd.
.no.uij
Boston, Dec. In, ls7 !
•.

Yet though often re.pi<sted, tic- said •(.
odaU
the same have not paid, hut negl»--t and refu-< so to
do; to tin* damage ol said plaintUls a-th< -ay. the
sum of < )ne Thousand dollars, which shall theu ami
therein- mad; to appear with other due damag<
And wiiereas tin- -aid Plaintilf- -ay that the said
Defendants have not in their own hands and [ os.-sion goods or estate to the value of one thou.-aud
dollars aforesaid, which can he come at to be attached; but lias entrusted to and deposited in the hands
and possession ot Klisha C. Are> and Moses (i. Robinson, both of Winterport, in said County ol \\ .Jd-a
Trustees of the said Defendants goods, elicit-* at d
W<- command von, tin n
credits to the -aid value
fort that you summon the said Arey and said Robinson (if they may he found in your precinct) to
;.(
pear before our Justices of our .-aid Cotnt, to I e
hidden its aforesaid, to shew cun. e if guy they have,
he
issued
e.\i
cut
ion.
to
such
upon
why
judgment a.the said Plaint ills may recover against the-aid D<
tendants in said action, (it any. should not issue
against their goods, etlects, or credits, in the hands
and possession of them, or either of tlu-m, tic- said
Are) and Robinson. And have you then-this Writ
with your doings therein,
hh h j:/:so\, /
mv/icss Jn.SAT/i.i \
ut /intfust, the srnutn nth dot; of />>
o nr I or*/ --/*< thou so nit
ii/ht huiotnd mol
fr'ur of
serntihi thru
W. K. l-RYK, ( , i:K.
WATl.'H >S.
Term, ISH

DAVIS,

HAYFORD BLOCK,

Supreme Judicial Court, Jammu
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"l..- t h*copy ot an in.-trunieut purporting
rlast will and testament of Pe-t-ev c.
me•,■:
P.rooks in -ai>’ Coiinfv of Waldo, dec. i-> d. for Pro
ma\ l.<
hate, together with a petition that
ap
pointed Administrator w i t h tin w !i annexed "ii
said decease.l’-e,tate.
.0i■
to ail
Ordered. Mint tin -aid *
y civ«
persons interested by caii-inc a "p\ ..J this older
be published thn w.-ek- -c.
-i\ Iv in the lb pubh
can Journal, printed a: P.elta-t. that tliev may ..p
pear at a Prohat. » on ft, to he held at I b Ii a -1. v\ it hi u
and for said Countv. .n tin Second lm-da;. "i
lock h.fus- m.ou. .,i,d
March next, at r<
<d the
show cause, if anv ln-y have, whv the -aiue -houid
not l>. pro\ d, aporov d and allow
\> \ till WLot i,l|. Judy.
V true copy,
It. p. fit i.n, I;■ i -1. r.
Atte-t
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■
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SONS, Proprietors,
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Earned
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I lip.ut inii .■'!
.a
1 w in. nth u ill h pi
\rt pt Ma\ ami Nov.-mh.
month,
ami tin- hitnc-t
roiupiiti il upon tin- -.iim in .him uml I>n piuU-r
I >• j ---it
1 <l.iil ut f tip Banking Boom, 11 niii
satunla
'it
lx A ,\l
a. i
-II’ A1
from J to
1
\
.M
\ 1 \r\( i
\
iuijn ii. t»t i'
ivTt
I
Brll’a-t ,hil

Platt, Huston
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\

At a Probate Court held at Ib-lfa-t, within and f.u
the County of Waldo, on tie
ec..;i>i fue da .-l
February, A. I*., 1x7-1.

to the Court that Alfred
W Stevens, Idle of the defendants, at the time
of service of the writ, was not an inhabitant of this
State, and had no tenant, agent, or attorney within
the -ante, that his goods or e.-tatc have been attach
ed in this action, that lie has had no notice of aid
suit and attachment, it is <>uni m.n, that notice of
the pendency of this -nil he given to the -aid defend
toant, by publishing an utte.-led copy of tin- « Mdget her with an abstract of the plaintiif writ, three
weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a
ol
newspaper priented at Helfast, in the County
Waldo, the last publication to he not less than ihirtv
holdto
he
of
this
term
the
next
Court,
before
davs
of Waldo,
en at Belfast, within and for the Count
aid defend
on the third Tuesday of April, Is: I, that
aid may then and there appear, and answer to said
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I’ampHlets free,
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Sec that each bottle has PERUVIAN SYRUP blown in the glass,

,\ \ K I \ II NI
i low .,! \\
h
lt
htl* ot Seal -tu,m •. if
I,nil!
ol
Waldo, dei. a-ed. hnviiiy | >:■
e: -I a pet ii :,.n hat
Uoxanna Kit/yeraid nia\ i- app'iand Vlmim-ia
trix on said dec. a-ed' « -late
Ordered, I'h.it the -aid |\ a‘. n.j ;,\. n
na'l
to
per.-ons inter, -t. d b\ caii-iim a cop\ of hi o’.f
be published three week -a re--i e| y i n tin lb-pub
lican Journal, printed at P.elt'a.-t. tli.it ih.-\ a,.
an
In Id at r.e!i:i■
v. it 'mi
pear at a Probate Court, to
and for said County, on ih
.cond 1'ue-d.r, ol
March next, at ten ut tin* .-lock !,.« tdr. i■.
i. and
show cause, if any they have, \vhv tie
,r.r. <r <•!
said petition should not 1. y ranted.
ASA I III Ul.« d (.11.
A true copy. Attest; It. P. Kn.i.n, lb-i-t. .■
<>
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“A Penny Saved is

men and women : and
i urn fids can not reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.
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Savings

NOW IS TUB TIME TO DEPOSIT

happy

i;«

n.

Belfast

stitution.
Thousands hare been rliangrd
by the use of this remedy, from
weak, sickly, suffering creatures, to strong, healthy, and

•-

t in-

<

curing Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Chronic Diarrhoea, Coils, Xevvous Affections,
Chilis
and Fevers, Humors,
Foss of Constitutional Vigor,
Diseases of the Kidneys and
iiladder, Female Complaints,
and all diseases originating in
a bail state of the blood, or accompanied by debility or a low
state of the system.
Heine/ free
from Alcohol, in any form, its
energizing effects are not followed- by corresponding reaction, but are permanent, infusing strength, rigor, and neat
life into all parts of the sysfrm,
and building uj> an Iron Con-

I

lb Ita-t. within and t u
tin
olid I io- d:>.\ ol

X

ami on.amrntii:y >f V.
Min# ( ah- a
Parti*'- nia\ pt. on ha. in/ .-urli Work
«I •»11
ill t'1 hi -t -I •!*• «>: tin* ronf.n <■ n-r's art.
II*s in'i-piu-p.! j.
turnis!:
n.,
u I ornann-nt it, or to
.,i .,-r
satisfaction
prcpai-p that ink..'!.
partis
trtiai antpp.i,
::nios‘>

riched and vitalized blood permeates every part of the body,
■repairing dunnages anti waste,
searching out morbid secretions, and leaving nothing for
disease to feed upon,
This is the secret of the wonderful success of this remedy in

li

X

Tip fro

by Toning up, Invigorating and
Vitalizing the System. The en-

I I.! (A A \b )i>| Ci !A
FM(il.Fi:
» « itoi
of Hie
.1 dm
M
| ▼ *
■sear-mont. in -aid ( ounty .-t Waldo, .b e, a-« d, bax
ing presented their .-eiond and final ac--nuu! id \d
ministration on aid e-tate I or allowance
• >rd<
i'ed, 1 hat the aid F.xi ci11'.r- gi\ e md i,-e to all
pel son- nii re-1* l by cau.-i ng a copy .d-1 hi order t
be published three w eek-sue.
ivclx in t In-lb-publian .1 our mil, print' 1 at lb it a
tlmt t hex may appear
it a Probate t ourt. to be heid at lb !fa-:, within and
for said County, on tin
i.d
I'm-sdax ot .Mai.
next, al ten oi'tin dock !■• !.,j
noon, and show
cause it any liny ha\e. wl.x ilo- am-- -le uld not b
allow'ed.

I...

,C

hetore described,
by -aid 1 .u ri-.m
stev -ii-. dated duly
l-m, and of the rents and
and
mo
ended
in
rul'dan ! improve
n-y
x;
rep.drj
\*-n- has
meiits, it any, but that -aid \lfn d W
uiirea.-onahly refused and neglected and .-till tin
rca~onubl> refuses and neglect- to remb-r -ucli
e.mnt, and told said demandant,(ieo. I
Wallace,
that he would not render -neb account uniii he watin
defend\\
and
said
t,
Alfred
to,
\
obliged
eiis, pretend- that In- has n ceived no monies on a,count ot -aid mortgage, hut that tie* lull atuouu; of
eleven hundred dollar- and intere-t dm on tie- prim
cipal -uni from the date thereof is still dm and unpaid. Wherea- your orator- chargf :!n contrary
ii w ould appear it the
thereof to In* 11 i• truth, and
-aid defendant w oiihl -et forth as he mu-hi u» do, a
fall, true and particular account of til1 ami ev ery the
monies received bv him in ot towards satisfaction
the said mortgage lmmey, and wlitti ami ot w hom
received, and also a full, true and part ietihir account
of tie- rents and protits ol'the -aid premise- reeeiv
by hiiu, or by mu other per-oum p«-rsous, bv lohis list or which but for hi- n il 'til de
order, or t
fault and neglect might have la-eii received h\ him
-ince he iirst entered into the posses-hm ot the o 1
premises a< aforesaid, ami the -aid deli iident s, :,ilman liould ami Win. M.< hapmaii pi et oml t ha; on
',-7i. -aid Alfred W
or about tin voth day of In*
lmndred dollars by
Steven- in -oiisideration ot t vv
hi- deed duly -dgned, scaled, acknowledged and
delivered quit el aimed to tin- -aid < hi man < biuld and
the said Win. M rhapmau, all hie right, title and
interest in and t*> the pseiui-es herein helot edes
crihed, which -aid Harrison st<-v n- conv e> <-d to
-aid (iilmau Hould ami Win. .W
Impman, 1 hideed ol W arranty dated Oct
A D.
herein
hetore named. Whereas your or.-dor- •-liarg*- tin
coutrary to he the truth, and aver that tin- record of
no such deed appears upon tin
aid Waldo bounty
Regi-try of Deeds, being the pi n e where me!: d ed
•hould rightfully he recorded.
All of which actings, doing-, pretences and n-l'us
al.- are contrary to equity and good ou-eiem-e, ami
tendtotlie manifest wrong ami injury ol vourora
In consideration when of ami
tors in the premise-.
lbr a- much as your orators can only have adeqimr*
relief in the premises in a court ej e pii:v ahh.
matter-<»f this nature are properly cognizable am',
lviirv aide.
I tile elnl tm-reot that tie- said •ed.-udaui Allred
W. Mevens, Harrison Stevie. i.iliuan <nadd and
AN' 111 M. Chapman may upon t lnir several n-p< live
era!
corporal oaths to the hest and utmost ol' their
and respective knowledge, remembrance, informa
lion and belief, full, true, direct and perfect answer.in ik<
to all and singular the matter- afore-aid. and
that as fully and particularly a- if the same were
here repeated, atid the;, ami e\ i’;. ol ■.' iii >a-tiuc!l>
interrogated thereto.
And tliat the -aid defendants urn answer ihe
premises, and that an account umv h taken of the
dd m.>rtir.iged preud-e-.
rents and profits of the
which hav e been reeeiv d by said defendant, Alfred
W. Stevens, or bv anv other person or pei.-.nisbv
hi- order, or for hi- u.-< since Id- po-se-.-ion Hu-rcol
as afore-aid, or w hich
but for his a ilfull default or
neglect might have been so received, and also an
account of all other the -uni- which have been re
reived h\ the said defendant iii or toward- ,-atisl'ac
tion of the said mortgage money, and that an ae
count may also he taken of the principal am! interest
which have accrued, due on said mortgage, and in
case it shall appear that the rents and prolits and
other receipts of the said defendant exceed the
amount of the said principle monev
and interest,
then that the -aid defendant may he directed to pay to
our orators such excess, your orators being readv
and willing ami hereby ottering to pa;, to said defend
ant what it' anyt hing shall on the ball'ante of the said
account appears to remain due on such mortgage to
the -aid defendant. soul that -slid defendant muv
surrender the said mortgaged premises unto your
orators, or such other person or persons as tie y
-hall appoint, free from and ch ar of all incumber
once-due by him or any persons claiming by from
or umh
him, and may deliv er up to your orators all
title deeds or writings in Ids custody or power
relating to the said mortgaged premise-. Vud that
the -aid defendants, Harrison >t evens, < iilman t dm Id
and W in M. Chapman, having neglected or refused
io join in the redemption of the said
mortgaged
premises may la directed to contribute and pay to
your orators their due proportion of whut, if anything, may appear to b>* due on said mortgage.
And that your orators may have such further or
other relief :n the premi-es as tin* nature and circunistunccs id the case may require, and to vour
honors shall seem meet. A t though often request
d, the sitio defendants the -ante have not paid, hut
neglect and 1 ••fuse so to do; to the damage of the
-aid plaintiff*
tlpysqy, tip sum ui I hree IIuu
dred dollars, which shall then and there he made to
appear, with other due damage-. And have v,»ti
there tiii- writ with _vi.ur doings therein.
117/ic.m, ,/d.v r/7/,t.\
of JUlfnst, fl.< fin Iiti/.eii/htfl liny of March, in the
near four Lord mic thousand ciaht handl'd and
» r> nfy Hire
w
<;. l-kyk, n.i u»v
St••

oil

\\T

A ml y< <ur orator.- tart in
shew "t h that on tin* J'.M h
lav i>t !>••'•. 1-71, -aid Allred W. Stevens took poherein hetore descrided and
.-e.--ioii <»f tin premi-t
'•a.'
l.sf>7, for
hy tin- mortgage dated duly
the purpose of foreclosiug the saidjniortgnge, and has
continued said possession for tin* purpo-e aforesaid
to thi
: ime. and caused a o rtilicate of the same to
he re ord. d in said Registry. Rook l.iti, Rage :;fd.
\ ml
our orato..- furthe-r’sheu eth that on the >th
via;, of Dec. 1 s;, Irvin < aldetwood, J.sq., sheritfol
-aid bounty ot Waldo. lull ing -ei/ed on execution
all 11n- right in equity which -aid
llarri-on
.'-lev eii- had oil t In* 17! h day ot Dec ] *-r 1, to redeem
that portion of tin* promi-*-- herein before described,
hounded a- fo1.lows, to wit beginning at tin* North
west corner of said lot. .No. -.'I. tlu-mSouth bUi-i eighty-three rods to a stake and stom*, tln-nce
North -7
Fast forty eight rod- to the center of the
We-t eighty t hree rods to a
road.; tin lice North
stake and stone ; tln-nce South s7 = W'e-t forty-eight
rod- to the place ot beginning, containing t wenry.
live acres more or less, conveyed tin* said right to
reili eni tin- said premises to the said .Joseph sun
hoi ii, dr.
Henry Wyman, Frederick \ Kimball
and Win. II Fogle r by his deed of that date, reword
i in -aid Registry, Rook loJ. Rage If.-.
And your orator- further -low eth that heretofore,
Oil tile
goth day of Dec. 1 >7 1, the before
to wit
nane-d in o F. Wallac**. at -aid Jackson, demanded

giv.-i,

at

-uinty of Wald",
February, A. 1 >., 1>; |.

tile

■

appear*

Made three times

j

Ohurcls. St..

1

>)ncial!y.
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lie keeps on hand all parts of Sewing Machine-,
Shuttles, Bobbin-, Serew-drh ers, .Needle.-, So Al-o
all kinds of keys for lock-

■

••

enner

Sewing Machines, Guns, Pistols, Locks,
Umbrellas, Parasols, Ac., Repaired.

VALLEY,
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on

earnestly and with a most pungent sense J
i his 'ins.
Prayer was then offered by I

court

In id

< ourt

ut»

tf

CHENERY,

Xo.

The Peruvian Syrup, a Protected Solution of the Protoxide of
Iron, is so combined ns to have,
the character of an aliment, as
easily digested and assimilated
with the blood as the simplest
food. It increases the quantity
of Nature’.-, Own Vitalizing
Agent, Iron t.i the blood, and
cures “a thousand ills,” simply

.,

I’!"!

( on.

CONFECTIONER!

MAKES THE WEAK STRONG.

IIA\

a

Milh*r Sc
SN.

<'«>nu*r

r (

S.

At a Prol ate ( uirt In-ld at lb ifa -i. w ithin o.d i.lithe » "din -.f \\ aid-., mu tin- .. | ,i day -!
February, A. ft. CM.
1W
PF.N 1)1.i. « i.V 0:111 e-i 1- \- Clttl.T ill
A a certain insirumeut purporting t<» be th.-lu-t
will and testament of .lam lb-Imp la
m It. Im-r,
ii» -aid
.i. t
an d
County ot Waldo d«v
-aid w ill for Probate.
Ordered, fhat the
.id F.xi at u give notice to
all person- int er. -1»•«I by eausiug ieop. of t hi- order
to be published three v.i-.-ks -,n
,-ix i\ in tin lb
that tin v max
publican .lomnai, i>rint<-d at It- !:
appear at a 1'robale (ourt, to In bill
p.elt',. i’,
within and for -aid County, on iln- -.-cotnl
ie
da\
ot March uexl ,a; leiio! t lie eb-.k b.-f..ie muni, and
-hew cause, if any tlu-y base, wliv the aim- h mid
not be proved, appro x ed and allowed.
ASA I III 111.01
,!l .1,1.1,.,
A true copv.
\t te-u
it P. Fii.i i*. lb -i ter

j

.\i.t>\vi.M.’> Book
stun-, Mnin Si.

Ov

a

1

i.siui-.M i.

n i.

oi

.-

-,

room, as it was not built with referem
such a purpose.
Other rooms and conveniences are required in
connection with the courts, which cannot he obtain
ed ill the building HOW occupied.
1 he cost of such alterations in tie- building.
n
if it were feasible a- are necessary to render tinoffices
“safe
and
com
enient
for
a
term
e
not
public
feeding 1 went y year- trom tin expiration of tinpresent lease,” would be so great that vv c:i OMt ad
Vi>e it to be undertaken
rile projJli -toi ol the
building will not gis e his nm-ent p such alterat: n1 hey could not
u
|. without substantially <i«I roving the hi dding 11 *• a ny ot her use, and if it were
determined to continue the u-. 1 tin- -aine huilding
the county w ould i.n compi lh-d to purchase it, at a
Cost of not less than thirty lliou.-and dollars.
1 he
pureha-e money, and c.i-t ot nei-e-sary alterations
and improvements, would, in our judgment, largely
exceed the cost ot a new ( ourt 11 nicr, built Upon t InSportbrd lot, which is now owned by tin county
and we should then have a
ourt Hon-- in an und.
sirable location, wliib- on* erected upon tin- lot own
ed by the county would !•*■ free from objection iu
this respect.
-d.
I here i- no ot In i-huilding In tin city *>f lb-ck
laud which is -uitabh tor a court room and county
office.-,
fbei
i-.
no
building, properlv loca-ed’.
which could !ma le suitable.
W e eon-id.
it as
bad poliev, alul pooi econoim for the county to iu
it

-■

Maiue.

Belfast,

Fpon the foregoing Petition. Ordered, fhat tinpet itioner give notice to all per.-ons interested b\
causing a copy of said p< tition. w ith this order tin e
wn-k- successively in tinon, to be published thn
Republican .lournul, u paper printed at llella-t. that
they may appeal .it a Probate i.urt to l-e h.-ld at ti,.
Probate tjtiice i- Helf.i-t. a ton
on the
1 ues,lay ot Alan h next, at ten o’clock in the foreUr.;a-e, i1 any tiny
w b
noon, and -low
tinsane -honld md U
,raiit- .1.
V I II F R 1.01 oil. .1
A tun Copy Alii -1
It. 1*. Ill
R

1

-.

\W

At a Probnti < ourt b* Id a! India
for tile County of Waldo, "!i tm
of February. A. In is; I

e

1

Checked

j

«*

a

Physician* Surgeon

Jl'l

undersigned Committee, :i{>]>• *i■>> th**
foregoing commission, hav ing at tended [■> the duties
therein assigned, beg have to submit t lie t-.ilow mg
'Mil
.uni
«>is
i.ue
oiaioiuiniM-r
•nuvi'in
;i,a;
report
-aid II arrisoti >tev» n
gsthduy ol' ortolu r, 1
!>
I"t, We hav e examined the building now jca^-d
hi de< d (»\\ arrnilly 1 That date, c»>m eved to (ii!
to the t ounty tor county' otlice> and court room, mid
man Could and \\ m. M. < haptuan. hot It «■: .Monroe,
most particularly tin* vaults and sat* win-re the
pub- I in >aid < ounty, a certain portion ol the premises
lie records are deposited.
Hie lease «*xpir* > in
In ein before described, hounded a< follow-, to w it
Octobi r of the present year, and some new arrangehegjlining at the South east corner ot- -aid 1 -*1 No.
ments must he made la-fore that time
fin- l.-a-e
lgg; thence southerly forty rod- to a stake and
cannot be renewed without paying a laigely inen athence We-terl'v die ‘hundred rod- !■» a stake
stole-,
ed rent, evi a w ithout any i-Ikiiiji «, additions or imt hem
Nor; !;■
ho ty rods to the >outhand-tone,
fhe
lowest
oiler
the
provements.
landlord, was west corner of said lot V
by
; thenci 1 ..-i -1 *i iy one
sixteen hundred dollars per year, in it' present *onhundred rod- to tin bounds tirsl mentioned, containdition As it now is, we lind it in all respects wholly
-aid tie d heina recorded in
iwentv-tive
acre-,
ing
unsuitable lor the necessities of the county.
Hu*
said Kegi-'try, liook h.l Lago-gi;.
vaults and safe which contain the public records, are
ie-weth that o:i the
And
>ur orator- further
not secure against lire, ami all the records of the
second da> "I Nov D: 1. said llarri-oii St* en.- conwould
if
the
county
probably In-destroyed
building veyed to Davids Lincoln of llellast, aforesaid, by
should he harm d
We find tin* vault in the office of
mortgage and d. d ot that date, recorded in -aid
the Register of Heeds, in which the records of all
1 legistry, Hook l.b, l’age gag, a certain portion ot
the conveyances ot this county ar- kept, as we ll as
the premi-es first herein before describ* d a.- follows,
the conveyances of a huge portion ot this county for
jo wit. one parcel bounded Norther!;, hy land contwenty-four years before hnox Countywas form* d, v
eyed to sai l (oiiMand Chapman; Masterly hv lot
in an utterly insecure condition.
I'he record' would
No. utin -aid dack-oii, southerly hv lot No. "! in
l»e entirely destroyed it the building were burnt, unsaid town, and W. -terlv hy hd No. *.'<*. in said town,
less there was an opportunity to get them out mid
containing seventy ii\. acres, more or le.-s, and the
tin* vault is insufficient in si/e, without ventilation,
other parcel bounded Northerly h\ land conveyed to
tie* records are in danger from moisture.
Harrison Stev.ns hv -aid Alfred \\ Stev ens by hifhe vault in the Probate office H better, and Wedo
deed herein before named, dated Dec. i'tli, iM'-d;
not regain that as entirely svihv against lire in cam*
hv the road leading to Dixmont Southerly
Masterly
ot the destruction of the
building, and it H loo mr.all. bv land ot’ I C. Hatcheldor’.-. and We.-terly hy the
There is no vault or lire-proof' ioom for the sale
lim
of lot No '.'L containing three acre-.
w:e.-t
of
the records of the courts
In the office
keeping
And y.>ur orators further shew et h that on the J<»! h
of the t lerk of Courts, there is an iron safe. ulmii
the only means of preserving the records of th* Su- 1 day of Dec. 1 >7 1, said David v. Lincoln assigned tinsaid mortgage last herein before de.-eribed, and the
prciiu* Court and the ( Hurt of < ounty <'omnii'sioii
debt t Itert hy -toured to the -aid Allred W Stevens,
crs.
It is neither safe against lire, nor sufficient ju
-aid assignment i- recorded in-aid IJegi.-try,
which
si/e.
A considerable portion of tlie records Inc to
Hook 1 •’>(>, l’age ..no.
be kept in an open room, o it -i«l«* the safe, xpos.-d
And
your orators further .-hew that on the gg’d dav
to loss by other means, as well as by tire.
of 1 )ec. Is? 1, one .lo-epli IIam, a deputy -bet iff under
The const met ion of new lir**.pro<»f vaults for « ach
Irvin
t
sherilf ol said Countv ol
alderwood, 1 -«j
of the offices of Clerk of courts. Register of H. d'.
Waldo, having on the tenth day of Nov. 1>7). seized
ami Kegister ot Probate, wouhl be necessary to reuvirttie
of
a
of
Di-tre.-s dated the eightli
Warrant
: by
per them safe and convenient for the wol the
day of Nov. Is7l, is-ued by sin freasurer of -aid
county, for any term of years, however short.
town of Jackson, against said Harrison Stevens,
Tin* court room is in no respect suitable. Pur
who was a deficient collector of taxes for said tow n
many y ears ii has been a constant subject ot comfor the year ls?n, all the right in equity which said
plaint. on tin* part of tin Judge, the liar, ami those
Hunison stev ens had on said t**nth (lay of Nov. i
],
to
attend
tin* court'. Some of
persons compelled
to redeem a portion of the premises tir.-t herein liethe Judges of the Supreme Court have expressed
tin* determination not to hold another term in it, but : ton described, bounded North by land conveyed to
said (iould and Chapman; M.a.-t by said lot No.'.'I;
to direct the Sheritf to procure another
place in Soutli by .aid lot
No.
and West by said lot No.
which to hold tin* Court. Tin* rooms cannot be suitcontaining seventydiva acre- more <>r less, and
ably warmed without m-vv warming apparatus ; nor
lie ot Inn parcel bounded North hv land convev ed ;■ >
can it be vaiitilated without opening windows
upon
-ai I llarri-on Stevens hv -aid Alfred \\ Stevens hv
the principal business street of the cit v, exposing the
hi- deed herein hetop- named, dated Dec.'.',
court to the annoyance of the noise from tin streets,
-aid r--ad leading to Dixmont Southby which its proceedings are much interrupted, and Ka-b-rh by ot 1
erlv by land
Hatcheldor, and Westerly hv
the ventilation by this method i> p. ilous to healtii,
west
line
said lot N" '.'L containing three
the
and in no re-pect such as a court loom ought to
acres, convevedthe said right in eqiiitv to redeem
have.
to -aid Deo. L. Wallace h\ deed dated -aid ggd day
It would be difficult to iiiaki aii> such alterations
of D< c. 1-; i. and p-corded in -aid Ibgistry, Hook
in the ball now used, as would make it suitable for

e

the bay.
-\ report from Sebewaing this evening
'ays that liny of the men made a landing
there
Other reports from various points
two men
say about goo have escaped,
named 11 .1. Smith and John l’ourricr of
Hanks are known to have been drowned
The ice I- solid and ranges from It to go

ilclD

Vi!l

ELMER SMALL, M. D.,

Iron in the Blood

To tlu* Honorable Judg-of Probate lor the County
of Waldo.
I A C. Tl'KNFit, Administratrix (if the estate
oi' < lias. Turner, late of Stockton, in said ( 'ounty.
deceased, respectfully represents that the goods,
chattels and credits of said deceased are not stiHicient to answer his just debts and charges of Ad
ministration, by the sum ot eleve n hundred dollar-,
that said deceased died seized of certain real estate
in .Stockton, and known as the homestead of said
deceased together of about L’li acres not u part of
said homestead, that an adv antageous otier ha been
mad' for the same, to wit tie- sum ot' ten liun-b' d
and fifty dollars by Isaac N. Turner.
Wherefore your petitioner pray •--ir honor to
grant lu-r a license to -ell and convey aid n al
estate of said deceased,
including the reversion of
the Widow’s dower thereon,) t<» satisfy his debts
and incidental charges, and charg« of Admini.-t ra
tion, to said I mac N. P»r said -um.
.1 i'LlA
!'l K\ !.K.

pixmont,

Count}

<•

resigned, his inches in thi< ! ins-;, and is not easily brohis end.
Sunday ken up
night was passed with the chaplain and
Mr Katun, onr excellent hospital steward ;
He slept for several hours and was quite
e
nupost'il, through Monday lie was in the
The night was
frame ot mind.
'atm
pent with tile chaplain and Kev. Mr.
< hitivh of Providence, 1!
1
Through all
tin- e day s and night' lie had seasons ot
real distress in revealing the events of
Sore Lips, Dryness of the Shin, &e.
■: i,, iiii■ "I si’i and shame, and occasional
( urcl at
.v iI i.«. 1 MAN'S
< AMPiioU I« K
Tams of hope that Cod would yet show
U ll .i (.1
It k« j- the muds soft in
S»»• t hat > <>u get HEGEMANS.
u'i'ii; her
lien",
Having slept several hours he: all
NiM Iii ;.li 11 gji-ts. Price.-j cent*-; s* nt by mail
meil more quiet.
for •.•cent-.
11 na 1'aet u red only hy H K< il.M A N &
At U A M the prisoner prayed h ng and j ('«>
'hei.ii
!•! ! >nicgi-'P. <» l.ox 'i'i'lH, New
fixed

cents.

We shall close out all short length .»t Dress
(ioods at do per cent reduction. Now

I

A

h.

Itemiiunr Dress (woods.

he niiirdcrot the I Jbbv child in
Strong,
hi this State.
September, bsiig, and that
ot the Joyce children in Wb -t ltoxburv, in
ls(i
which lie at one time partially eonte-sed r have e Iinmitled, he now denies

km i,

a

Forty Dozen Ladies Woolen Hose selling
at 2d cents, former price !1:» cents.

t

Ib

seventeen

»

Woolen Hose.

are

j

10 et-.

at

>

■

another party was to get the money There
confession', of other smaller erinies.

I In geiitiaii. her long lashes through.
I
ked up into the sky so blue,
tnd felt at h"iiie—the eolor, there.
I he g""d i"d gave herselt tu wear.

:i O O. O (>.

Time Hundred Dollars* worth of ALL
1IK.M.MI'D Linen Handkerchief*,slight-

and there leaving ;L suit of clothes to
give
the inipres-ioii that lie w as drow ned, while

.,

F. an»
niiiii! being

a

i;imi>

lmr J concluded she could not live till morning. \\ ishing i" procure a body to cxamine tin- surgi al purposes I resolved to
kill her. and took her to the woods at some
disiama and strangled her.
< >i.
xaiiiinitig tile boih 1 lound one hip
and pai t of the spine deformed, and partly
on tin- aec unit
but more because of a leeiingot' remorse and terror seizing me, 1 desisted from my purpose of examining the
body. 1 found a ehcsiiut stump partly
rotten, and turning it up placed the body
under it and replaced the stump. 1 then
wandered about the woods until morning.
1 he plaei where 1 buried her was near the
.junction of tu > brooks, | searched for it
a
year afterwards but could not lind it.
He also eonb-sses [o
stealing a gold
watch from a girl in his house in
which was laid to another: also to taking
"ii! * policy in tlie Traveler's Insurance

Willi*.

t

haw

LAlitiK a->ortment of 11 niroods
:unl the price.- of them are-o L< >\V. that
even customer cannot fail l" pmvha-e,
1

\vc

Moor, and one girl siltingon the Moor, who
seemed to he very ~iek. On examining

\ nd -.1 w itlnln-w them gently, and upraised
H t fori*liead from it* lv-ting-placo, and look’d
I
I'' «I
Oil 111**-.s/o
tu'f'n ns/trj,[

Last

■ini i;

ami

The

KE( LIVED AT

.11M’

left the place but tor the reason that
-I ant then eolhv; sonti money which
due ii.
My fee. ings alter the deed
.1 lie w< e dreadful bevoud deserip-

I

■>.
To ascertain and report whether anv, and what
other suitable buildings, now or hereafter t<> be
erected in ltockland, can be loused for the use ol*the
County, for a term not exceeding twenty years, and
upon what terms.
4. To procure plans and an estimate of the expenses for the erection of a < ourt House upon the
County lot. at the corner of IJme lbe k
i'niou
Streets, in ltockland.
0. To prepare a form of notice to the
.Municipal
Officers ot the several towns in the Countv, ot the
intention of the County Commissioners to obtain a
loan of such sum as may be necessary to eject said
Court House, that the consent <1 the
mav be
obtained as required by law.
And it is further OttnKiti n. 1 lmt said Committee
procure the services ot a competent architect in the
preparation of any plans or estimates called for in
tin* foregoing order, and that the report of said '.>mmittee, including the report of said archite-t. pie.
pared in form for publication, be made to this .nu t
on the first duv of February next.
GEOKG'E F (TMMiNG.-.
,l( IIIX DAVIS. -J.l.
H A ISON M I l:l fSKI.I.. V """•"-■umi
A true copy
Attest
I.DW I \ Hi >s|
|,.

ro I'll 1. nil M V ( nMMI.vMoM.ps ()i
OK .N W ol KNo\.

PROBATE NOTICES.

SS.—To the S her if* of our rr>pective Counties or either of their Deputies,
(j meeting:
/
We command you to siltueli the
s
^
goods
j or estate of Alfred W. Stevens of F’lats(
burgh, in the State of New York, and
Harrison Stevens of Jackson, in the County of Waldo, and State of Maine, and Chilian Could
and William 31. Chapman, both of 3Ionroe, in said
County of Waldo, t<» the value of Three Hundred
Dollars; ami summon the said defendants (if they
may be found within your precinct,) to appear bel-*re our .Justices of our Supreme Judicial Court,
next to be holden at Belfast, within ami for the
County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of April
next, then and there in our said Court, to answer
unto Ceorge L. Wallace of Jackson, in said County
of Waldo, and Joseph f Sanborn, Jr., Henry Wyman, Frederick A. Kimball, and William U. Fogb;r, all of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, in a
bill of equity. Humbly complaining, sbeweth unto
> "ur honors vour orators,
flat Harrison Stevens
oi Jackson, in the
Count)'of Waldo, and State ot
Maine.was on theFUli day of Julv.A. I*
KM>7,seized
in lee simple of or otherwise entitled to the following described parcel of land situated iu said Jackson,
to wit
being lot No. U5 and part of lot No. ‘.4, according to the plan of said town, beginning at the
corner ot lots No. *»;0, ‘Hi, lsi and IF.', thence easterly
by the Southerly line of lot No. I'.'.' und land ol
David Mansur to the road leading through said
lot No. *.4 to
thence Southerly by said
road to land of T. C. Batcbeldor; thence Westerly
by .-aid Batcheldor’.s North line to the Fa*t line ot
lot .No, ‘JO, thence Southerly on the line between
-aid lots' No. ‘4 and ‘JO. to the North line of lot No.
•'1; ‘hence Westerly on the line between said 1 •»l
No. ‘.'1 and No 'JO
the Fast line of lot Nu. '."i;
thence N'ortheily on theliue between said No. lots ‘JO
and No. ‘Jo to the place of beginning, containing
about one hundred and twent)-six acres, being tinsame premi-e* eonveyedjo said Harrison Stevens by
■said Alfred W. steven- by hi- deed of Warrant)
dated De c. ‘J, 1m'.,>, and recorded in Waldo Uegistry
f Deeds, Book l::>, Page 70. and J.\ -aid Alfred \\
Stevens and Benj. C. steven- of Jackson, aforesaid,
by their deed ot Warrantv, dated July FJ, 1,m>7. and
recorded in said Kegistn ,’Bock 111, Page H’J
And your orators further sbeweth that the -aid
Harrison Stevens, tin said F.'kh day of July. 1m'.,',
conveyed tin- premi.-es herein before described, to
-aid Alli ed \\ >t( veils by his mortgage deed of that
date, recorded in <aid Begi-trv, Book I .-, Page bid,
to secure tin payment of elc\ eh hundred dollar a mi
intere-t.

J

loans also confesses to the murder of a
Mills ehihl in tlie fall ot l*oii, at Deny,
X 11.
lie went t" the house of Mr. Mills
in 1 lie night, f nnd the door fastened, heard
Hie moaning "I a child inside,
lie continues
I lound sen ral children lying on the

Doc.Tara.tiou.

and tin- gay compaiiv were gone
vnd light la} *oft «m the de*erted room
I r un a!aba*t--r va*es, and a scent
U
.1..- •-!, av,•* and sWei-t Verbena calile
flu’ou ii tin unshuttered w indow on tin* air.
Vu- i1
rich i'ietures. with their *iark old tintH:
iik-* a twilight landscape, and all tiling*
Mi d hu-le J nit"
111 111 her. I-ahel,
Tin lark---ispiritual I-abel.
A
miiig "ii her iiarp, and I had -tay< d
a Mi-nei w Mat I -oiiM n«>t when the **ro\vd
J
• I
n_ m le-r look like worshippers.
I knelt.
\
i wi! M tin- fen or ot a lip unused
-id bivaili of r-Ti-on, Told my lov,
1
t- no answer, and 1 t""k the hand
i Mat i. 'ted on the strings, and pr*-**’d a ki-• *on i! unlorbidden—and again
'• --ongl t her that thi* silent * videnee
l Mat 1 wa* not iiulilh*reut to lu*r heart.
Might have the seal of -n sweet syllable.
I M--.M i!i small, white ting'-rs a* I spoke.

t

$500.

some

fears of her
pulling her threats into execution were,
iiovvc e:. the i!e reason 1 had. i should

to

hit*

l‘ho

some

nn- now

The
i*

OK SOUL C1IAKMING.”
may fascinate and gain the
love and atleetions of any person they choose, instantly. This Simple mental acquirement all can
possess, free, by mail, for 25 cents; together with a
Marriage Guide, Egyptian Oracle, Dreams, Hints to
Ladies, A queer book. 100,000 sold. Address i’.
WILLIAM & CO., Publishers, Philadelphia.

before she did.
When she came 1
talked with her some time, reminding her
of several valuable presents Iliad given
her. and trying to persuade her to do
something to make me secure. It was of
-lie persistently refused. Knowno avail:
ing that 1 w as completely in her power,
and that 1 would most likelv he sent to the
State Prison on one or both of her complaints. [ seized her by the throat. She
struggled, but lor a short time, and was
dead. 1 carried her body for a long distance 111xx ard the -u amp. and when within a lew rods ot the place w here 1 buried
her. 1 separated the parts found afterwards.
I did this to gain
Hue knowledge of
the human sy stem that might be of use

■

IAv

‘tpSVCHOMAXCY,
_L How either sex

State of Maine.
\Y ALIM

~.

time

the farm graveyard, ’heath the Mark,
funereal pine tree* on the hill,
• he poor, w orn form the stream
gave b i.-k
flu-} laid m slumber, eold and *til!.
H r secret slept with her; none knew
W hose tickle *mile had left the pain
1 11at cursed ln r life : to one thought tru
Her
i-ion-hamitod. wandering lirain.
"
ure from all. hid safe from blame.
In I f and death had kept his ain -.
1 :. "iteii, with a thrill ot fear,
!I
mother, a* she lies awake
uiLHit, will fancy *he can hear
.i
\
who.*,- tone is like the dr* ai.
>w
mud the graveyard pine tree* m.tk
1 kn -w not if "iis right or wrong—
I
1! .mi lit**— I eaiv not how :
i »nlV kn-Oi he loved me once-do,-*

near

!

ROYALHaVANA LOTTERY

She assented ; and on the morning ot the
fatal day i left Mr Day's telling the family

the place,

State of Maine.

0

OKDEllED,

I was going to Mr. Hill's or perhaps to
1 arrived at
Mr. Robert
some miles off.

In

H

FUrV

(leorgianna

room

house

:

Adamion

of

bottle

Botanic Balaam at all drug. !
Pleasant, and an unfailing remedy for
KNOX COUNTY
Asthma, Coughs, (’olds, Lung Complaints, &c. ;
Large bottles, ti5 els. Dr. F. W. Kinsman, Pro- ! At a Court of County Commissioners holden
prietor, Augusta, Maine. $5000 for a case it will not
(it Dockland., on the first
Tuesday of Decemcure! Try it.
ber 1873, and by adjournment on the doth day
1873.
of December,
dost Book sent Free. Address
That Albert I*. Gould, of
Thonmston,
J lUfl 1 ^ Eastern Book Co., Concord, N. II.
Ephraim M. Wood, of Camden, and Andrew
JJurkett, of Appleton, be and are hereby appointed
a Committee whose duty shall be as follows
1. To examine the building now leased
by the
County for County Offices, and report in detail mum
their security and suitability for the
OF CUBA.
purposesfor
which they are rented, and wlmt alterations if anv,
Prospectus for ls74 now ready. Address (iEOKGK are
necessary to render them safe and convenient
t PH AM. No. i) Weybosset M., Providence, K. I.
for the use of the County for a term not exceedin''
twenty
years from the expiration of the* presen”
to SlOO in Wall St. often leads to a
lease, and to make an estimate of the probable exfortune. No risk. 32-page pamphlet
of such alterations.
pense
lor stamp. Valkntink l't mbkiim.k
To ascertain and report upon what terms the
& Co., Bankers and Brokers, Wall St.,
lease of the present buildings can b«* renewed for a
New York.
period not exceeding twenty years.
ists\

eanio suddenly into
She then
and detected me.
threatened to expose me. Thus l louiid
myself completely in her power. Believing she would make good her threatening
mind was much agitated and torm\
mented.
In this state of mind, about one month
before her death. 1 lirst thought of putting
her out of the way.
1 often rejected the
thought, but some renewal of her threats
would bring it back. For some days before the murder i seemed to be attended
continually lw one who seemed to bear a
human form, urging me on to the deed.
At length 1 I eeame fixed in my purpose
of compelling her to exonerate me or take
her life
In order to bring this about I
told In-r 1 would give her the book if she
would meet me in the woods at a certain
place named, it some distance from the

tiii',

on

• Ionic

sample
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of all description.
II
I. l.ollD.

COCOA NUT CAKES
Frt- h
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MITCHELLS.

